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ABSTRACT
LOCATING UNCERTAINTY IN HOSPITAL LEADER SENSEMAKING AND
SENSEGIVING OF ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE: A SINGLE CASE STUDY
Sara E. Barry
Graduate School of Leadership and Change
Yellow Springs, OH
Leaders planning strategic change face significant ambiguity and uncertainty due to the complex,
fast-paced, and volatile nature of organizational life. What one leader sees as an opportunity,
another may view as a threat depending on their past experiences, their existing mental models,
and their perceptions of uncertainty. Sensemaking and sensegiving theories provide a framework
for how leaders retrospectively make sense of new and disorienting information through
recursive cycles of interpretation, action, and learning, and seek to influence the
meaning-making of others towards a shared vision of the strategic change. Despite decades of
research using these theories, studies have yet to examine leaders’ perceptions of the locations of
uncertainty (i.e., environmental, organizational, or individual) and how they impact leader
sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Through a case study of a Vermont hospital, I reviewed
documents and artifacts, observed meetings, interviewed leaders (i.e., trustees, executives, and
directors) and developed an understanding of the hospital’s social/political/historical/cultural
context. The study revealed that leaders perceived uncertainty around five trigger situations.
Leaders varied in their perceived locations of uncertainty by their level of leadership with all
leaders perceiving moderate to high environmental uncertainty, executives and directors
perceiving significant organizational uncertainty, and directors most likely to identify
individually located uncertainty. Similarly, the specific qualities of uncertainty and leader
sensemaking processes varied by perceived location of uncertainty and level of leadership. Of
iv

note, leaders were not always able to recognize their own perceptions of uncertainty. The case
revealed an unexpected finding in the hospital’s positive and relationally-oriented culture which
served a protective effect in leader sensemaking of organizational change. Together, the study’s
findings highlight the need for leaders to attend to the perceived location(s) of change-related
uncertainty and proactively discuss them with other stakeholders to manage uncertainty and
successfully achieve strategic organizational change. This dissertation is available in open
access at AURA: Antioch University Repository and Archive, https://aura.antioch.edu/, and
OhioLINK ETD Center, https://etd.ohiolink.edu/.
Keywords: ambiguity, board member, cartography, case study, culture, executive, health care,
hospital, middle manager, perceived location of uncertainty, relational leadership, sensegiving,
sensemaking, strategic organizational change, uncertainty
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1
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Greek philosopher Heraclitus, as quoted by Plato, famously said “everything changes and
nothing remains still … and you cannot step twice in the same stream” (Plato, 1900). Whether
this is in reference to an individual, an organization, a system, or a society, the world and its
citizens are constantly changing. Given this, one might posit that people are comfortable with
change and will adapt readily, yet decades of research indicate this is far from the reality (Gill,
2002). Change can engender feelings of discomfort, uncertainty, distrust and can result in
entrenchment, avoidance, and resistance (Kraft et al., 2015; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Sparr,
2018). Paradoxically, when presented well, change can also engender feelings of excitement, joy
and can result in greater creativity, empowerment, and success (Cooperrider & Sekerka, 2006).
These observations have led those interested in psychology, sociology, and organizational
development to more deeply examine how people make meaning of the change around them, and
specifically how they notice and interpret new information or activities, how they take action in
response, and ultimately how this cycle of action and learning results in retrospective
sensemaking.
While much of the literature on organizational change and sensemaking focuses on
planned, crisis, or organizational strategic change, only occasionally does it highlight the way
people make meaning of strategic change when it is pushed from outside the organization, such
as in the introduction of national policy reform initiatives (Apker, 2004; Ganon-Shilon &
Schechter, 2021; Gilson et al., 2014). Unlike planned organizational change in which goals are
often clearly delineated and the change process is incremental, or continuous change programs in
organizations which seek to use data to identify opportunities to improve efficiency and
effectiveness, occasions of strategic change can be seen as occasions for transformation. Because
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these events occur less frequently, involve more uncertainty, and are often broader in scope, the
opportunity for dramatic change is greater but may also be more tenuous in its execution.
In this chapter I will briefly highlight the problem this study will address along with the
purpose of the study and the local context in which it will take place. Next, I will provide an
overview of the theoretical underpinnings of the study, including my conceptual framework,
before introducing my proposed research question and methodology. Finally, I will reflexively
describe my positionality as an insider taking a pragmatic constructivist perspective before
reflecting on the significance of the study and an overview of the subsequent chapters.
Statement of the Problem
Regardless of the type of change being enacted, some researchers have noted that
traditional change management models are obsolete and linear models were not designed to
adapt to the disruptive, complex, and fast-paced change most organizations face today (Bartunek
& Woodman, 2015; Nelson, 2018). Today’s change is complex due to the speed with which
information flows, issues with timing and pace of change efforts, the need to weigh and balance
many competing priorities, the need to manage the integrative nature of businesses and recognize
up and down-stream impacts, and the need to manage capacity across multiple dimensions
(Bartunek & Woodman, 2015; Nelson, 2018).
The ever-present challenge in implementing strategic organizational change is that
uncertainty exists both in the experience of change and in the outcomes that may result (Bordia,
Hunt, et al., 2004). When change is directed from outside the organization leaders can perceive it
as both an opportunity and a threat (Sund, 2015). This determination depends on a several
dimensions including environmental factors; leader perceptions of identity, power (influence and
control), and psychological safety; as well as their perceptions of the organization’s structures,
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values, and governance. This can result in different assessments of the volatility, complexity, or
risk associated with the change. As a result, leaders may have divergent perceptions of
uncertainty of the same organizational change (Huff et al., 2016). These perceptions may shift
over time as the flux of organizational change evolves impacting beliefs about the nature of the
problem, its severity, or its significance (Huff et al., 2016). These shifting perceptions may be
further impacted by access to information, personal and organizational interpretations, and
individual and collective learning.
With the increasing complexity of business today, organizational development
practitioners need to better understand the sources and types of uncertainty (Huff et al., 2016),
how leaders make meaning of them and react to them, and how leaders communicate about
them, all in an effort to identify ways to achieve organizational change outcomes to strengthen
and position the business for future success.
Purpose of the Study
One way to better understand the sources and types of uncertainty experienced by those
visioning and leading organizational change, is to examine how they situate uncertainty. More
specifically, whether they locate uncertainty in the external environment, within the organization,
at the individual level, or some combination of these locations. To date, the locations of
uncertainty has yet to be explored in the literature. Then, once situated, it could be important to
understand how leader perceptions of the location of uncertainty impacts the way they make
meaning of it, the actions they take, and the way they communicate about it with others. Thus,
the purpose of this study was to explore how leaders perceived uncertainty in the context of
strategic organizational change, to understand how they made meaning of it, and to examine their
sensegiving to others to influence the adoption of the change. Uncovering how leaders situate
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uncertainty and its impact on their sensemaking and sensegiving could lead to more effective
management strategies to facilitate and support strategic change within organizations and across
networks. The ability to successfully navigate such change is vitally important among leaders in
healthcare organizations, including those with whom I work, to achieve transformation of
Vermont’s healthcare system.
Context for the Research Study
In Vermont, where I live, 97% of the population has health insurance, approximately half
of which is publicly funded. While Vermonters have always had high levels of health insurance
relative to other states, the introduction of the federal Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
in 2010 led to a decline in the uninsured rate from 7% to 3% over the past decade (Robertson et
al., 2022). In Vermont, 94% of the population is white and the population is aging; Vermont is
the third oldest state in the country (United States Census Bureau, 2021). The aging population
and the slow demographic growth are often viewed as related to Vermont’s lack of large
employers, expensive taxes, and lack of cultural diversity which facilitate youth out-migration
(Ring, 2015). In Vermont’s healthcare arena, significant efforts over the past decade have
examined possible mechanisms to improve the quality of healthcare and control the growth of
healthcare costs, yet many have fallen short or never gotten off the ground (Goldstein, 2019;
McElwee, 2013).
Beginning in 2017, a new effort emerged from the preceding attempt to create a single
payer healthcare model, called the All Payer Model (APM). The APM evolved as a result of a
diverse group of invested stakeholders (e.g., healthcare leaders and providers, policy makers,
insurers) working collaboratively to define a framework for change across the state (Green
Mountain Care Board [GMCB], 2015). At its core was a recognition that in Vermont, as with
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elsewhere in the United States, care is fragmented and often delivered in silos that result in
sub-optimal care for patients, inefficiency, and waste of healthcare dollars and resources. In its
place, these stakeholders envisioned a “more integrated system of care based on collaboration
among providers, better health outcomes for Vermonters, and better management of overall
healthcare costs” (GMCB, 2015, p. 1). The framework called for:
A single accountable organization that could assume financial risk under value-based,
population-based payments; have sufficient resources to provide the infrastructure
necessary for data collection, analytics, and coordinating improvements in care delivery;
and have a sufficient number of attributed lives to impact the delivery system … to
achieve a more integrated system of care. (GMCB, 2015, p. 2)
The State of Vermont and the federal government agreed to move forward with a
demonstration project to test these innovative reform ideas (GMCB, 2016). The APM created a
mechanism for healthcare providers to work together with common policy goals: to reform the
way healthcare is delivered to make it more person-centered and higher quality and to control the
growth in healthcare costs on an annual basis (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,
2016). Each year, healthcare providers voluntarily agree to participate in an Accountable Care
Organization (ACO), using it as a vehicle to coordinate provider-led reform efforts. In 2022, the
ACO supported more than 5,000 healthcare providers, 160 healthcare organizations including 13
of the 14 Vermont hospitals, and 288,000 Vermonters, almost half of the state’s population
(GMCB, 2021). Together, these healthcare providers assumed responsibility for $1.4 billion
dollars of healthcare expenditures. These precedent-setting reform efforts are risky and, like any
change effort, it is possible they could be adapted, adopted, or abandoned over time. However, if
successful, this large-scale reform effort could pave the way for deeper reforms both in Vermont
and nationally. The challenge is that translating systems-level policy alignment to local
decision-making and action to accomplish these policy goals is complex and weaves together
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human, organizational, and systems factors with local context and lacks a specific, known recipe
for change. This strategic organizational change is inherently volatile, uncertain, complex, and
adaptive (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014). Further, leaders may interpret these factors differently due
to varying perceptions of uncertainty which could yield individual, rather than shared, schemata
about the change being enacted. This could result in divergent sensegiving and, ultimately, to
confusion and resistance to the change. Thus, through this study, I explored how leaders
perceived uncertainty, where they situated it and how they made sense of the organizational
change. I also explored the ways that leaders attempted to influence other organizational actors
through their sensegiving actions.
Background
Before examining what is known about how leaders perceive and situate uncertainty it is
important to understand how they make sense of the information and events that arise from a
strategic organizational change effort. Figure 1.1 details my conceptual framework for this study.
The area outlined in blue reflects the nexus of my research study—the impact of perceived
locations of uncertainty on leader sensemaking and sensegiving. In brief, the strategic
organizational change causes uncertainty which may be perceived as environmental,
organizational, individual, or a combination of them. This creates discord as leaders struggle to
reconcile new information with their existing schema. If this cannot be readily reconciled, it
serves as a trigger for sensemaking to arrive at a new schema. The leader then attempts to
influence the meaning-making of other organizational actors through sensegiving, creating a
trigger in a second group who then must engage in their own action and sensemaking processes.
This, in turn, informs the leader sensemaking in iterative cycles of action and learning. This
study focused on the leader sensemaking and sensegiving in light of how they perceived and
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situated uncertainty from the strategic organizational change. Future studies could explore the
change recipients’ perception of location of uncertainty as well as how they receive leader
sensegiving and respond to it.
Figure 1.1
Conceptual Framework

Environmental
Uncertainty
Leader
Sensemaking

Strategic
Organizational
Change

New
Schema

Leader
Sensegiving

Organizational
Uncertainty
Individual
Uncertainty

Change Recipient
Sensemaking

In this section I will provide a high-level overview of sensemaking and sensegiving theories and
research, briefly examine ambiguity and uncertainty in organizational change, and then highlight
the extant research on how uncertainty has been located within individuals, organizations, and
the external environment.
Sensemaking and Sensegiving Theories
One way to explore the experience of those engaged in organizational change is to
examine how they make meaning of the dynamics around them (Gioia et al., 1994). In the field
of organizational development, much research has evolved from social constructionism, a
perspective that views an individual’s understanding of the world as being influenced by social
processes enacted with others to create meaning (Fairhurst & Grant, 2010). In this way, social
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agreements define our ideologies, values, and perceptions. Further, these social agreements can
and do change and evolve over time (Fairhurst & Grant, 2010). This places importance on
understanding how meaning is created and negotiated among individuals, groups, organizations,
communities, cultures, and countries. One way in which this process of meaning-making has
been theorized is as ‘sensemaking’ which I will briefly describe below and detail further in
Chapter II.
Sensemaking Theory
Weick (1995), working from the premise that organizations are socially constructed,
concluded that meaning-making around organizational change is also a social process. He called
this process sensemaking and described it as “the ongoing retrospective development of plausible
images that rationalize what people are doing” (Weick et al., 2005, p. 146). Weick (1995)
introduced the acronym “SIR COPE” to capture sensemaking’s seven key properties: social
context, identity, retrospect, salient cues, ongoing projects, plausibility, and enactment. Weick et
al. (2005) specified that sensemaking is a process of action and interpretation not evaluation or
choice. It encompasses a set of distinctive features that facilitate enactment, organizing, and
sensemaking (Table 1.1). Despite its transient nature, sensemaking is a critical process to help
individuals form and organize information into patterns that can be further processed to
propagate action (Weick et al., 2005). Weick (1995) elucidated the differences between everyday
sensemaking and organizational sensemaking, calling attention to the fact that in everyday life
much is taken for granted while in organizations most things are negotiated, controlled, and
justified.
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Table 1.1
Key Features in Sensemaking Processes
Sensemaking Feature
Organizing Flux

Description
A flow of inputs or actions generates sense
impressions that create opportunities for cues

Noticing and Bracketing

Existing mental models are compared to new
sense impressions and simplified

Labeling and Categorizing

Cues are differentiated and named to create
order and tested for plausibility against
existing frames

Retrospective

A label or category is assigned after an action
takes place

Presumptive

A label or category allows abstract
information or impressions to be transformed
into something concrete

Social and Systemic

The organizational and societal environment
and culture impact the way cues are
interpreted

Action Oriented

Communication is used to coalesce sense
impressions to create a behavioral step that is
taken

Organizing through Communication

Symbols such as language, and body are used
to share and receive information about the
sense impressions, categories, and possible
actions
Note. Derived from Weick, K. E., Sutcliffe, K. M., & Obstfeld, D. (2005). Organizing and the
process of sensemaking. Organization Science, 16(4), 409–421.
https://doi.org/10.1287/orsc.1050.0133
Sensemaking is typically enacted when an individual encounters new information or
events that do not fit into existing patterns or experiences (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick
et al., 2005). This creates a disorientation that diverts energy and resources to address the
associated discomfort until the new information or event can be bracketed in such a way as to fit
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recognizable patterns of behavior or a new pattern is created. Weick (1995) called these events
“shocks” and categorized them as pertaining to perceived environmental uncertainty, information
load, and turbulence. He also noted that uncertainty can increase in direct relation to increasing
complexity associated with the sheer volume or diversity of information and a corresponding
lack of clarity about how it is related.
Maitlis and Christianson (2014) provided a more robust definition of sensemaking: “a
process, prompted by violated expectations, that involves attending to and bracketing cues in the
environment, creating intersubjective meaning through cycles of interpretation and action, and
thereby enacting a more ordered environment from which further cues can be drawn” (p. 67).
Thus, the outcome of sensemaking is a new meaningful pattern of information, or schema, that
can result in action (Sparr, 2018). Ultimately sensemaking is about reducing uncertainty, not
about finding truth (Weick et al., 2005). Sensemaking is tied to an individual’s personal identity
and their perception of how they are viewed by others. This, in turn, influences their enactment
which impacts the image of them held by others, creating a cycle of co-creation of meaning
(Weick et al., 2005). Despite its transient nature, sensemaking is a critical process to help
individuals form and organize information into patterns that can be further processed to
propagate action (Weick et al., 2005). Thus, sensemaking theory provided a roadmap in my
proposed research to facilitate the identification of how leaders notice, bracket, make sense, and
act upon their perceptions of uncertainty from strategic organizational change.
Sensegiving Theory
Once organizational leaders have enacted their own sensemaking, they often turn to other
organizational actors to attempt to influence and engage them in a change process (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991). Thus, sensegiving is the complementary process of “attempting to influence
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the sensemaking and meaning construction of others toward a preferred redefinition of
organizational reality” (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991, p. 442). Across organizations,
communications (e.g., oral, written, embodied) become opportunities for noticing and bracketing
sense impressions and developing cues. In organizational change efforts, sensegiving is a
common technique leaders use to communicate about a change in an effort to impact followers’
behavior, including reducing resistance to the change. For example, leaders might use bridging
processes to facilitate reframing of problems and development of shared vision (Meyer et al.,
2016). Framing is recognized as a highly political and power-laden activity in sensemaking and
sensegiving processes (Fiss & Zajac, 2006). While numerous studies have documented positive
outcomes associated with sensegiving including sensegiving recipients adapting language and
adopting metaphors to promote the change (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Kezar, 2013), others have
noted failures in sensegiving that resulted in change agents’ resistance to accepting the leader’s
preferred narrative and direction and, instead, banding together to take alternative actions
(Tucker et al., 2015). While it is important to recognize the dynamic and interconnected nature of
change leader and change recipient sensemaking and sensegiving, the focus of my research study
was on leader sensemaking and subsequent sensegiving enactments in reaction to their
perception of the location(s) of uncertainty around strategic organizational change. Future
research could consider change recipients sense receiving and sensemaking.
Role of Context and Environment in Sensemaking and Sensegiving
In addition to leaders’ use of language and framing in sensemaking and sensegiving, it is
important that they consider the role and impact of context and environment on these
meaning-making processes. These impacts were elucidated in Khan’s (2018) study of
organizational change in a Pakistani commercial bank. Through a retrospective case study, it
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demonstrated how external environmental factors (e.g., socio-political and appropriation of
power) changed the situation within the organization and impacted the sensemaking and
sensegiving within a planned organizational change. In their critical ethnographic study, Zorn et
al.’s (2000) multiple perspectives analysis of a public-sector organizational change initiative in
New Zealand uncovered a thread of coercive control embedded in organizations and their change
processes. Filstad’s (2014) research on the politics of sensemaking and sensegiving extend this
view of coercive control. In their case study of a Norwegian financial institution, Filstad (2014)
identified that top managers enacted a political process to exclude others from the strategic
vision-setting process which resulted in an inability of middle managers and employees to make
sense of the vision and resulted in employees undermining the change efforts through enacted
resistance.
These studies reveal that sensemaking and sensegiving in organizational change are
complex processes. They weave together critical aspects including noticing cues and bracketing
new information and sense impressions and working to organize and categorize this information
through cycles of action, communication, and reflection; all with an awareness of the broader
social, cultural, and environmental contexts, inclusive of issues of power and privilege within the
organization. At each step, there is opportunity for leaders to attempt to influence the
meaning-making of other organizational actors through their control of the information
disclosed, as well as their influence on the discourse and resources surrounding the change
effort. Thus, developing an understanding of how leaders situate uncertainty in the context of
strategic organizational change could lead to new insights about how leader sensegiving is
enacted and the ways in which it impacts organizational discourse about the change.
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Ambiguity and Uncertainty in Organizational Change
Change often brings about ambiguity and uncertainty as individuals work to understand
the change and its impact on their identity, role, and job functions as well as the organization’s
mission, structures, and culture (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 2005). This
uncertainty is often a source of significant discomfort for leaders and can serve as the shock, or
trigger, to initiate sensemaking processes (Weick, 1995). At first glance, ambiguity and
uncertainty are synonyms, but in the context of organizing, Weick (1995, 2015) posited that
there are critical nuances that differentiate these terms. Specifically, ambiguity reflects a
situation or event lacking clarity and with two or more possible interpretations, while uncertainty
is more elusive and general and reflects an inability to make any interpretations (Weick, 1995).
That is, in uncertain situations, information is lacking and individuals cannot reliably predict
outcomes; they are therefore ignorant in the face of the unique situation or context. To address
the dangers inherent in organizational paralysis in the face of change, Weick (1995) called
attention to the distinction between the need for information as the key to reducing ignorance
(i.e.,, uncertainty) while social interactions inclusive of cues, enactment, and communication are
necessary to reduce the confusion of multiple interpretations (i.e., ambiguity).
Studies of ambiguity and uncertainty in sensemaking arise from divergent
epistemological perspectives and appropriately vary in their methods from post-positivist
examinations of antecedents and outcomes (Bordia, Hunt, et al., 2004; Clampitt & Williams,
2005; Fiss & Zajac, 2006; Judge & Douglas, 2009) to constructivist studies of negotiated or
collective sensemaking (Gioia et al., 2012; Merkus et al., 2017) to critical studies of power and
control in sensemaking and sensegiving (Filstad, 2014; Zorn et al., 2000). Through the
exploration of ambiguity and uncertainty in sensemaking around organizational change, a variety
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of antecedents, moderators, and mediators have been identified and explored. Several studies
focused on identifying associations between antecedents such as leader communications or
political skill and outcomes such as employee job satisfaction and performance (Cullen et al.,
2014; DeGhetto et al., 2017). While other studies used varying classifications of uncertainty to
examine how access and timing of information, participatory decision-making, perceived
control, and collective versus negotiated sensemaking impacted perceptions of organizational
change (Bordia, Hunt et al., 2004; Bordia, Hobman, et al., 2004; Clampitt & Williams, 2005).
Despite these findings, studies of sensemaking and sensegiving around organizational change
tend to background the role and impact of ambiguity and uncertainty, leaving much still to be
uncovered.
Locating Perceived Uncertainty
Psychologists and organizational theorists have long studied the relationships and
interactions between organizations and their environments, including the role of environmental
uncertainty in change processes (Milliken, 1985). However, operational definitions of
uncertainty have varied resulting in studies examining different constructs. Milliken (1985) noted
the inconsistent findings of these studies and focused her early research on examining the
relationship between organizational, individual, and role-related factors and college
administrators’ sensemaking of external environmental factors. She found that organizational
characteristics such as participation in decision-making or organizational culture influenced
college administrators’ perceptions of the environment while individual and role characteristics
were not significantly related to perceptions of uncertainty. Milliken (1985) noted that this lack
of finding on individual and role characteristics may have related to the demographic
homogeneity of the senior level administrators that participated in the study.
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Milliken (1987) classified three types of perceived environmental uncertainty: “state”
uncertainty, or a lack of predictability about the change, “effect” uncertainty, or an inability to
accurately assess environmental impacts on the future state of the organization (i.e.,
cause-effect), and “response” uncertainty, or a lack of knowledge about possible alternative
responses and their effectiveness. Milliken (1987) concluded that leader perceptions of the
location of uncertainty could significantly impact organizational strategic planning processes
including the amount of time spent in environmental scanning and forecasting, organizational
buffering (i.e., building redundancies), boundary-spanning (i.e., examining competitor
responses), or delaying design and implementation of strategies. This early research provided an
important entrance point for my research study.
Subsequent research has varied in where perceived uncertainty was situated. For
example, several studies have focused on perceived environmental uncertainty and identified that
it was associated with specific environmental scanning activities (Sund, 2015) or positively
associated with organizational capacity for change (Judge & Douglas, 2009). In their research,
Gioia et al. (2012) located uncertainty within the organization and found that it impacted
stakeholder positions and priorities. Samdanis and Lee (2019) focused on a failed strategic
change initiative and found that organizational uncertainty led to recursive cycles of
sensemaking that were misaligned with the broader business environment and consumer
demands. Studies of individual uncertainty resulting from organizational change led to confusion
about the impact of the change on job security, role, and pay, among others (Bordia, Hobman, et
al., 2004). Each of these perceived locations of uncertainty will be explored in greater depth in
Chapter II.
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While each of these studies focused on perceptions of leader or stakeholder uncertainty in
different locations, it is interesting to note that beyond Milliken’s (1985, 1987) original work,
none of these studies sought to capture how leaders perceived the possible multiplicities of
environment, organization, and individual while locating uncertainty and its subsequent impact
on their sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change. This leads to my own area of
research interest as articulated in the next section.
Research Question
Integrating the examination of leader uncertainty and sensemaking and sensegiving
around organizational change, it is interesting to note that the literature tends to acknowledge
ambiguity or uncertainty exists but primarily elects to background it in favor of a focus on the
actions and cycles of meaning-making themselves. Early research foregrounding uncertainty
focused on the role of environmental uncertainty in decision-making or strategic change
processes (Milliken, 1987). However, Milliken (1985) extended this view by proposing alternate
locations for uncertainty, including within the organization and the individual. As described
previously, research locating leader uncertainty in sensemaking and sensegiving around
organizational change that has occurred tends to locate it in one space, rather than considering
the multiplicities and therefore complexities of uncertainty existing on multiple planes (e.g.,
environmental, organizational, individual). Thus, I believed that applying Milliken’s (1985)
concept of locations of uncertainty, as a way to examine how leaders take action, and make and
give sense around strategic organizational change could yield important new understanding for
practitioners seeking to facilitate successful implementation of organizational change efforts.
Accordingly, my proposed research question was: How does the perceived location of
uncertainty (environment, organization, individual) impact leader sensemaking and sensegiving
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in a hospital undergoing strategic organizational change? Secondary proposed questions
included: (a) Where do specific actors (board, executive, department leaders) situate uncertainty
around the organizational change? Why and how does this vary by role? and (b) How does the
location of perceived uncertainty impact sensemaking and sensegiving enactments?
Research Methodology
With a focus on leader perceptions of uncertainty in sensemaking and sensegiving around
strategic organizational change, I determined that Vermont’s healthcare landscape could serve as
the platform to address my area of interest. Centering leader sensemaking and sensegiving of
strategic organizational change, guided me to a qualitative rather than a quantitative design. This
is because qualitative designs examine phenomena of interest in their natural environment and
interpret them to reveal the meanings ascribed to them (Creswell & Poth, 2016). Further, a
qualitative study “includes the voices of the participants, the reflexivity of the researcher, a
complex description and interpretation of the problem, and its contribution to the literature or a
call for change (Creswell, 2013 p. 44)” (Creswell & Poth, 2016). Further, I examined the
research methodologies most commonly utilized in the sensemaking and sensegiving literature
and noted that case study and ethnography occurred most frequently followed by grounded
theory and the occasional use of narrative inquiry or mixed methods research.
Turning to methodological distinctions, I followed Creswell and Poth’s (2016) guidance
for assessing fit among qualitative approaches and examined both my research focus and the
research problem. Because I was interested in understanding how uncertainty is situated in leader
sensemaking and sensegiving and my focus is on implementation of a large-scale organizational
change, case study research emerged as the most appropriate methodology to facilitate my
research question. Additionally, my research question focused on aspects of the highly relational
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and psychologically-based nature of my research embedded in the broader situation, including
the social, political, and cultural contexts. Thus, I drew upon Bartlett and Vavrus’ (2016)
multi-scalar approach to case study research to examine the varied facets of the case and how
they informed leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving
processes and enactments.
I conducted a critical single case study of a hospital in Vermont participating in strategic
organizational change, including the state’s healthcare reform efforts, and examined this case
through a pragmatic constructivist paradigm. Addressing organizational change through a social
constructionist lens requires a fundamental recognition that different actors may not agree on the
issues, their meanings, or the change within a common setting (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015).
Thus, attention must be given to the wide range of perspectives as well as to the setting itself. To
gather these varied perspectives, I engaged three leadership levels within the hospital—board
trustees, executives, and departmental leaders. As I’ll describe in detail in later chapters, I
situated myself inside the case and moved fluidly among my data collection methods based on
emergent critical information, my evolving reflections, and my growing understanding of the
case. Primary data collection methods included interviews, document and artifact review, and
observations supported by member checking, textual coding, and field notes. I also used mind
maps and triangulation of data to inform and guide the interpretive process.
Positionality
I have dedicated my career to facilitating change within and across healthcare
organizations. First, this was accomplished in my roles as the designer, coach, and evaluator of
voluntary and collaborative change projects to improve healthcare delivery and health outcomes
for children and families in primary care practices across Vermont. In organization development
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language, these would be considered planned change projects. These projects were characterized
by a clear, specific focus, data and measurement to guide progress, and Plan-Do-Study-Act
process improvement cycles (Deming, 1982; Moen et al., 2012). They relied on altruism of
healthcare providers and their teams to “do the right thing” and volunteer their time outside of
caring for patients to improve the way they delivered care. Across my 16 years facilitating these
change initiatives to benefit children and families, I was funded entirely through grants and
contracts and employed at my local university. I began this career as a research assistant,
collecting data in the field. Several years later, I pursued my master’s degree in public health
while continuing to work full time and learn in practice. Over time, my role evolved and grew, I
began teaching and training on systems thinking and quality improvement methods, and I
eventually earned a faculty position at the university which provided me with enhanced
autonomy to pursue funding to drive opportunities to change clinician behaviors and practices
for the betterment of children and adolescents. It is important to note that my university position
was through a clinical department in the college of medicine and, as such, it had a strong
quantitative focus and a predominantly positivist ontological orientation. However, I spent four
years serving as the associate chair for the Institutional Review Board’s Social and Behavioral
Sciences Committee which facilitated my exposure to broader methodological thinking and
different epistemological perspectives. This divergent experience would later become very
relevant as I pursued my doctoral degree in leadership and change.
In 2016, I transitioned from my faculty role to tackle the largest and potentially most
significant effort of my lifetime to transform the way the healthcare system is organized across
the State of Vermont. This reform effort is predicated on two key concepts—Vermont’s citizens
need to stop paying for healthcare based on counting tests and procedures and instead pay for the
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value that this care delivers to patients and health policymakers need to change the way care is
organized and delivered, reducing fragmentation, and increasing coordination and collaboration.
As I have come to learn, there is no recipe book to guide this process, it is inherently volatile,
uncertain, complex, and adaptive (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014). It requires recognition that the
healthcare system itself is complex and adaptive (Tan et al., 2005) and thus this reform requires
true transformational change. Most importantly, the work is relational; it is predicated on
listening, observing, sharing, collaborating, building trust, boundary spanning, and co-creating
meaning of the opportunities and challenges that surround such a large-scale change effort.
Currently I serve as the chief operating officer for the Vermont’s single domiciled
Accountable Care Organization (ACO), a voluntary network of primary and specialty care
providers, mental health clinicians, and home health providers representing 162 organizations.
As an ACO, our job is to serve as the hub or convener, bringing together public and private
insurance companies with healthcare providers to effectuate change. We rely heavily on data and
analytics to inform opportunities for change, and we design and deploy alternative payment
models to promote innovation and flexibility for healthcare providers to care for patients in new
ways that can promote well care above sick care. Of note, there are vast quantities of data
available; this creates its own challenges of where to focus attention and which data matter.
Thus, the challenge is in parsing the data to identify critical signals and insights that lead to
opportunities for action. Increasingly, we are using the information available to us to identify
social drivers of poor health and to examine health inequities so that we can drive attention to
these issues and resources to support improved health.
As a leader within this healthcare reform movement, I developed an interest in how my
own leadership practices could influence the direction and trajectory of these reform efforts.
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Repeatedly, I have returned to the relational aspect of this work and the need for cooperation,
collaboration, and understanding to address the wicked problems within healthcare. Drawing
upon my undergraduate degree in psychology, master’s degree in public health, and most
recently my doctoral journey in leadership and change, I have sought ways to unite the unique
perspectives each field has brought to my practice. For me, they come together in bringing a
focus on human dynamics, systems thinking, change management, population health, and
relational and adaptive leadership practices together under one umbrella. Through my doctoral
journey, I have delved deeply into learning about differing ontologies and epistemologies as a
way to challenge my thinking and to broaden my perspective. While ultimately, I consider
myself to be a pragmatist, open to learning and adapting from multiple paradigms, I have
evolved from my deep foundation as a post-positivist researcher to embrace a constructivist or
interpretivist world view. Thus, my axiological perspective, my personal values and biases have
aligned so that I now am bringing a pragmatic interpretivist insider view to my proposed
research.
Significance of the Study
Strategic organizational change encompasses broad structural and cognitive realignment
of the organization with its external environment (Fiss & Zajac, 2006). Organizational leaders
are routinely called upon to identify and react to changes in the environment while managing
paradoxical tensions and competing priorities (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015; Nelson, 2018).
Despite this recognition of the broader environmental context, by and large, studies of
sensemaking and planned or strategic organizational change focus on organizational and
individual factors in the planning, implementation, and evaluation of the change effort (Bordia,
Hunt et al., 2004; Gioia et al., 2012; Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006). In few instances where external
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influences are foregrounded, such as with national policy report implementation initiatives
(Apker, 2004; Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2021; Gilson et al., 2014; Khan, 2018), the influence
of actors’ perceived location of uncertainty and its impact on their sensemaking and sensegiving
around the organizational change remains unclear.
Thus, the significance of my study rests in its examination of a widespread phenomenon
of uncertainty around organizational change through a unique lens that foregrounded leader
perceptions of the location of uncertainty and the leaders’ subsequent actions inclusive of their
sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Further, I examined this phenomenon through a single
critical case study of a Vermont hospital voluntarily participating in an innovative large-scale
transformational change effort. Findings from this study could serve to inform leadership in
practice through increased understanding of how and why leaders locate uncertainty in certain
spaces—environment, organization, individual—and how it impacts the way they make meaning
of organizational change efforts as well as how they attempt to influence the meaning made by
others in the change environment. Ultimately, findings from this study could help inform current
and future change management strategies within and across organizations. It is also possible that
this research could inform scholarship through new information upon which new conceptual
models could evolve.
Study Overview
To date, little is known about how leaders situate their uncertainty across one or more
locations of the system when experiencing large-scale organizational change. As a result, change
facilitators are missing important cues about how to most effectively lead organizational change
efforts. In my research study, I sought to understand leader perceptions and actions surrounding
such a change initiative through an in-depth exploration of a single case. I embodied an insider
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pragmatic interpretivist perspective and gathered multi-scalar information through my research
to guide deep and reflexive interpretation of the data collected to make assertions about how
leader perceptions of uncertainty impact the way they interpret cues, bracket information, take
action, make meaning of it and, ultimately, they ways they elect to provide sensegiving to other
organizational actors.
Over the next five chapters of this dissertation, I will lay out the theoretical basis for my
research question (Chapter II); the methodology of the study (Chapter III), the case of “Main
Street Community Hospital” (Chapter IV), the study’s findings (Chapter V); and the theoretical
model and propositions as well as the scope of the study, implications for leadership and change
practice, and areas of future research (Chapter VI).
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
As introduced in the first chapter, organizational change is inherently a time
characterized by flux, ambiguity, and disorientation. When change is led effectively, it is an
opportunity for growth and/or transformation that can advance an organization’s agenda and set
the course for a stronger, more robust future. However, when it is not managed effectively,
organizational change can negatively impact organizational culture, slow work, and result in
intrenchment and inability to adapt to changing environments or needs. Given the spectrum of
possible responses to the introduction of an organizational change, it is incumbent upon leaders
to understand not only which changes are needed and why, but also how to successfully guide
the organization through a change process to achieve the desired outcome. Leaders who
understand critical aspects of human behavior in organizations, particularly responses to change,
will be better positioned to take appropriate action and adapt their practices to facilitate positive
outcomes.
While there are a multitude of possible inputs in considering how people respond in
situations where change is induced, two critical factors are how people perceive ambiguity or
uncertainty surrounding the change and how they gather information and cues from their
environment to make sense of the change. Called sensemaking, this process involves collecting
signals, including sensory perceptions and responses from others, sorting through the
information to categorize it into meaningful parcels, attempting to align it with existing
experiences, and if it does not fit existing schema, determining how the new information can be
interpreted to make sense of it in the context of the individual’s day-to-day life. During the
sensemaking process, the degree of perceived ambiguity or uncertainty is a critical input which
can influence how disoriented people may feel as well as how threatening the change may be
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perceived personally or professionally. This can, in turn, influence the way people process and
interpret the cues they gather and their resulting actions and reactions. Further, the degree of
confusion may relate to where they perceive the uncertainty to be situated, that is, is it
environmentally, organizationally, or individually located? Thus, to better support leaders
implementing change within their organizations, it is important to understand how the location of
uncertainty can impact the ways leaders make sense of change, how they attempt to influence
others’ meaning making around the change, and ultimately the actions that shape the
implementation of the change and its resulting success or failure.
In my research study, I examined how leaders perceived the location(s) of uncertainty
around strategic organizational change through an exploration of how they made sense and acted
in the context of this change. In this chapter, I will begin by setting the stage through a brief
exploration of organizational change before examining critical facets of sensemaking and
sensegiving theories as they relate to my study. Further, I will explore how ambiguity and
uncertainty of organizational change have been studied and examine relevant research on the
perceived locations of uncertainty in these settings. I will conclude by explaining how this
collective body of literature reveals opportunity to address a critical gap in research on how
leaders perceive uncertainty in the context of strategic organizational change, to understand how
they make meaning of it, and to examine their sensegiving to others to influence the adoption of
the change.
Organizational Change
To set the stage for the exploration of sensemaking and sensegiving theories, I will begin
by examining the literature concerning organizational change, related ontological and
epistemological perspectives, and briefly discuss the role of critical aspects of complexity and
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uncertainty in organizational change. However, it is not until later in the chapter that I delve into
the research on ambiguity and uncertainty in organizational change, thereby fully situating my
planned research in the broader literature. In a review of the organizational change literature,
researchers varied in the typology of the change initiatives studied, including planned change,
crisis-oriented change, and strategic change (Fortunato et al., 2017; Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991;
Khan, 2018; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). While each of these change processes have
commonalities, they also have key characteristics that vary in their methods and what they
elected to fore- or back-ground. Planned organizational change is typically linear, whereby a
decision-making process occurs to determine the need for a change, the change is designed, and
then implemented (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). In this way, the change is anticipated, at least
by some privileged members of the organization. Typical examples of planned change include
restructuring a team, department, or division; implementing a new process or technology; or
launching a new training program in a business (Gover & Duxbury, 2018; Kraft et al., 2018;
Tucker et al., 2015). Meanwhile, crisis-facilitated change is enacted when a significant and
unexpected event occurs in the eyes of stakeholders that changes their perceptions and requires
action to resolve (Fortunato et al., 2017). Thus, crisis management involves a series of actions
undertaken to reduce stakeholder perceptions of harm. Key strategies to effective crisis
management are to analyze the situation, harness resources, act quickly, and communicate
clearly (Fortunato et al., 2017).
Strategic organizational change expands on planned organizational change to encompass
broad structural and cognitive realignment of the organization with its external environment (Fiss
& Zajac, 2006). This type of change does not require an organizational crisis to be enacted, but
in the absence of crisis, research has demonstrated that it is more difficult to motivate action
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against the status quo (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). Strategic change often creates tensions
around the organization’s mission and goals (Fiss & Zajac, 2006) and, depending on its
ambition, it can result in an organization assuming a new form, function, or both.
While these classifications of organizational change allow for easy distinctions among
them, the reality in daily life within organizations is that aspects of several typologies can come
together in one situation. This can result in an environment which is inherently complex,
ambiguous, perhaps volatile, and in flux. My study drew primarily from aspects of strategic
organizational change driven by changes in the healthcare landscape such as the state-led
healthcare reform agenda. Thus, it compelled cognitive realignment by organizational leaders
and actors in an environment that was emergent and adaptive.
Organization development researchers such as Lewin (1947, 1951) and Kotter (2006)
provided roadmaps for change leaders to help navigate the complexity of change within
organizations. For example, Lewin’s (1947, 1951) unfreeze/change/refreeze model and Kotter’s
(2006) eight step model for organizational transformation continue to be applied by process
consultants to planned change initiatives around the world (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015). A
search of Google Scholar for the term “organizational change models” from 1950 to October
2021 yielded more than two million books and articles. One book alone identified 12 different
underlying philosophies (e.g., rational psychological, systems, innovation) that drive different
assumptions, beliefs, and theories about change (Smith et al., 2020). It concluded that the vast
majority of theories, models, and cases about organizational change lack clear and compelling
evidence to support them (Smith et al., 2020).
Recognizing this variety in models, a number of contemporary researchers have noted
that traditional change management models are outdated as change is rarely predictable and
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linear models were not designed to adapt to the uncertain, complex, and fast-paced change most
organizations face today (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015; Nelson, 2018; Smith et al., 2020).
Further, researchers have identified the paradoxical nature of change, noting that change requires
grappling with and managing contradictory factors that co-exist (Khan, 2018; Nelson, 2018). It is
in these ambiguous and uncertain environments that leaders must chart a course for the future to
ensure the sustainability and, if innovative, the ongoing evolution of their organizations. In the
next section, I will briefly explore the ontology and epistemology of organizational change
before bridging organizational change, complexity, and uncertainty.
Social Constructionism and the Ontology and Epistemology of Organizational Change
Traditionally, organizational development theorists reflected a Newtonian ontology,
seeking an objective reality in which individuals’ cognitions directly influenced their behaviors
and results (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015; Bushe & Marshak, 2015; Butler et al., 2003). As a
result, studies of organizational change were often individualistic and hierarchically focused on
the role and behavior of leaders and, perhaps, their impact on other organizational actors. They
also reflected linear transmission models of communication such as the sender-message-receiver
model in which leader communication was either a process variable or a behavioral outcome
variable (Fairhurst & Connaughton, 2014). In this positivist (or post positivist) epistemology,
researchers studied leader traits and characteristics, seeking to link them to communication
effectiveness as measured by follower actions.
Conversely, theories of organizations as complex adaptive systems evolved from chaos
theory, which assumes an ontology characterized by non-linearity, instability, and emergence
(Butler et al., 2003; Tan et al., 2005). In this view, organizations are their own complex social
systems which are multi-dimensional, contain many components, and have their own unique
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context and structures (Tan et al., 2005). Organic in nature, these organizations respond to
stimuli through self-adaption, purposeful change, or destruction (Tan et al., 2005). In complex
adaptive systems theory, leaders cannot accurately predict nor control the ultimate effect a
change will have on the organization (Rowe & Hogarth, 2005). From this perspective, leader
control is no longer seen as possible due to the emergent nature of change on systems. More
recently researchers with an interpretive or constructivist epistemology have begun to explore a
social reality of change that is co-constructed among leaders and other organizational actors
(Bushe & Marshak, 2015; Fairhurst & Grant, 2010; Kraft et al., 2018).
Fairhurst and Grant (2010) described the underpinning of social constructionism in
symbolic interactionism and phenomenology and recognized that an individual’s lived
experience is influenced by their socio-cultural history and their environment. Thus, an
individual’s understanding of the world is influenced by social processes enacted with others to
create meaning. Further, these social agreements can and do change and evolve over time
(Fairhurst & Grant, 2010). This places importance on understanding how meaning is created and
negotiated among individuals, groups, organizations, communities, cultures, and countries.
Addressing organizational change through a social constructionist lens requires a
fundamental recognition that different actors may not agree on the core problem or the change
within a common setting (Bartunek & Woodman, 2015). In this way, everything is viewed
relative to other information, events, actions, all situated in context and viewed through the
subjective meanings ascribed to individual’s experiences. Thus, attention must be given to the
wide range of perspectives as well as to the setting itself. As a result, attention to individuals’
meaning-making processes can provide valuable insights into how organizing occurs in
organizations and can inform the planning and implementation of strategic change initiatives.
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Further, studies situated in this epistemological paradigm can shed light on certain social and
psychological aspects of human behavior, such as how individuals and groups may react to
complexity or uncertainty around an organizational change initiative.
The Ontology of Complexity and Uncertainty in Organizations
Leaders across industries must navigate through complexity and uncertainty, particularly
when it comes to managing strategic change, to reposition their organizations for future success.
Thus, it is helpful to briefly explore differing ontological perspectives of these constructs within
organizations to understand how one might approach complexity and uncertainty in healthcare
settings, such as in my study of a hospital undergoing strategic organizational change. A
positivist ontological perspective might use a metaphor of an organization as a machine,
consisting of parts and controlled in a hierarchical manner (Rowe & Hogarth, 2005). Such a
system would be considered simple, or complicated at most, because changes are predictable
within a stable linear system. However, systems can also be complex or chaotic depending on
one’s ability to predict the outcome of a change to the system (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003). From a
social constructionist perspective, often organizations, particularly large, multi-site or
multi-national organizations, are viewed as socially complex adaptive systems due to the
multifaceted interactions between people and organizational components within them
(Keshavarz et al., 2010). Locally, school districts and healthcare organizations are often
classified as complex adaptive systems (CAS). CAS consists of sub-systems or components that
inter-relate, learn, and evolve in non-linear ways (Rogers, 2003). They self-organize into stable
patterns and relationships and control is complex and interwoven into the network of
sub-systems within the entity (Keshavarz et al., 2010). Further, the introduction of a new
stimulus, such as an organizational change initiative, can have unexpected impacts on the
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components of the system due to the unpredictability and emergence inherent in the system. This
can lead tounintended or unanticipated results. Finally, with complexity, the volume or nature of
information can be challenging to ingest and interpret (Weick, 1995).
In addition to this inherent complexity in social systems, studies of ambiguity and
uncertainty in organizational change often point to volatility and unpredictability as contributing
factors (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006; Samdanis & Lee, 2019; Weick, 2011). The introduction of
new information, a significant event, or change in strategy or organizational direction can cause
disruption in an individual’s current understanding of the organization, its processes, and its
products. When changes are large or disruptive, they can bring about ambiguity and uncertainty
as individuals work to understand the change and its impact on the organization or to their
personal identity and/or job security (Apker, 2004; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al.,
2005). Thus, complexity and uncertainty can be viewed as triggers to notice, interpret, take
action, and reflect upon an organizational change being enacted. A better understanding of how
leaders view uncertainty may result in more productive sensemaking and sensegiving as part of
a strategic organizational change initiative.
Sensemaking and Sensegiving Theories
Organizational leaders are charged with developing and implementing their company’s
vision, mission, and values and leading teams to achieve specific goals and strategies. Often, this
requires implementing changes to ensure the organization is positioned for ongoing success.
These opportunities for change require leaders to scan the environment and gather input from
customers, to assimilate large quantities of information, and to adjust and reposition the
organization. When these activities occur in the course of everyday business, the
meaning-making processes can be subtle as leaders readily synthesize events and information
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into existing schema and make small adjustments (Maitlis, 2005; Weick, 1995). However, when
unexpected surprises occur, they can trigger a dynamic process whereby information is gathered,
interpreted, acted upon and ultimately this results in the formation of new schema. In the
following sections, I will explore the theoretical and empirical literature on sensemaking and
sensegiving in organizational change including its historical foundations and evolution, key
features, and critical perspectives. I will end by examining sensemaking and sensegiving in
reform efforts and studies situated in healthcare to contextualize my study of leaders’ perceptions
of the location of uncertainty in a hospital experiencing strategic organizational change.
Sensemaking Theory
At its most fundamental, sensemaking is a process of making sense of information within
one’s environment by attempting to align it with existing patterns or mental models, called
schema. When the information is non-sensical or cannot readily be fit into existing schema, it is
noticed, and it triggers deeper questioning about how and why this information came to be, what
it might mean, and what impacts it may have (Weick, 1995). Weick (1995) recommended
treating sensemaking as a “set of heuristics rather than an algorithm” (p. xii) while Helms-Mills
(2003) noted that “at the organizational level, sensemaking can offer an explanation for
understanding the management of change, while at the individual level it serves up an
explanation of understanding the management of meaning” (p. 35). The tension between
everyday and organizational sensemaking can help explain why some change efforts succeed and
others fail. This is because sensemaking involves psychologically and sociologically-driven
processes bounded by context and interpretation about the change being proposed, rather than the
application of the scientific method in the natural world to determine cause and effect
relationships (Brown et al., 2015; Helms-Mills, 2003; Weick, 1995). Thus, Weick’s (1995)
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sensemaking theory encompasses concepts of justification, choice, retrospection, discrepant
information, social construction, and action. He encapsulated these concepts in his “recipe for
sensemaking” (Gioia, 2006) through the question “How can I know what I think until I see what I
say?” (Wallas, 1926 as cited by Weick, 1995, p. 12).
Weick’s Early Conceptualization of Sensemaking
Weick began his work on sensemaking in the 1960–70s through his exploration of the
social psychology of organizing where he explored concepts of organizing, changing, and
sense-making. This led to his examination of organizations as loosely coupled systems.
Helms-Mills (2003) described this as an early “sensemaking recipe for understanding
organizing,” (p. 44) and a search for meaning as a way to reduce uncertainty. By the 1980s and
early 1990s, Weick had turned to studying disasters such as Tenerife, Bhopal, and Mann Gulch
to identify how these crises could add clarity and specificity to his theory of sensemaking.
Through these and other examples, Weick (1995) laid out his categories for organizing:
ecological change, enactment, selection, retention, and doubt, which together integrated into
components of sensemaking. In this way, Weick reflected on the interconnectedness of
organizing and sensemaking. Through the study of crisis-oriented organizational change, Weick
came to understand that extracted cues, plausibility, identity, and social environment played
significant roles in the sensemaking processes which led to actions that, retrospectively, could be
identified as disastrous steps leading to the crises that unfolded (Helms-Mills, 2003). In one
poignant observation, Weick (2001) noted “for effective sensemaking, people need to both
believe and doubt what they know” (p. 356). This calls for an alertness to be observant and
aware of the changing world and a willingness to interpret and reinterpret it.
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In his foundational book, Sensemaking in Organizations, Weick (1995) set out his theory
of sensemaking which he described as “developing a set of ideas with explanatory possibilities,
rather than as a body of knowledge” (p. xi). Weick (1995) provided a general formula for
sensemaking and characterized it as “the combination of a past moment + connection + present
moment of experience [to] create a meaningful definition of the present situation” (p. 111). He
described these sensemaking moments as unique and transient. Eventually, Weick (2015)
introduced the acronym “SIR COPE” to capture the seven key properties of his sensemaking
framework: social context, identity, retrospect, extracted cues, ongoing projects, plausibility, and
enactment.
Reflecting on social context, Weick (1995) noted the intersubjective creation of meaning
through networks, interactions, and common language. In this way, sensemaking is contingent
and cannot occur in the absence of the influence of environmental, cultural, social, and historical
context. Second, identity is a core aspect of sensemaking because “identities are constituted out
of the process of interaction” (Weick, 1995, p. 20). They are continually revisited, evaluated, and
confirmed or adapted to maintain an individual’s self-esteem and self-efficacy. Weick (1995)
noted that “people learn about their identities by projecting them into an environment and
observing the consequence” (p. 23). Third, the retrospective property of sensemaking captures
the centrality of the lived experience and the recognition that action occurs before meaning is
made of it. That is, distinct events or patterns can only be observed by looking back at them to
distinguish among many possible meanings. Fourth, because sensemaking is transient, the focus
is on extracting cues retrospectively. This occurs by noticing or scanning an event, activity, or
piece of information, comparing it to past experiences and interpreting it in the context of the
environment. Fifth, sensemaking is ongoing because there is no discrete defined beginning and
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end; it occurs in the daily flux of organizing, acting, reflecting, and reacting. Sixth, the property
of plausibility provides clarity that sensemaking focuses on perception not accuracy. That is, in
the process of sensemaking, extracted cues and tentative meanings are tested to see if they are
coherent and reasonable. This is important because sensemaking is transitory and must consider
multiple cues and multiple possible meanings in rapid fashion. It is “about accounts that are
socially acceptable and credible” (Weick, 1995, p. 61). Last, enactment is “about the activity of
‘making’ that which is sensed” (Weick, 1995, p. 30). Thus, reality is constructed through actions
taken. Gioia (2006), writing on Weick’s work, noted “enactment constitutes an ‘inside job’,
casting ourselves as creators of the contexts with which we must then deal” (p. 1715). He
concluded that “human agency is at the root of the complex and ambiguous environments we
need to make sense of and act upon” (Gioia, 2006, p. 1715). Together, these seven properties
constitute Weick’s sensemaking theory.
Weick (1995) summarized the sensemaking process through the allegory of a military
unit lost in the woods during a snowstorm. They found a map which gave them hope to build a
shelter, wait out the storm, and then, using the map, found their way home. Upon their return,
they realized that the map was of a different mountain range than the one where the unit was lost.
He wrote “once people begin to act (enactment), they generate tangible outcomes (cues) in some
context (social), and this helps them discover (retrospect) what is occurring (ongoing), what
needs to be explained (plausibility), and what should be done next (identity enhancement)”
(Weick, 1995, p. 55). Weick (1995) concluded that perhaps “when you are lost, any old map will
do” (p. 54).
Epistemologically, Weick situated sensemaking in social constructionism, recognizing
both individual and collective processing and resulting action and interaction. Gioia (2006) noted
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that “believing is seeing,” observing that it captures the reflection that past understanding, or
schemas, drives current interpretations. Weick (1995) cautioned against losing sight of the social
processes that shape sensemaking. Further, he elucidated the differences between everyday
sensemaking and organizational sensemaking, calling attention to the fact that in everyday life
much is taken for granted while in organizations most things are negotiated, controlled, and
justified (Weick, 1995).
The Evolution of Sensemaking Theory
While Weick’s seven core properties of sensemaking have stood the test of time, a vast
array of research in the past several decades has taken this foundational theory in new directions.
However, as Maitlis and Christianson (2014) commented, the literature is divergent and has
become fragmented, perhaps due to differing ontologies and epistemologies as well as lack of
agreement on critical definitions and colloquial use of terms. The result is great breadth of
research but less depth in this field. Some have explored everyday sensemaking or unconscious
sensemaking arising from organizational change (Holt & Cornelissen, 2014; Hultin & Mähring,
2017), while others have noted the lack of earlier recognition of the roles of self-identity,
emotion, embodiment, and politics and power in sensemaking (Brown et al., 2015; Maitlis &
Christianson, 2014; Helms-Mills, 2003). Examining possible mediators of sensemaking theory,
Strike and Rerup (2016) found that family business entrepreneurs’ sensemaking was influenced,
shaped, and ultimately adapted by trusted outside advisors who served as boundary spanners.
These outsiders mediated sensemaking by calling entrepreneurs’ attention to local and macro
contextual factors, slowing down the sensemaking process by inducting pause, inserting doubt,
and introducing other voices or knowledge. As a result, leaders moved from an entrapped frame
to new reflection and learning (Strike & Rerup, 2016). This is particularly salient to the
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positioning of hospital board trustees who, depending on the organization, may be considered
leaders either within or beyond the organization’s walls.
Maitlis and Sonenshein (2010) integrated the literature on sensemaking in crisis and
organizational change, finding similarities in their orientation towards ambiguity, contexts,
creation of turbulence that results in disorientation, and their early reliance on technological
failures and solutions. Their review highlighted two core themes—shared meanings and
emotion—as critical to the sensemaking processes in crisis and change literature (Maitlis &
Sonenshein, 2010). Shared meanings inherently reflect a social process to construct a common
understanding and the authors noted that shared meanings, either positive or negative, are
impacted by commitment, identity, and expectations (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). They found
that moderate emotions facilitate sensemaking while intense negative emotions or self-conscious
emotions inhibit sensemaking (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). Thus, tapping into the emotion
surrounding leaders’ sensemaking of strategic organizational change could help to surface
leaders’ subjective experiences locating uncertainty about the change.
In one of the most supportive advancements to Weick’s original sensemaking theory,
Maitlis and Christianson (2014) provided an updated definition of sensemaking as “a process,
prompted by violated expectations, that involves attending to and bracketing cues in the
environment, creating intersubjective meaning through cycles of interpretation and action, and
thereby enacting a more ordered environment from which further cues can be drawn” (p. 67).
From this, one can see the critical steps of observation, action, and meaning creation which result
in new schema formation. Of note, leaders may extract different cues, engage in differing
actions, and thus, they may arrive at divergent or even conflicting schema. This may cause
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discord that surfaces early in the change process or may be uncovered much later leading to
failure achieve a shared vision for the change.
Once initial sensemaking around an organizational change has occurred, leaders often
direct their attention to other organizational stakeholders, particularly their middle managers and
employees to “give sense,” that is, to impact the meaning-making process of these stakeholders
in a direction that aligns with the leader’s newly arrived upon schema. Thus, sensemaking and
sensegiving are inseparably linked in organizational change initiatives.
Sensegiving Theory
While Weick (1995) recognized that meaning is socially constructed among individuals
and in the context of the local environment, he did not attend to the sensegiving of leaders within
an organizational change initiative. Gioia and his colleagues led this research pathway through
their exploration of sensegiving in a university setting. In their foundational study, Gioia and
Chittipeddi (1991) defined sensegiving as the complementary process of “attempting to influence
the sensemaking and meaning construction of others toward a preferred redefinition of
organizational reality” (p. 442). Thus, as leaders share their vision for the change, they are taking
action, shaping communications, and providing cues which are being noticed and bracketed by
the change recipient through sense impressions leading to their own actions and embodied
sensemaking. For example, in the ethnographic study of a university strategic change initiative
examined by Gioia et al. (1994), they focused on how leaders employed sensemaking, influence,
and symbolism during the early phases of the implementation of a new president’s vision for the
organization. They found that use of symbolism and metaphors, through imagery and language
were key in the co-creation of meaning and were actively manipulated to reduce resistance and
promote specific agendas (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia et al., 1994).
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A decade later, Maitlis and Lawrence (2007) conducted a two-year ethnographic study of
three British orchestras to examine the conditions that trigger leader sensegiving. They found
that unpredictable or ambiguous events triggered sensemaking among leaders and they, in turn,
used their expertise and knowledge of current organizational performance to provide sensegiving
to stakeholders around the gap. More recently, Kraft et al. (2015) identified that organizational
schema consistency and a leader’s legitimate power moderated leader sensegiving. Of relevance
to my study, they also identified a need for future studies on degree and type of uncertainty
around the change process to help unpack leader sensegiving processes.
From these studies, emerges a pattern, whereby, leaders notice and bracket cues, form
schema, take action, learn from this action, and retrospectively make sense of the triggering
event or information. While the moments of leader sensemaking are fleeting, the resulting
sensegiving often exhibits more consistency and materiality as it takes shape through language,
discourse, and action to propel an organizational change agenda forward. The reflection on the
critical role of materials in reflecting sensegiving actions led me to include document and artifact
review as a data collection source in my study.
Key Features of Sensemaking and Sensegiving
Weick (1995) recognized self-interested human dynamics as key factors in exploring the
social context in which sensemaking occurs. Specifically, he noted the intersubjective creation of
meaning through networks, interactions, and common language and recognized that sensemaking
is contingent and cannot occur in the absence of the influence of outside factors. From an
interpretivist perspective, each individual’s lived experience is unique and centered in their own
historical, cultural, temporal, and social settings; that is, their context and environment (Bushe &
Marshak, 2015; Fairhurst & Grant, 2010). Similarly, an individual’s sensemaking is impacted by
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the discourse and actions of those around them. Thus, social and cultural processes shape
individuals’ understanding of the world and their place in it. At certain intersections, individuals
come together in common environments, such as a school, organization, or community group, to
share experiences. These experiences may encompass a specific place or material artifact,
symbolism through language and discourse, grappling with tensions and paradox, as well as
feelings and bodily perceptions. However, the perceptions and meaning associated with these
experiences are likely to be unique to each individual. It is through communication of these
shared experiences, by sensemaking and sensegiving, that individuals co-construct meaning.
Thus, the social and contextual aspects of sensemaking and sensegiving provide helpful signals
in considering how best to situate my research within healthcare. Specifically, ascertaining how
leaders perceive uncertainty within a local hospital experiencing strategic change could be
facilitated through case study methodology as it encompasses these environmental, social, and
political factors. In order to explore these concepts further, I will consider key features in leader
sensemaking and sensegiving and examine critical perspectives on these theories when applied to
organizational change efforts. I’ll begin by exploring what is known about how framing, context,
and environment related to sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change.
Framing, Context, and Environment
Researchers use framing to describe the ways in which leaders simplify information by
relating it to past experience and eliminating non-essential data, to make meaning of it (Fiss &
Zajac, 2006). In essence, it is the process of aligning new information with an existing schema to
place it in context or creating a new schema to encapsulate new information in a way that is
sensical and can be communicated in relation to past knowledge or events. The meanings being
made can be called frames, lenes, cognitive maps, or schema, depending on the researcher
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(Fairhurst & Connaughton, 2014; Fiss & Zajac, 2006; Meyer et al., 2016). One study of framing
found that conscious de-coupling activities among stakeholders with varying perceptions of the
problem to be solved yielded new common language that equalized frames and increased
stakeholder alignment and buy-in (Meyer et al., 2016). A second study found that language
framing and decoupling through organizational sensemaking and perception of external
stakeholder power shaped how strategic decisions were made and organizational change
strategies were implemented (Fiss & Zajac, 2006). Considering these socio-cultural expectations
of external stakeholders, such as the impact of consumer healthcare preferences on hospital
services, on leader sensemaking may help uncover the role that uncertainty plays in studies of
organizational change.
In addition to leaders’ use of framing as a sensemaking and sensegiving tool, it is
important to consider the role and impact of context and environment on these meaning-making
processes. For example, a case study of a Pakistani commercial bank found that external
environmental factors (e.g., external donor microfinancing funding, a rise in Islamic finance
policy in the government) impacted sensemaking and sensegiving within a planned
organizational change and ultimately resulted in its failure (Khan, 2018). In a further example of
the impact of time and cultural changes on the sensemaking of an organizational change, Weick
and Sutcliffe (2003) re-analyzed excess deaths of pediatric cardiology patients at the Bristol
Royal Infirmary by examining the role of organizational culture over the course of 14 years.
They focused on cultural entrapment that created blind spots and the ongoing justifications (e.g.,
sicker patients, small numbers, complex cases) that were used to explain ongoing poor
performance. These behaviors were deemed plausible and rationalized through alignment with
existing organizational beliefs. Researchers noted that this type of entrapment is dangerous
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because it precludes learning, reduces communication, and disregards patient safety. These two
studies point to the role of external socio-cultural factors and organizational culture, routines,
and rhetoric as possible cues to understand how leaders locate uncertainty and how it then
impacts their sensemaking and sensegiving around strategic organizational change.
Collective, or shared, sensemaking was a focus of inter-organizational teams coming
together to make decisions about the railway utility’s functioning during a winter storm in the
Netherlands (Merkus et al., 2017). In this study, the researcher’s epistemological view was such
that ambiguity was seen as both inherent to organizational life and socially constructed by
organizational actors. This duality, as well as the duality of home organization loyalty versus
collective team loyalty, led to opportunities for individual and collective sensemaking in the face
of an ambiguous weather event. This study found that collective sensemaking occurred at the
extremes of high and low ambiguity whereas, in the middle space, ambiguity was negotiated
among actors through sensemaking processes. During these times of negotiated sensemaking,
ambiguity was constructed based on evolving interpretations and grounded more in individual
roles and identities, home organizational loyalties, and individual organizational goals (Merkus
et al., 2017). In this way, collective sensemaking was bounded by contextual factors, knowledge,
and information available at key moments in time. Thus, examples of collective or negotiated
sensemaking in the context of leader interpretations of uncertainty surrounding strategic
organizational change could prove valuable through the exploration of multiple levels of
leadership in this case study. Next, I will explore how leaders use language, metaphors, and
stories to make and give meaning of organizational change efforts.
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Language, Metaphor, Stories
Returning to Weick’s (1995) foundational theorizing, he noted that sensemaking in
organizations relies on routines, symbols, language, and stories to bind and contextualize
processing and actions. Bushe and Marshak (2015) extended this perspective, describing
organizations as “self-organizing, socially constructed realities that are continuously created,
sustained, and changed through narratives, stories, images, symbols, and conversations” (p. 25).
Communications and discourse are the common vessels to hold the use of stories, metaphors, and
symbols through everyday talk. This includes who is (and is not) engaging in the discussion,
what they are (and are not) discussing, how these conversations are constructed (e.g., is their
attendance to power and agency in the space), and when in the change process these
conversations are occurring. Embodiment researchers would also consider the impact this
discourse has on individuals through their relational processes including how they interact and
engage with their environment, cooperate, make sense, and feel through the experiences (Ladkin
& Spiller, 2013; Streeck, 2015). These felt experiences are reflected through cognitive and
behavioral frames in the context of the specific dialogic interaction, the broader organizational
environment, and ultimately through the socio-historical context of their lived experience.
As discussed above in the section on sensegiving theory, early work on the importance of
language in sensemaking and sensegiving around organizational change identified the key role
that symbolism played in sensemaking processes (Gioia et al., 1994). Specifically, language was
used and manipulated to reduce resistance and promote specific political agendas (Gioia &
Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia et al., 1994). By examining the way everyday language was woven
together, Lunkka et al. (2019) found that leader sensemaking was influenced by specific
discourses that resulted in the leaders taking different actions and providing different sensegiving
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about the organizational change. Of further relevance to my study, researchers examining
language and sensemaking in a Canadian primary care group undergoing waves of change over
six years, found that uncertainty about the destination, or endpoint of the change initiative, led to
a core metaphor of a journey through organizational change (Rodríguez & Bélanger, 2014). The
metaphor encapsulated sensemaking and sensegiving around the need for the change; negotiated
identities, roles, and processes; and the formation of a new organizational identity and shared
vision of pioneering organizational change. In my professional experience as a change leader, the
use of metaphors to capture the essence of strategic organizational change is common. For
example, in my own healthcare organization, we speak of “building the plane while we fly it” to
represent a discourse inclusive of innovation, learning, and action. Thus, this case study explored
the use of key language, symbols, metaphors, or stories that captured leaders’ discourse and
attempts to influence the meaning making of others experiencing uncertainty around the
organizational change.
Materials and Artifacts as Discursive Tools in Sensemaking
In addition to language, stories, and metaphors, materials and artifacts can serve as
discursive tools in sensemaking processes. Using a relational ontology in which agency flows
back and forth between the subject and the object, Hultin and Mähring (2017) examined
sensemaking in material-discursive practices of an emergency department in a Swedish
university hospital. Specifically, they examined how the use of a flow board, a visualization of
patient through-put in the emergency room, created performative enactments within the normal
course of daily work. As a material-discursive practice, the locus was not on what individuals did
or said, but on “what provides them with their actions and intentionality, namely, what is already
assumed as appropriate and legitimate ways of acting” (Hultin & Mähring, 2017, p. 572). This
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scripted agreement, or shorthand for shared meaning and action, defined the nurse’s identity and
allowed for the efficient enactment of a revised workflow. This research demonstrated the impact
of enacted roles and positions resulting from material tools and artifacts and how they acted as a
mutually agreed upon facilitators of specific action sequences. Thus, in my study, it was
important to consider critical documents such as the hospital’s strategic plan, a book on the
history of the hospital, or website materials to delve into leader perceptions of the location of
uncertainty as revealed through leader rhetoric about these materials and the ways they engaged
with them.
In the next section I will explore critical perspectives of sensemaking and sensegiving
theories, particularly the roles of power, politics, and emotion, and consider how they might help
me uncover important facets of leader’s perceptions of the location of uncertainty in
organizational change.
Critical Perspectives
Critical leadership studies are primarily motivated by the examination of systems of
power and oppression rather than treating them as moderators as other theoretical lenses are apt
to do (Jian & Fairhurst, 2017). In organizations, leaders are imbued with access to advance
information, the right to make decisions, and control over resources. However, in the context of
sensemaking and sensegiving, it goes much deeper and may include decision-making over which
sensegiving cues are utilized, who speaks and to whom, and when, and in what setting,
sensegiving occurs (Weick et al., 2005). Gioia (2006) called out leaders as “managers of
meaning” (p. 1716) in the process of organizing. This characterization speaks not only to leaders’
role identity and sensegiving processes, but also to the ways they influence and control the
identities of other organizational actors. Interestingly, Maitlis and Christianson (2014) used the
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language of war to capture the essence of power dynamics, describing the way individuals
“campaign and compete” (p. 98) to create a dominant narrative. Further, Brown et al. (2015)
called out the hegemonic aspects of sensemaking and the way in which it is used to
institutionalize specific meanings on behalf of organizations and/or individuals—creating
legitimacy and coalescing power.
An additional critique of sensemaking theory is the absence of the role of emotion in
meaning-making processes (Helms-Mills, 2003; Kraft et al., 2018; Maitlis & Christianson,
2014). For example, Kraft et al. (2018) identified that fairness evaluations, emotional regulation,
and responses to organizational paradox(es) were all related to emotion. Further, Cristofaro
(2022) noted that because leadership is an embodied process, emotional contagion is a key
property of the sensegiving process. Linking power and emotion together, Cristofaro (2022)
wrote that “controlling emotions and their spread (through metaphors, axioms, and stories)
facilitates the ongoing reproduction of social order within organizations” (p. 7). Thus, the ability
of leaders to understand their own emotional responses in the face of uncertainty and to influence
the emotions and responses of other organizational actors through their communications and
embodied practices, provided insights into how leaders considered sources and types of
uncertainty in this case study. In the next two sections, I will explore these critical perspectives
in more detail.
Power and Politics
Attending to the earlier discussion in this chapter on the role of language, symbols, and
metaphors, these can all be seen as oppressive devices within organizations. For example,
research has demonstrated that metaphors can be employed as manipulative communication
strategies to facilitate change through the use of explicit cues about leader expectations (Zorn et
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al., 2000). In an uncertain environment, this could be interpreted as providing clarity and
consistency to reduce uncertainty among organizational actors, or it could be viewed as a
coercive process to ensure attendance to the leader’s desired actions. Additional research on the
politics of sensemaking and sensegiving extend this view of coercive control, finding that
sensegiving of an organizational change was selectively applied in different management levels
of the organization resulting in confusion and resentment by middle managers left out of the
communication channels (Filstad, 2014). Of note, the use of positional authority and power
dynamics can be explicit (Filstad, 2014), or it can be subtle and embedded in cultural norms and
organizational expectations (Zorn et al., 2000). Together, these studies reveal an opportunity in
to observe power and politics and ascertain how they manifested in leader sensemaking and
sensegiving among the board, executive, and middle management of the hospital in this case
study.
Emotion
Further impacting sensemaking and sensegiving processes are leaders’ emotional
responses to the uncertainty inherent in strategic organizational change. Emotions can serve as
meaning-making signals, deepening our understanding of how sense is made through the
integration of emotive and bodily cues as a critical component of the sensemaking and
sensegiving discourse (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). Research on the impact of emotions
through sensemaking of organizational change has identified that self-conscious emotions such
as shame and pride were significant barriers to sensemaking through the inhibition of action
(Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). At the same time, moderate felt and expressed emotions
facilitated adaptive sensemaking (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). Meanwhile, intense negative
emotions consumed cognitive resources, depleted sensemaking capabilities, and often manifested
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as confusion, frustration and resistance (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010; Yanchus et al., 2015).
Bartunek et al. (2006) noted that “feelings often function as a judgement-simplifying heuristic
device” (p. 189). In this way, feelings serve as key early cues that help people bracket
information and make judgements about it. This premise aligns with other studies examining the
impact of feelings and emotions on sensemaking around organizational change (Christianson &
Barton, 2020; Gover & Duxbury, 2018). Building upon this literature, I considered how leader
emotion, including associated constructs of psychological safety and self-efficacy (Weick &
Sutcliffe, 2003; Yanchus et al., 2015), served as a mechanism to gain understanding of the
psychological underpinnings of how leaders perceive uncertainty around the organizational
change being enacted.
As described in the next section, both emotion and power in sensemaking and
sensegiving can be mediated by well-positioned and effective middle managers. In my study,
department leaders within the hospital are considered middle managers.
The Role of Middle Managers in Sensemaking and Sensegiving
In many organizations, middle managers are uniquely positioned to receive top down
sensegiving from executive leadership, to engage in their own sensemaking, and to provide
sensegiving to their teams (Filstad, 2014). Due to their bridging and buffering roles, they are
uniquely positioned to gather, process, and communicate information and ideas across an
organization (Filstad, 2014; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). Several studies have identified key
paradoxes and associated discourse within middle manager sensemaking including: performing,
belonging, setting the scene, and organizing (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008; Rouleau & Balogun,
2011). These studies advance understanding of the role of middle managers as change brokers
who may use their intimate knowledge of their stakeholders and context-bound organizational
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settings to customize messages, find common ground, and generate action to support change
implementation. They also recognize the importance of the discursive skill of middle managers
to adjust their communication channels, language, and symbolism to their varied audiences.
Thus, hospital directors’ (i.e., middle managers) stories of sensegiving communications were
important considerations in this study.
Sensemaking and Sensegiving in Externally-Driven Reforms
While a majority of studies on leader sensemaking and sensegiving in organizational
change have focused on planned or strategic change that arises from within the organization
(Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Gover & Duxbury, 2018), there is a growing body of literature
examining change driven by external forces, such as national policy reforms in education or
healthcare (Apker, 2004; Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2021; Krumm & Holmstrom, 2011). In an
Israeli educational reform effort, researchers examined principals’ perceptions and enactments of
shared sensemaking processes and identified three key processes—creation of a common
language within schools, generation of a collaborative learning process, and a shared working
culture (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2021). These processes were enacted through principals’
bridging, framing, and buffering sensegiving actions which effectively aligned teacher
perceptions and national reform leader intentions (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2021). In a second
study of US-based educational reform, researchers identified the use of key justifications (e.g.,
“data-driven decision making”) and enactments (e.g., implementing an intervention team) as
foundational in sensemaking processes (Krumm & Holmstrom, 2011). Further, school personnel
determined these justifications and enactments were plausible despite contradictory objective
student achievement data. These findings are consistent with the broader literature around
sensemaking in large-scale change efforts (Strike & Rerup, 2016). Other studies have concluded
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that justifications and enactments in sensemaking and sensegiving reflect a double loop cycle of
collective observation, processing, and learning (Moon & Ruona, 2015; Weick et al., 2005).
Together, these findings point to the need to attend to justifications and enactments as I explored
how leaders perceived uncertainty around strategic organizational change.
Several studies in healthcare have also examined large-scale reform efforts in an attempt
to understand individuals’ sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change (Apker, 2004;
Gilson et al., 2014). In one study, of South African health system policy implementation in
primary health care, situational analysis revealed a “duality of sensemaking and action” (Gilson
et al., 2014, p. 1484). District leaders and local site staff held different schema about the reform
initiative: district managers perceived local staff to be procedurally oriented and in need of
micromanagement while local staff felt disempowered and reacted with passivity, resistance, and
fear of new activities. Local context and socio-historically oriented schema were identified as
key factors impacting sensemaking processes. Specifically, they identified authoritarian cultural
history, centralized decision-making, and increasing complexity of health care delivery and
patient expectations as being detrimental to creating effective change (Gilson et al., 2014). These
findings highlight the need to consider how structural, political, and cultural factors, in my study,
may have impacted leader sensemaking and sensegiving processes.
In a second study of health policy implementation, Apker (2004) examined the
large-scale change of implementing “managed care” in a US hospital by exploring nurses’
interpretations and enactments. This policy reform focused on the need to improve financial
efficiency while also increasing quality and access to care (Apker, 2004) and is conceptually
similar to “value-based care” health reform policy being enacted in Vermont. In the study of
managed care implementation, nurses reported ongoing uncertainty about the meaning of the
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policy change and its implementation both in their hospital and in the broader healthcare system
(Apker, 2004). In their sensemaking, nurses interpreted the change relative to their professional
identity and reported their understanding was formed by their personal direct care experiences or
those of their patients. Nurses described a paradoxical tension in their sensemaking whereby they
experienced both benefits (e.g., increased professional status) and drawbacks (e.g., more patients
to care for) from the changes being implemented. Thus, this study provides signals that I
attended to in my research, including considerations of self-identity, emotion, and paradoxical
tensions as I examined leaders’ experiences of uncertainty around strategic organizational
changes implemented within a community hospital.
Together, these studies of educational and health reforms provide important insights
about justifications, enactments, determinations of plausibility, identity, and emotion in
sensemaking processes. In the next section, I will explore additional studies of sensemaking and
sensegiving in healthcare settings to aid in situating my study of leader uncertainty and leaders’
attendant meaning-making processes.
Key Sensemaking and Sensegiving Studies in Healthcare Organizations
While the research on sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change in
healthcare settings is diverse and spans many unique sociocultural environments, there were
some interesting themes that emerged from this body of literature. Specifically, many of the
studies I reviewed focused on the use of everyday language, talk, conversation (Thurlow &
Helms Mills, 2009) and the use of stories and metaphors (Hultin & Mähring, 2017; Rodríguez &
Bélanger, 2014) as key facets in exploring local sensemaking processes. Several of these studies
focused on how these factors changed perceptions of organizational identities (Weick &
Sutcliffe, 2003; Weick et al., 2005) while others examined their impact on professional identities
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and roles (Thurlow & Helms Mills, 2009; Tucker et al., 2015). As in the broader literature,
healthcare was frequently viewed through the lens of complex adaptive systems (Tan et al.,
2005) which highlights the nonlinearity and interconnectedness of the systems subject to change
efforts. Further, several studies highlighted the role of social position (Lockett et al., 2014),
power (Thurlow & Helms Mills, 2009), and/or specific dominant discourses (Nordin et al., 2018;
Thurlow & Helms Mills, 2009) as influencing the sensemaking processes of those in the change
process.
Echoing the critical perspectives highlighted earlier in this chapter, Thurlow and Helms
Mills (2009) examined concepts of organizational identity, talk, and power in sensemaking of
individuals experiencing organizational change in a Canadian regional health center over 17
years. They found that certain narratives were privileged during the merger of two hospitals.
Specifically, language of finances and faith-based healthcare drew out conflicts in sensemaking
processes and identities in the creation of the new organization. Language and cues were
interpreted and enacted differently across the two organizations leading to the maintenance of
old organizational identities. Of particular relevance to study among leaders at different levels of
the organization, Thurlow and Helms Mills (2009) found that a dominant discourse of financial
efficiency around the need for change resonated with senior leaders and managers but was not
compelling for direct heath care providers or those migrating from the faith-based organization.
This finding is important because financial reform is a significant driver of state and federal
healthcare policy changes being enacted among Vermont hospitals, and thus, it is contextually
relevant in the consideration of leader sensemaking processes in my case study. Further, any
study of sensemaking or sensegiving in healthcare should attend to a common healthcare
heuristic, the quadruple aim of healthcare (Sikka et al., 2015), a set of principles for providing
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high quality care including foci on quality of care, patient experience of care, cost containment,
and healthcare provider wellbeing. This framework, recognized worldwide, represents a
discourse about centering people in the provision of healthcare and may provide important
signals about the talk surrounding strategic organizational change within the case.
In an examination of sensemaking processes of external change agents implementing a
national elder care quality register across Sweden, researchers identified the prospective
sensemaking and responsive sensegiving of these change agents through the identification of key
cognitive shifts, or evolutions of prior schema, that occurred during the change initiative (Nordin
et al., 2018). Researchers found that patterns of change agent sensemaking evolved over time
from organization-focused themes to patient-oriented goals and outcomes. This study revealed
that change agents actively sought to induce cognitive shifts over time through their evolving
sensegiving narrative and activities (Nordin et al., 2018). Gover and Duxbury (2018) expanded
upon possible temporal dimensions change by examining how cognitive biases (also known as
mental models, heuristics, or schemas) are shared among organizational members and evolved
over time through sensemaking processes. These temporal cognitive shifts are an important
aspect of sensemaking considered in my case study as the implementation of strategic
organizational changes will be in process, but not concluded during the study period. Further,
Gover and Duxbury (2018) found that, unlike the dominant narrative of organizational change as
a negative experience, change was a positive experience for most individuals. They also
recommended future research should separate out different internal stakeholder groups such as
change agents and change recipients. Based, in part, on their findings my study was designed to
focus specifically on sensemaking and sensegiving among three levels of hospital leadership.
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In one final study of sensemaking enactments in healthcare reviewed here, researchers
examined the influence of individual’s social positions on sensemaking during organizational
change within the English National Health Service’s cancer genetics service (Lockett et al.,
2014). Social position was defined as accumulated control of capital resources (cultural,
economic, social) which influence dispositions and cultural affinity groups. Researchers found
that the influences of cultural (i.e., professional hierarchies in healthcare) and social capital (i.e.,
relationships and networks of influence) were more significant than economic capital (i.e.,
control of resources), perhaps because specialized knowledge is valued highly in healthcare
settings (Lockett et al., 2014). Ultimately, sensemaking of the vision for change was influenced
by social position, moderated primarily by cultural capital, such that individuals with lower
social positioning narrowed the focus of the change effort and operated within existing schemata.
Of note, researchers recommended engagement of those with moderate levels of capital
resources in organizational change efforts as they are less likely to have entrenched
organizational schema, are likely to be both more willing to engage in and feel they can
influence the change, and have more inter-professional relationships to call upon to bring
stakeholders together around the change (Lockett et al., 2014). This is in line with the literature
on middle manager sensemaking and their ability to moderate capital resources. This study of
social positions in healthcare and their sensemaking and sensegiving around change efforts is
therefore related to my own research as I examined multiple levels of hospital leadership
including, board trustees, executive, and directors (i.e., middle managers).
Together, these studies of sensemaking and sensegiving in healthcare settings highlighted
several important concepts that informed study. First, in examining leader perceptions of
uncertainty around strategic organizational change, I attended to issues of organizational identity,
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talk, and power (Thurlow & Helms Mills, 2009), and particularly, narratives around the rationale
for the change (e.g., cost containment, patient benefit, workforce satisfaction). Second,
researchers have identified that temporal cognitive shifts occur around organizational change in
healthcare settings (Nordin et al., 2018) and thus, the timing of my inquiry relative to the change
being enacted is an important consideration relative to the scope of my study. In addition, it is
clear that social positions in healthcare, inclusive of social, cultural, and economic capital, can
impact the scope, implementation, and outcomes of the changes being enacted (Lockett et al.,
2014). Those with moderate social capital, such as middle managers, were more readily able to
adapt their mental models and serve bridging and buffering roles across stakeholder groups. This
finding, along with Gover and Duxbury’s (2018) recommendation to separate out change
stakeholder groups have informed my study design and its focus on three leader groups—board
trustees, executives, and directors.
Ambiguity, Equivocality, and Uncertainty in Organizational Change
Ambiguity and uncertainty are facets of everyday life we experience at home, at work,
and in our communities. How people perceive and experience these constructs may depend on
their past histories, experiences, social systems, personalities, as well as their environment. For
example, the COVID-19 pandemic created tremendous uncertainty as it began to spread around
the world. No one knew precisely what to expect, how to respond, or which factors to address
first—treatment or prevention. These issues were quickly exacerbated by existing social
inequalities rooted in unequal distributions of wealth, resources, and power. Early in the
pandemic, the World Health Organization called upon leaders to rapidly implement surveillance,
control, and quarantine measures (Mækelæ et al., 2020). Schools and businesses closed, families
were advised to isolate, and nursing home residents were quarantined, unable to physically
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interact with loved ones. The result was immediate and, in some cases, severe—social isolation,
increased anxiety, stress, and paranoia, among others (Mækelæ et al., 2020).
Further, the pandemic called attention to questions of race, identity, and privilege in new
ways (Stephens et al., 2020). For example, it highlighted the ways in which some community
members did not have safe spaces in which to isolate while others lost jobs and faced significant
economic uncertainty and corresponding changes in their perceived personal identity.
Widespread disparities were revealed overnight with disproportionate infections and deaths
among racial minority populations in the US (Stephens et al., 2020). Race was also called out in
an increase in stigma as well as micro- and macro-aggressions against anyone seen as “other,”
and particularly amongst Asian Americans in the US (Stephens et al., 2020). These immediate
reactions to uncertainty have also had longer-term impacts on individuals’ psychological and
social well-being including increased reports of delayed medical care resulting in sicker people
with later stage disease (Masroor, 2020), increased prevalence of mental health conditions
(Saladino et al., 2020), and increased violence and crime (Gover et al., 2020; Piquero et al.,
2021).
The crisis-oriented context of the ambiguity and uncertainty experienced through the
COVID-19 pandemic reflects a period ripe for sensemaking and sensegiving. In this sense, it is
similar to the experiences of organizational actors, leaders and staff alike, as they embark on
strategic organizational change initiatives. Weick (2015) described this as working within the
“flux of ambiguity” (p. 117) and his premise was that one must work within complexity,
managing plausibility without over simplifying it, in order to achieve an optimal level of
ambiguity which allows one to hold the tension of it while still taking action and making sense.
In their review article, Maitlis and Christianson (2014) noted that change initiatives, particularly
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those that target organizational identity, culture, or structure frequently clash with individuals’
assumptions and thus create significant uncertainty. Further, researchers have suggested that the
barrage of COVID-19 pandemic-related information and cues could create cognitive overload,
impacting both the quality and quantity of attention available during sensemaking (Christianson
& Barton, 2020) and leading to sensemaking fatigue (Stephens et al., 2020).
In colloquial use, ambiguity and uncertainty are synonyms, but in the context of
organizing, Weick (1995, 2015) theorized that there are nuanced differences in these terms that
are crucial to understanding how people perceive them and navigate through them. As described
in Chapter I, ambiguity exists when there are multiple interpretations possible for a given
situation or event while uncertainty reflects an inability to make any interpretations due to a lack
of information or inability to predict cause-effect relationships (Weick, 1995). In his more recent
writings on understanding the flow of ambiguity, Weick (2015) noted the inter-relationship
between experience and action, calling attention to their recursive nature. He went on to explain
that “ambiguity may lead us to insert abstractions into our experience that create a greater
number of unanticipated, unintended consequences” (Weick, 2015, p. 117). This is similar to
Sund et al.’s (2021) observation that managers are often over-confident in their ability to
accurately assess organizational risks and decide on appropriate actions.
Concurrently with his exploration of ambiguity and uncertainty, Weick (1995) advanced
the concept of equivocality in organizing to align and integrate aspects of these two constructs.
He defined equivocality as occurring when “an event is of uncertain significance and open to two
or more interpretations” (Weick, 2015, p. 118). Gioia (2006) described equivocality as a “wider
and deeper and more encompassing” (p. 1711) notion. Thus, equivocality is more about the
confusion generated by the intersection of ambiguity and uncertainty. Equivocality often arises
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in organizations because of their inherent complexity; complexity that seems to be increasing
with the diversity of inputs and the possible ways they interact (Weick, 1995), the pace of
change, and the global multi-cultural nature of today’s businesses.
Throughout my exploration of the research on sensemaking and sensegiving in
organizational change, aspects of ambiguity, uncertainty, and equivocality are present. However,
almost universally, they are back-grounded and assumed as a property or condition of the
environment (Gover & Duxbury, 2018; Lockett et al., 2014). For example, in one study of top
managers of a university and their sensemaking and sensegiving of their roles as strategic
managers, authors acknowledged uncertainty related to recent management changes, but focused
instead on identity construction and framing actions of top leaders (Degn, 2015). Of interest, the
literature on sensemaking and sensegiving situated in healthcare settings focuses predominantly
on the precept of uncertainty or on how to respond when information is lacking and outcomes are
unclear (Apker, 2004; Jordan et al., 2009; Rodríguez & Bélanger, 2014; Thurlow & Helms Mills,
2009). As discussed earlier in this chapter, Apker’s (2004) study of nurses’ response to
implementation of managed care in their hospital provides a relevant example. The study
revealed that nurses were unable to explain the policy change and reported they lacked
information about what the policy meant for them or how it would benefit their patients. Instead,
they made sense of the uncertainty by gaining experiences either directly or through their
patients (Apker, 2004). Of note, this focus on uncertainty in healthcare may occur because of an
ontological tension between the scientific method that underscores the quest for a singular cure
for each illness or disease (a positivist perspective) versus the social and psychological aspects
foregrounded in the processes of organizing and changing within daily organizational life (a
constructivist perspective).
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Returning to the conceptualization of “shocks” as triggers for sensemaking, Weick (1995)
categorized them as related to perceived environmental uncertainty, information load, and
turbulence. Environmental uncertainty has been examined through two different epistemological
perspectives as either an objective reflection of the state of a business environment or a
subjective interpretation of generalized uncertainty in the environment (Sund et al., 2021). In the
former, studies examine rates of change and mechanisms to evaluate and reduce risk as ways to
control or mediate uncertainty and advance business strategies such as when managers gather
consumer survey data to inform a company’s new product selection. In the latter, as in Weick’s
primary focus, the examination focuses on cognition and is contingent to the specific
environmental factors perceived as relating to the event or activities under exploration (Sund et
al., 2021; Weick, 1995). Information load includes the type, quantity, and variety of information
to be ingested (Weick, 1995). Weick (1995), summarizing prior research in the field, noted that
the greater the quantity or complexity of information, the more likely people are to omit aspects
of it, to filter it, to tolerate errors, and to bracket it into meaningful parcels. Finally, turbulence
captures the instability and perceived randomness of a change. Elucidating findings from earlier
research, Weick (1995) noted that the more turbulent and more complex the situation, the more
likely individuals are to rely on heuristics and intuition. In my study of leader uncertainty of
strategic organizational change, environmental uncertainty, information load, and turbulence
served as relevant contextual factors in the examination of sensemaking and sensegiving in
organizational change.
In the next section I will explore how uncertainty around organizational change has been
situated in the extant literature, what has been learned in the process, and how this body of
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knowledge leaves critical questions unanswered about the phenomena of sensemaking and
sensegiving in organizational change.
Locating Uncertainty in Organizational Change
In her early work, Milliken (1987) introduced a simple definition of uncertainty: “an
individual’s perceived inability to predict something accurately” (p. 136). Milliken (1985)
recognized that leaders within an organization may perceive uncertainty differently and that
these perceptions can vary over time. This led her to conceptualize three possible locations of
uncertainty—the environment, the organization, and the individual. She subsequently
categorized perceived environmental uncertainty in three distinct components (Huff et al., 2016;
Milliken, 1987). The first, state uncertainty, reflects questions about how the environment is
changing and what it might look like in the future. The second, effect uncertainty, reflects
questions about how those environmental changes may impact the organization. And the third,
response uncertainty, reflects questions about how leaders should respond to these changes.
Findings indicated that these three types of environmental uncertainty may co-vary or sequence
in unique ways (Huff et al., 2016; Milliken, 1987). For example, Milliken’s (1987) research
identified that when effect uncertainty is high, state uncertainty was at its lowest. Subsequent
research has varied in where perceived uncertainty was located; thus, I will explore each of these
possible locations of perceived uncertainty beginning with studies of environmentally situated
uncertainty of organizational change.
Environmental Uncertainty
Building off of Milliken’s (1987) types of perceived environmental uncertainty (i.e.,
state, effect, response), Sund (2015) conceptualized the relationship between the action of
scanning, a process to identify relevant information or changes in the environment, and leaders’
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perceptions of environmental uncertainty. The key assertions in this paper were that through
scanning, leaders perceive they have higher levels of control over events and therefore believe
they have better understanding about what will happen in the future and how those events will
impact their organizations (Sund, 2015). Unfortunately, sensemaking can reveal retrospective
gaps in effective environmental scanning with perilous results. Such was the case at the Roskilde
Festival disaster (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010) and in the failures of Phillips auction house
(Samdanis & Lee, 2019). In both instances emotions were high as events proceeded. With the
festival disaster, nine audience members were crushed after security guards and band members
failed to accurately gather, communicate, and interpret critical information during what had
quickly become a crisis situation. This lack of shared sensemaking was found to be a vital factor
in the post-incident analysis (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010).
The case study of the art auction house, Phillips, revealed an external environment high
in volatility and uncertainty and leaders willing to engage in high-risk and emotional
decision-making (Samdanis & Lee, 2019). Examining recursive cycles of sensemaking,
researchers identified the absence of leader external environmental scanning and noted that the
leader was motivated by an emotion-laden rivalry with a business foe. Samdanis and Lee (2019)
concluded that intuitive thinking influenced by emotional and opportunistic decision-making
blinded leaders to one or more critical sensemaking processes. In a contrasting finding, Joshi et
al. (2009) noted that effective environmental scanning facilitated leader boundary-spanning
activities as information and insights were gathered, shared, and interpreted. The result was a
commonly held, plausible explanation for the eternal stimuli and shared sensemaking. Finally, an
additional study of perceived environmental uncertainty found that the sources of uncertainty
were identified as having aspects that were human, relational, and social and impacted the
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overall change implementation process (Virili & Ghiringhelli, 2021). Thus, studies of perceived
environmental uncertainty point to the importance of leader attentiveness to scanning and
interpreting external factors that may impact their organization. Further, the process of gathering
and making meaning of information about the external environment can create opportunities for
shared sensemaking and aligned schema across leadership teams; however, leaders should be
cautious about bringing emotion into the action and interpretation processes as this may inhibit
sensemaking (Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010). It was important to consider these aspects of leader
sensemaking of the organizational change in my study, and particularly variation among leaders
at different levels of the organization (i.e., trustee, executive, director).
Organizational Uncertainty
The human, relational, and social components of sensemaking and sensegiving extend
deeply into the organizational world. Strategic organizational change often creates uncertainty
and requires political actions to manage stakeholders. When these political actions thoughtfully
and intentionally frame the change in both ambitious and ambiguous terms they can serve as
change facilitators and result in more successful outcomes (Gioia et al., 2012). Building on these
concepts, Gioia et al. (2012) proposed a conceptual process in which an ambiguous vision or
goals serves as a destabilizing event, triggering stakeholders sensemaking and creating
opportunities for knowledge to be revised. The creation of an equivocal environment allows
disparate stakeholders to see themselves, their positions, and/or their priorities in the change,
thus facilitating buy-in and engagement in the overall strategic change initiative. Drawing upon
examples from political sciences, Gioia et al. (2012) concluded “it is notably difficult to disagree
with ... aspirational, if ambiguous statements” (p. 366). They caution that this type of visionary
ambiguity is best employed when launching an organizational change but that this high degree of
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ambiguity cannot be maintained indefinitely without endangering the vary change one is trying
to facilitate. This highlights a key paradox within organizational life: leaders must lead people
into ambiguity to create an organizational environment ready to accept the vision for change and
then must lead people out of the ambiguity to enact the change initiative and achieve success
(Gioia et al., 2012).
This study reveals several key aspects of leader sensemaking and sensegiving within
organizations that are be important for my research. Specifically, there is a temporal component
to managing tensions around ambiguity whereby increasing ambiguity or creating uncertainty at
the outset of the change can trigger both emotions and sensemaking. However, people cannot
remain in that flux for long, before deciding to act. Thus, within my case study, I was observant
of possible signals of leader manipulative actions to trigger others’ sensemaking and cues about
the discourse of change that resulted.
As discussed earlier in the chapter, middle managers are often central in the management
of uncertainty due to their positioning within the organization. They are sensemaking recipients
of top-down organizational strategy, must make sense of change with respect to their
accountabilities within the organization, and in turn, give sense to their teams to enact the
necessary changes. In a study of middle managers’ experience of organizational change, the
stage of change (i.e., planning vs. implementation) was found to modify middle managers’
uncertainty management techniques (Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006). Specifically, uncertainty at the
outset of the change was associated with managers’ lack of clarity around the goals and reasons
for the change and how their staff would understand the change. During the implementation
phase, managers were most uncertain about the processes and procedures associated with the
change initiative and how to translate these to their employees to help them with the transitions
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(Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006). Reducing middle managers’ uncertainty during the planning phase
was associated with their direct engagement in the creation of the change or the design of
specific implementation components in line with their subject matter expertise. Managers
involved in the strategic design reported clarity on the vision and goals, while those engaged
only in the implementation phase reported a concerning lack of information and control to aid in
their sensegiving to their teams. Bi-directional communication, role clarity, and peer interactions
were also critical factors to middle manager’s sensemaking processes (Herzig & Jimmieson,
2006). In my study, middle managers were directors or department leaders across the hospital.
Based on these studies and through my interviews and observations, I explored how these leaders
may serve bridging and boundary-spanning roles between executives and their departmental
teams. Specifically, my study sought to examine leader perceptions about where uncertainty is
located within the organization and how they make meaning of changes relative to these
perceptions of uncertainty.
Further exploring how leaders perceived uncertainty within the organization during a
period of change, leaders of a global parcel delivery company focused on reducing uncertainty
through detailed planning to deploy technical solutions to improve parcel through-put (Virili &
Ghiringhelli, 2021). However, this plan was challenged by the operational reality of needing to
maintain their original manual processes while planning and implementing new automated
processes. This duality precluded the elimination of uncertainty during the implementation of the
change. In light of the focus on structural and operational reliability during the change,
paradoxical tensions were uncovered including local facility versus corporate control and
planned versus emergent change. Leaders responded by implementing an organizational learning
strategy with explicit cycles of experimentation and learning to manage and reduce uncertainty
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(Virili & Ghiringhelli, 2021). It is worth noting that this change strategy of organizational
learning is aligned with Weick’s (2015) more recent work on high reliability organizations. This
study highlighted leaders’ roles in identifying and managing tensions and uncertainty during
change implementation. In my case study, I explored how leaders sought to manage uncertainty
through activities of planning, identifying and managing paradoxical tensions, and sensegiving
(or not) to middle managers. Exploring these aspects of strategic change management among
leaders provided me with signals of if and how they perceived uncertainty within their hospital
setting.
In summary, explorations of organizational change that have located the uncertainty
within the organizational environment found that the leader’s strategic management of ambiguity
and attention to temporal aspects of change through their sensegiving activities can create
opportunities for shared sensemaking. Further, leaders often sought to decrease uncertainty
through detailed planning and management of the change implementation processes. When they
engaged middle managers, uncertainty was often addressed through bridging and spanning
functions whereby managers translated their leaders’ change goals and strategies into specific
policies and actions for their teams. All of these sensemaking enactments provided vital clues as
I entered my case and began observations and asked leaders about their perceptions of the
location(s) of uncertainty around strategic organizational changes in their hospital.
Individual Uncertainty
Having explored environmental and organizational uncertainty in the context of
sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change in the prior sections, I will now examine
how uncertainty located at the individual level can serve as a catalyst for sensemaking and
ultimately impact outcomes. Of note, the majority of research in this area was theorized from a
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positivist or post-positivist paradigm and relied upon employee surveys to ascertain correlations
among variables. Further, the literature focuses primarily on the experience of employees
undergoing organizational change rather than leaders (Bordia, Hobman, et al., 2004; Bordia,
Hunt, et al., 2004; Cullen et al., 2014; Rafferty & Griffin, 2006). However, in one theoretical
paper, DeGhetto et al. (2017) examined the extant literature to conceptualize how perceptions of
politics, organizational leadership, employee characteristics, employee participation in the
change, and employee political skill moderate the relationship between uncertainty and
organizational change. In their view, perceptions of politics captured the political discourse that
occurs among different organizational stakeholders who attempt to influence others’ perceptions
of a change initiative. In this way, executives were conceptualized to have the political skill,
access to information, and role-based power to have a direct and moderating “organizational
leadership” impact on sensemaking around the organizational change (DeGhetto et al., 2017).
This aligns with the sensegiving literature (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991; Gioia et al., 1994; Maitlis
& Lawrence, 2007), particularly the critical literature (Cristofaro, 2022; Helms-Mills, 2003;
Kraft et al., 2015; Kraft et al., 2018), that centers power dynamics in leaders’ attempts to
influence or manipulate other organizational actors towards a desired state to facilitate success
of the organizational change initiative.
In a study examining perceived individual uncertainty of organizational change, surveys
of employees at two material handling companies revealed that both employee adaptability and
experience of change (i.e., change related uncertainty) were antecedents impacting perceived
organizational support from leaders. In turn, perceived organizational support positively
correlated with employee job satisfaction and performance (Cullen et al., 2014). Researchers
found that employees’ perceptions of organizational support included leader actions that made
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them feel valued and supported, such as activities that reduced their stress. They also found that
leader hiring practices that considered potential employees’ adaptability could play a facilitative
role in supporting future organizational change initiatives as employees with high adaptability
scores were more likely to perceive organizational support and experience less
uncertainty-related stress around their experiences of change (Cullen et al., 2014). While this
study focused on staff rather than organizational leaders, its findings indicate avenues I explored
in my own research study including how a leader’s experience of the strategic organizational
change related to their perceived uncertainty about their own identity or role, or that of their
teams.
With a similar focus on employees’ uncertainty, Bordia, Hobman, et al. (2004) and
Bordia, Hunt, et al. (2004) focused on their perceptions of control. They found that
individual-level strategic uncertainty pertained to organizational issues (e.g., lack of clarity on
the organization’s vision or rationale for the change); structural uncertainty reflected an
individual’s perceptions of uncertainty around changes in reporting lines, organization of
departments, or policies; and job-related uncertainty reflected confusion about the impact of the
change on job security, role, and pay, among others (Bordia, Hobman, et al., 2004). From this
survey, authors found that uncertainty cascades downwards, starting with strategic and ending
with job-related uncertainty. Further, they identified that quality of communication and
participation in decision-making reduced these three types of uncertainty through the mediating
relationship of perceived control. In the second study, the antecedents of change communication,
uncertainty, and control around sensemaking in organizational change were examined with a
focus on the outcomes of psychological strain, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions (Bordia,
Hunt, et al., 2004). Staff surveyed indicated that the better the quality of change communication,
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the less uncertain they felt about the change and the more control they felt in their circumstances
around the change. Further uncertainty was mediated by employee control and was seen to
decrease psychological strain which, in turn, increased job satisfaction. In situations with greater
reported change uncertainty, psychological strain was higher and so, too, was job turnover
intention. This mediating relationship between perceived uncertainty, job satisfaction, and
employee turnover intention was confirmed in subsequent research (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006).
However, Rafferty and Griffin (2006) also found that these employee outcomes were modifiable
by addressing individuals’ perceptions and ability to differentiate the frequency of change within
their organization, their engagement in planning for the change and their perception of the
impact of the change. They found that employee perceptions of unpredictability and ongoing
change created worker fatigue (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006).
It appears that employee perceived individual-level uncertainty may be readily impacted
through sensemaking and sensegiving processes that focus on aligning around a vision and
rationale for the change, addressing concerns about structural changes within the organization
(e.g., departmental restructuring, roles, job security, compensation), utilizing high quality
communications, and engaging in participatory decision-making processes. Of note, other than a
brief mention in DeGhetto et al.’s (2017) conceptual model, this research appears to have
excluded an examination of leader’s perceptions of individual-level uncertainty. While it is
certainly possible that leaders experience individual-level uncertainty to a lesser degree than their
employees because of their position within the organization and their power over the change
initiative, this has not yet been empirically demonstrated. Thus, my case study explored this
important facet of leader perception of locations of uncertainty and their sensemaking and
sensegiving of organizational change.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, I set out the broad context for my research as situated in an organization
experiencing strategic change. This type of change is ideal for a psychologically-driven study of
leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty because the key strategies and resulting changes are often
emergent and being applied to an organizational environment that is often perceived to be
complex, ambiguous, and in flux. In fact, unlike planned change, strategic change often creates
“symbolic struggles over the purpose and direction of an organization” (Fiss & Zajac, 2006, p.
1173). Further, two or more individuals observing the same information or event may interpret
them quite differently as a result of their past experiences and associated schema. At the same
time, there is an ability for those individuals to be influenced by social processes and subjective
interactions to arrive at common interpretations. In organizations, this process of influencing
others towards a common meaning of a strategic change is often the sensegiving role of key
leaders within the organization. As such, my research is based on the assumption that leaders
who understand critical aspects of human behavior in organizations, particularly how people
make sense of uncertainty and how they respond to change, will be better positioned to guide
their organizations to achieve success.
To further understand these meaning-making processes, I turned to the work of Weick
(1995), Gioia and Chittipeddi (1991), and their many successors to examine sensemaking and
sensegiving theories and associated empirical studies over the past three decades. Seeking clues
among the varied literature, I focused in on what is known about how leaders use discourse,
language, stories, symbols, and metaphors to disrupt the current organizational state in order to
create tension around the need for change. Leaders commonly do this through the deliberate use
of framing and political discourse, seeking to influence how other organizational actors will view
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the disruption and the leader’s proposed course of action through strategic change. Often, these
tensions lead individuals to question what was previously known or taken for granted, such as
the organization’s mission and values, its structures and culture, and the individual’s identity,
role and job functions (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick et al., 2005).
In addition, sensemaking occurs in situ as individuals integrate new or discrepant
information with aspects of their local context, environment, and socio-cultural history.
Sensemaking and sensegiving also generate emotions that can serve as facilitators or inhibitors
of these processes depending on the type and degree of felt and expressed emotion. For an inside
observer, such as my role in this case study, critical signals of sensemaking and sensegiving
processes included leaders’ justifications, enactments, and retrospective perceptions of the
change. Thus, my study explored the social and psychologically-based aspects of leader
meaning-making as they considered uncertainty around strategic organizational change.
In the current business environment, there is a leadership discourse that leaders lead with
certainty, despite the impossibility of having foreknowledge of what the future may hold (Huff et
al., 2016). Therefore, admitting uncertainty is difficult and may be career limiting for managers
navigating their political worlds. At the same time, the extant literature on ambiguity and
uncertainty in organizational change, by in large, backgrounds these concepts. Despite this,
Milliken, as cited by Huff et al. (2016), noted “no matter what type of uncertainty is perceived, I
believe the experience of uncertainty is fundamental to the sensemaking process of managers and
of humans more generally” (p. 5). Huff et al. (2016) extended this notion by recommending that
future studies “examine uncertainty from a holistic perspective” (p. 24). Thus far, studies of
uncertainty around organizational change have bypassed a holistic examination of the construct
in favor of realist examinations of correlations between uncertainty and employee outcomes
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(Bordia, Hobman, et al., 2004; Bordia, Hunt, et al., 2004; Cullen et al., 2014; Rafferty & Griffin,
2006). Several studies have foregrounded uncertainty through the examination of perceived
environmental uncertainty (Joshi et al., 2009; Maitlis & Sonenshein, 2010; Samdanis & Lee,
2019; Sund, 2015) or organizational uncertainty (Gioia et al., 2012; Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006;
Virili & Ghiringhelli, 2021). However, to my knowledge, only one study has considered the
multiple possible locations (i.e., environment, organization, or individual) of uncertainty
(Milliken, 1985) and no one has examined how leaders perceive these possible location(s) of
uncertainty in the context of a strategic organizational change. Thus, my case study in a hospital
undergoing strategic organizational change is well positioned to make a critical contribution to
the understanding of how leaders perceive the location(s) of uncertainty as well as their
sensemaking and sensegiving processes. In the next chapter, I will explore the methodological
background and fit for case study research to address my primary research question.
Additionally, I will describe my research methods, including my case recruitment, data
collection strategies, and analytic processes.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY, RESEARCH DESIGN, AND PROCEDURES
Through this research study, my main interest was to bring uncertainty into the
foreground of organizational change efforts to better understand how it impacts leaders’
meaning-making of strategic change. Specifically, my primary research question was: How does
the perceived location of uncertainty (environment, organization, individual) impact leader
sensemaking and sensegiving in a hospital undergoing strategic organizational change?
Secondary proposed questions included: (a) Where do specific actors situate uncertainty around
the organizational change? Why and how does this vary by role? and (b) How does the location
of perceived uncertainty impact sensemaking and sensegiving enactments?
In this chapter I will first explore case study methodology, including its methodological
fit for this study, the history of this approach, and contrasting epistemological perspectives and
how they drive decisions about the research design. Next, I will discuss specific methods for my
study including site selection and recruitment, data collection methods and procedures, and my
analytic approach. I will conclude with an examination of the ethical considerations of this study.
Methodology
Given that my research question is focused on leader perceptions of the location of
uncertainty and the paucity of information that foregrounds this phenomenon in leader
sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change, a qualitative approach was deemed to be
an appropriate methodologically. Qualitative designs are appropriate for studies of phenomena in
their natural environment that seek to gather data, interpret it, and reveal the underlying patterns
of meaning within it to develop understanding of the central concepts under examination
(Creswell & Poth, 2016). Further, qualitative studies actively seek to gather participants’ voices
and stories and prioritize researcher reflexivity in the design, conduct, and interpretation of the
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study (Creswell & Poth, 2016). Having established a qualitative focus, I examined the research
methodologies most commonly utilized in the sensemaking and sensegiving literature and noted
that case study and ethnography occurred most frequently, followed by grounded theory and the
occasional use of narrative inquiry or mixed methods research. With this foundation, I then
focused on identifying my philosophical assumptions, including my ontological and
epistemological view of this field of research. Reflexively, I considered my axiological
perspective, my personal values and biases, and began to define my positionality. In doing so, I
concluded that I am bringing a pragmatic interpretivist insider view to my proposed research.
With this foundation in place, I followed Creswell and Poth’s (2016) guidance for
assessing fit among qualitative approaches and examined both my research focus and the
research problem. Beginning with my research focus to understand how uncertainty is situated in
leader sensemaking and sensegiving, I was able to eliminate narrative research with its focus on
exploring the story of an individual’s experience as well as phenomenology with its examination
of understanding the essence of a lived phenomenon. Further, I excluded grounded theory
because my primary purpose was not to develop new theory. Thus, my examination turned to
ethnography and case study. Both have a strong thread of situating experiences in the culture of
the group, however, with ethnography this is the primary focus of the research while in case
study this is backgrounded. Similarly, ethnography presumes shared culture among the group,
while case study focuses on shared events or activities, such as the implementation of a strategic
organizational change initiative as centered in my study. Moreover, my primary research
question foregrounded the leader’s perceptions and how they might be influenced by other
factors in their environment, including their self-identity, role, or position within their
organization, as well as other broader social, political, or cultural contexts. These factors call
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attention to the highly relational and psychologically-based nature of my research which is in
contrast to the more sociologically focused ethnographic or situational analysis research
methodologies. Further, ethnography is primarily focused on cultural understanding while case
study examines culture as a component of the broader environment and context. Thus, case study
research was seen as the most appropriate methodology to aid in my developing understanding of
the complex situation. Finally, I viewed the study from inside the case and looked outward to
develop this understanding.
According to Edmondson and Mcmanus (2007), appropriate methodological fit is
established by aligning the research question with what is currently known in the field, the
research design, and intended contributions to advancing the field. Further, they suggest three
theoretical archetypes (nascent, intermediate, and mature) in management studies to ascertain the
theoretical maturity of the field of study and to ensure appropriate methodological fit. They
range from mature theory based in known constructs and metrics and therefore driven more by
hypothesis testing to nascent theorizing in which little is known or understood and therefore
more exploratory, open-ended data gathering is required. Intermediate theorizing falls towards
the middle of this spectrum and is characterized by the exploration of new relationships among
known constructs; for example, exploratory analysis to identify moderators or mediators within
espoused theory. With respect to the bodies of knowledge I examined in this study, I believed
that leader sensemaking and sensegiving best met the archetype of intermediate theorizing, with
much of the current work exploring and expanding upon existing constructs and some work
beginning to define metrics. However, the body of literature introduced by Milliken’s (1985)
questions about the location of perceived uncertainty is, as yet underdeveloped and meets
Edmondson and Mcmanus’ (2007) definition of nascent theorizing. Thus, my research design,
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focused within case study research, supported concepts of pattern identification, thematic
analysis, and interpretation to develop understanding of leaders’ perceived locations of
uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving of strategic organizational change.
In the next sections I will review the state of case study research, its history and
evolution, and examine the differing ontological and epistemological perspectives that carry
through this methodology.
Case Study Research
The use of case studies abounds in the popular press, in teaching, and in scholarship
today and while there are some common threads among them, there are also important
distinctions (Creswell & Poth, 2016). For example, they all seek to identify and elucidate a
particular issue or concern of interest; however, the methods with which they go about this
exploration and the intended use of the information gleaned is often drastically different. A
popular press case study might seek to profile a person or organization of interest to highlight an
interesting aspect of their situation, while case studies in teaching, such as in business, law, or
medicine, are often constructed and utilized to convey useful information to be applied in
practice (Yin, 2018). According to Yin (2018), what distinguishes these “popular” or “practical”
case studies from scholarly case studies are the rigorous methods utilized by the latter.
Several authors have noted the distinction of case study research not as a methodology,
but more as a mode or strategy of inquiry, a form of reporting, or the process by which the case
is selected (Creswell & Poth, 2016; Piekkari & Welch, 2018). Despite these differences, there is
general agreement that case study research focuses on examining current situated phenomena to
learn how or why specific factors or processes exist and how they interact in their environment.
Creswell and Poth (2016) noted that a research case study “explores a real-life, contemporary
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bounded system (a case) or multiple bounded systems (cases) over time, through detailed,
in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of information” (p. 96). Yin (2018)
emphasized the cases are units of analysis within a bounded system in which the researcher “has
little or no control over behavioral events” (p. 2). Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) contested the
bounded nature of a case study and argued that case studies should be conceptualized as “fluid
containers” to allow for enhanced comparisons across time and space. They also noted that case
studies often under-recognize issues of power and privilege, including the way agentic actors
define problems and therefore shape discourses. Recognizing the developing edges of case study
research, it is helpful to examine the history of this methodology to better understand its
evolution.
History of the Case Study Methodology
In academic disciplines, case study research has been used widely in the humanities and
social sciences including anthropology, psychology, sociology, and political science while in
professional disciplines it is frequently used in business, education, health care, law, marketing,
and social work, among others (Creswell & Poth, 2016; Yin, 2018). Despite its widespread
adoption, there are important historical underpinnings that differentiate case studies across
disciplines. The history of case study research can be seen in the evolutionary biological work of
Darwin and the psychoanalytic work of Freud and Jung in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,
through documents such as Freud’s psychopathological reports of individual patients (i.e., cases;
Harrison et al., 2017; Pletsch, 1982).
By the 1920s, anthropologists and sociologists were conducting ethnographic studies of
people and cultures to understand how they described and made meaning of their world using
case-based methods (Creswell & Poth, 2016). In the United States, much of the foundation of
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modern case study research can be traced back to the work of the Chicago School of Sociology
(Harrison et al., 2017). In parallel, in medicine, education, and law, case studies were primarily
used to elucidate unique facets of individual patients, schools, or legal decisions by the court.
The period of the 1940–50s saw the rise of positivist perspectives and emphasis on the scientific
method and experimental research designs structured to identify a single source of “truth”
(Harrison et al., 2017). During this period, case study research was looked down upon by many
who saw it as descriptive and lacking rigor and generalizability.
Second generation case study research methodology emerged in the 1960s with Glaser
and Strauss’s work on grounded theory. Grounded theory first began at the Chicago School of
Sociology and later migrated to the University of California San Francisco with the work of
Glaser and Strauss. They positioned grounded theory as a process of inductive theory generation
using rigorous methods involving detailed explanation of their procedures and processes
(Harrison et al., 2017; Johansson, 2003). In the following decade, case study methodology
became a cornerstone of educational research, particularly in examinations of curriculum design
and innovation and their impact on policy and practice (Harrison et al., 2017). Political science
and international relations followed in their growing adoption of case study methodology in the
1980s and ‘90s, contributing to mixed methods designs which integrated empirical and narrative
methods to reflect complex situations and contexts. Working around the turn of the 21st century,
three researchers have been recognized for their significant contributions to the advancement of
case study research: Stake, Merriam, and Yin. Stake and Merriam used their backgrounds as
educational researchers to highlight the complexity and importance of case study methodologies
including the use of theoretical frameworks and research questions as the foundation for their
selection of methods. Additionally, they advanced concepts of thick description, triangulation,
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and the analytic role of the researcher in interpreting the data to form assertions (Creswell &
Poth, 2016; Harrison et al., 2017; Stake, 2006; Stake, 1995). Meanwhile, Yin, who had more of
an experimental background, focused on strategies to enhance research rigor through
methodological definitions of variables, the search for cause-effect relationships, and strategies
to address generalizability (Creswell & Poth, 2016; Yin, 2018). Stake (1995), in contrast to Yin,
stated that “case study seems a poor basis for generalization” (p. 7) and noted that cases are
better thought of as a methodology to aid in refining understanding, what he called “petite
generalizations,” while also recognizing that case study research can result in modifications to
existing generalizations. Herein, we start to see a marked divergence in ontological and
epistemological perspectives of these contemporary researchers.
Most recently, theorists and case study researchers have begun to examine a more critical
perspective on the methodological frameworks provided by Stake, Yin, and others (Bartlett &
Vavrus, 2016; Piekkari & Welch, 2018). In his writings on critical realism, Roy Bhaskar called
for the broader examination of intangible elements such as illusions or false beliefs in the
researcher’s consideration of the culture and context (Piekkari & Welch, 2018). Thomas and
Meyers (2015) sought a more holistic view of phenomena of interest through examination of all
of the parts that construct the whole rather than seeking ways to de-construct the phenomenon in
order to study it. This is similar to a phenomenological perspective in which the phenomenon of
interest must be viewed through the subjective lens of the person perceiving it (Ladkin, 2020).
This perspective is reflected in Husserl’s view of “The Lifeworld,” with Ladkin (2020) writing
“[w]ithin ‘The Lifeworld’, the way things are used and the meanings they hold for the humans
who interact with them are vital aspects of their nature” (p. 17).
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Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) added to the literature on critical case studies by expanding on
the importance of comparative case studies to address the dynamics of time and space within
case analysis. They proposed three dimensions: horizontal, vertical, and transversal to capture
these constructs and extended prior definitions of context, culture, and comparison. Further, in
their comparative case study approach, Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) foregrounded the
considerations of power, networks, and fluid edges of a case. Specifically, they noted that at the
outset of a study, the act of binding a case would artificially constrain the possibilities to be
explored through more processual designs. They noted:
we contend that boundaries are not found; they are made by social actors, including by
researchers, whose demarcations can often seem quite arbitrary and can have the effect of
sealing off the case hermetically from other places, times, and influences. (Bartlett &
Vavrus, 2016, p. 34)
Clarke (2005) linked this processual view back to Strauss’ work on power existing through
enactments, and added that “they are also relentlessly social, organizational, and structural
through the plastic/elastic forms of social worlds, arenas, discourses, and negotiations” (p. 54).
She offered a new perspective to expand grounded theory methodology through Strauss’s “social
worlds” framework using a new method she named situational analysis (Clarke, 2005). In this
approach, cartography provides an analytic framework adding both rigor and new perspectives to
the examination of the phenomena of interest. Clarke (2005) described the use of these analytic
maps as “deeply situat[ing] research projects individually, collectively, organizationally,
institutionally, temporally, geographically, materially, discursively, culturally, symbolically,
visually, and historically” (p. xxii). In this way, Clarke’s (2005) situational analysis and Bartlett
and Vavrus’ (2016) comparative case studies offer new ways of designing research studies using
case-based methods to address the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data.
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By examining the historical basis for case study research, from early case reports to
recent critical theorists, one can begin to recognize the different philosophical underpinnings
informing them and how they emerged from different disciplines. Case study research is
somewhat unique in that it is inclusive and can encompass a variety of ontological and
epistemological perspectives (Johansson, 2003). While this provides a methodological home to
diverse research agendas, it has resulted in a methodology that lacks unity in its definition, scope,
and underlying data collection, analysis, and reporting methods (Harrison et al., 2017). In the
next section, I will examine the major ontological and epistemological perspectives in case study
research to find the natural center for my proposed dissertation research.
Ontological and Epistemological Perspectives on Case Study Research
It is important to begin the examination of the philosophical assumptions of case study
research by first establishing the ontological position of the researcher. Specifically, is there a
singular reality, or source of truth, to be found through the research process, or is the perspective
one in which multiple realities are believed to exist through the eyes of the beholder? Once the
nature of reality is centered, the researcher must identify their way of knowing, or their
epistemological perspective. Together with the researcher’s positionality, these assumptions will
influence the fundamental definition of the case as well as the data collection methods, analytic
processes, and final report.
In case study research, there are three predominant theoretical paradigms: positivist,
social constructivist/interpretivist, and critical. Positivist researchers, such as Yin, seek to
objectively define a concrete reality through application of systematic replicable procedures in a
quest to meet empirically-based standards of reliability, validity, and generalizability (Piekkari &
Welch, 2018; Yin, 2018). Interpretivist researchers, such as Stake, focus on gathering
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observations and insights surrounding issues within the integrated system of the case and they
work to gain an understanding of the particularities and complexities of the case in order to make
assertions, not generalizations about the phenomenon of interest (Stake, 1995). They also
consider their positionality, including how their perspectives and biases interact with the research
arena and impact their framing of the research question, their data collection decisions, and their
interpretation of the findings. Further, to understand the salient issues, interpretivists consider
contextual factors such as the historical, political, social, or personal impact to the issues at hand
(Creswell & Poth, 2016). Critical researchers, such as Bartlett and Vavrus (2016), tend to take a
multi-leveled (e.g., micro, meso, macro) approach to “policy as practice” and extend a
constructivist or interpretivist perspective to more robustly center issues of power, privilege, and
oppression as well as more deeply examine cultural, contextual, temporal, and spatial dimensions
of the case.
While many other researchers have contributed to the growing body of case study
research, I will use Yin, Stake, and Bartlett and Vavrus to articulate these key interpretive
frameworks. In Table 3.1, I have synthesized key variations in epistemological perspectives on
case study research across the dimensions of: the theoretical lens, case identification, framing of
research questions, key characteristics, conceptualization of research quality, research design,
methods (and their prioritization), view of culture, view of context, and significant challenges for
the researcher.
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Table 3.1
Epistemological Frameworks on Key Dimensions of Case Study Research
Dimension

Theoretical Lens

Positivist
Perspective
(Yin)
Realist: there is a single reality,
knowledge is discovered, and it
is independent of any observer

Interpretivist Perspective
(Stake)

Post-Modern Critical Perspective
(Bartlett and Vavrus)

Relativist: knowledge is socially
constructed and must be viewed
through the subjective meanings
ascribed to individual’s experiences

Expands interpretivist perspectives
to foreground power and social
relationships with an emphasis on
improving society

Case
identification

• A bounded system defined by
specific and identifiable
parameters

• An integrated view of the system
with edges that evolve
• Case boundaries include time and
activity

• Case is unbound at start; it evolves
iteratively through course of
research (thus boundaries are made
by social actors in context)

Research
Questions

• Clearly articulated research
questions and hypotheses

• Issues identified and research
questions guide study but can be
updated

• Research direction is clear;
questions are tentative and evolve
through the emergent research
design

Characteristics

• Deterministic
• Logical
• Empirical
• Maintain objectivity
• Examines variables (i.e., the
parts of the case) to determine
cause-effect relationships
• Considers present and recent
past

• Existential (non-deterministic)
• Holistic view of the case is the
priority
• Highlights the inherent complexity
of the case
• Recognizes subjectivity of
researcher
• Relies on participant’s views of the
issues
• Considers social, cultural, and
historical context

• Process-oriented
• Comparative
• Multi-scalar approach
• Deep examination of context and
culture (e.g., horizontal, vertical,
transversal axes)
• Values are problematized and
explored explicitly in the research
process
• Focuses on interactions and events
and their produced meanings
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Dimension

Positivist
Perspective
(Yin)

Interpretivist Perspective
(Stake)

Post-Modern Critical Perspective
(Bartlett and Vavrus)

• May focus on processes of
interaction
• Researcher’s role is to interpret
meanings

Research
Quality Defined
As

• Ability to validate, replicate,
and generalize results

• Identifiable positionality of the
researcher
• Ability to generate assertions
about particularities of the case

• Transferability of theoretical
insights

Research Design

• Cases are exploratory,
descriptive, or explanatory
• Deductive theory testing
• Fixed, ordered questions
• Often mix quantitative and
qualitative methods
• Preference for multiple case
analysis
• Seek rival explanations

• Cases are intrinsic or instrumental
• Inductive theory generation or
pattern identification
• Flexible design that evolves
through learning in the research
process
• Broad, open-ended questions that
change as learning occurs
• Single or multiple case analysis
• Comparisons within the bounded
case
• Researcher is reflexive to surface
subjectivity

• Highly inclusive
• Iterative and evolving design as the
case is revealed
• Identifies assumptions about
power relations and social
structures
• Actively considers micro, meso,
and macro scales
• Comparative
• Multiple case analysis
• Theory generating
• Considers politics of representation
in research design and process

Methods

• Gather data in a case study
database to increase reliability
• Multiple methods with
prioritization:
− Surveys

• Multiple methods with
prioritization:
− Observations
− Interviews
− Focus Groups

• Multiple methods with
prioritization:
− Histories
− Observations
− Interviews
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Dimension

Positivist
Interpretivist Perspective
Perspective
(Stake)
(Yin)
− Documentation
− Document review
− Structured Interviews (e.g.,
− Memoing/ journaling
protocols)
• Provide sufficient interpretation
− Observations
and thick description so case reader
can find their own insights and
build their understanding

Post-Modern Critical Perspective
(Bartlett and Vavrus)
− Journaling
− Mapping
• Seek similarities, differences and
linkages across sites
• Examines language discourses,
texts, and institutions as social and
policy actors

View of Culture

• Static view of culture within a
bounded group

• Case is situated in larger social and
political processes and events

• Culture is dynamic and always
changing
• Culture is impacted by social
norms and power relations

View of Context

• Considers the physical setting
(place) of people’s actions

• Recognizes context is complex and
phenomena can be elusive
• Thorough description of the
physical situation
• Selectively considers historical,
political, economic, cultural, social,
and personal contexts

• Settings are created by social
activities and interactions (Activity
Theory)
• Deep exploration of historical,
political, economic, cultural,
social, and personal contexts
• Relational
• Spatial
• Temporal
• Occurs in social networks

Challenges

• Resource limitations
• Case selection
• Cross-case analysis
• Rigor
• Ability to generalize

• Honoring the complexity of the
case in the report (i.e., not
oversimplify it)
• Resource limitations
• Perception of subjectivity

• Scope of research is large and
complex
• Research is time consuming
• Resource limitations
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Dimension

Positivist
Interpretivist Perspective
Post-Modern Critical Perspective
Perspective
(Stake)
(Bartlett and Vavrus)
(Yin)
• Confusion with non-research
• Ethical risks
• Methods to analyze multiple sites,
case studies
scales, times and data collection
• Under-represents power relations
streams are vague
• Limited view of the value of
and social structures
history to the case
• Does not address power
relations
Note. (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016; Creswell & Poth, 2016; Harrison et al., 2017; Johansson, 2003; Piekkari & Welch, 2018; Stake, 1995;
Yin, 2018).
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Over the course of this exploration into case study research, and through a deep focus on
varying epistemological perspectives, I have confirmed my research orientation as one that is
both pragmatic and is rooted in social constructivism. The pragmatism applies in considering
how I may extrapolate the best and most relevant aspects of each of these epistemological lenses
in the formation of my own research study. For example, leaning on Yin’s teachings around
rigorous data collection methods and procedures and heading his warning about the need to
clearly articulate how case study research differs from popular press or practical case studies.
From a constructivist perspective, I highlighted my positionality, particularly the insider-lens I
work from as a leader in Vermont’s healthcare reform efforts. From the critical perspective, I
considered the process orientation, the multi-scalar framework, the deeper exploration of culture
and context, and the transferability of theoretical insights as major components of my own
research. Finally, across all perspectives I noted a common challenge around managing time and
resources in case study research and remaining focused on my research agenda.
Method of the Study
Unlike other methodologies where, once selected, the underlying research methods and
their procedures are clear, case study research often serves as an umbrella for diverse methods
which can be drawn from both quantitative and qualitative disciplines. Despite these options,
differing epistemological perspectives tend to converge on the necessity to utilize and triangulate
among multiple data collection methods in case-based research to increase the rigor and gain the
depth of understanding needed for the researcher to identify patterns and make assertions from
the data (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016; Creswell & Poth, 2016; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2018). This use of
multiple sources does allow for creative and novel exploration of methods from other
approaches. In preparation for my study, I explored Clarke’s (2005) use of cartography and her
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situational analysis techniques as a way to guide my exploration of the situational factors that
might impact leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving
processes. In doing so, I created situation maps to “layout the major human, nonhuman,
discursive, and other elements in the research situation of inquiry and provoke analysis of
relations among them” (Clarke, 2005, p. xxii).
Cartography-Informed Research Methods
In my research process, before conducting empirical work, I began by creating mind
maps of key constructs of uncertainty, ambiguity, sensemaking, sensegiving, and organizational
change. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict two of my initial mind maps. They were generated in August
2021 as I sought to bring together the diverse literature on each of the key theories and constructs
that I wanted to better understand. In this way, I was creating a visual representation of my own
mental models around these constructs at a particular point in time in my research journey. The
research activity was not about perfection (note the three green circles in Figure 3.1, reflecting
repetition of the construct of framing), but about my own meaning making processes. Further, it
was a way for me, as a new researcher in this field, to demonstrate to myself my growing
mastery of this theoretical and applied literature.
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Figure 3.1
Early Mind Map of Leader Sensemaking in Organizational Change
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Figure 3.2
Early Mind Map of Ambiguity and Uncertainty in Organizational Change

Next, in consultation with my advisor, I developed a leader mind map (Figure 3.3) to
identify key concepts around the leader and situate them for my study. Iteratively, I refined the
leader mind map to surface key concepts to inform my data collection processes. Specifically,
these maps helped me to identify the best source of information to explore my key constructs,
what type of questions to consider, and when and how to collect information. Figure 3.4 focused
on the micro and meso forces that may impact the leader’s perception of the location(s) of
uncertainty as well as their sensemaking and sensegiving enactments. I later came to call these
“signaling constructs” as I returned to them throughout my research study. For example, the map
served as a reminder to examine identity, power, self-efficacy, and psychological safety as well
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as leader behaviors and emotions that may have impacted their perceived self-identity and
unconscious perceptions.
Figure 3.3
Initial Leader Mind Map
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Figure 3.4
Revised Leader Mind Map

The use of a cartography-informed research design provided me with a mechanism to
capture and foreground a wide variety of concepts, to organize and make meaning of them, and
then to bracket them into possible constructs that can act as signals and guideposts in executing
my methods and analyzing the data. Ultimately, the blue circles in Figure 3.4 represent the
signaling constructs I used to center my exploration of sensemaking and sensegiving of strategic
organizational change within the case study. This process also aided my reflexivity and
identification of potential disabling biases and ethical vulnerabilities. For example, the yellow
thunderbolts (Figure 3.4) were visual reminders for me to attend to possible disabling biases
associated with my insider perspective that could impact my observations and interpretations.
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During the data collection process, these mind maps and specific visual cues helped me remain
alert and reminded me to minimize these biases wherever possible.
Structurally Situating My Research
Further expanding my exploration of possible methods, I examined Bartlett and Vavrus’
(2016) comparative case study approach and its focus on a critical examination of culture,
context, place, space, and time. In this method, researchers study the diverse motives, structures,
discourses, and levels of influence in the situation of interest. This multi-scalar approach deeply
considers comparisons across three axes—horizontal, vertical, and transversal. In my research, I
used the horizonal comparative axis as a framework to consider “how similar policies unfold in
distinct locations that are socially produced and complexly connected” (emphasis in original text,
p. 3). However, I adapted their original intent of horizonal axes representing like entities, such as
schools. In my research, the distinct locations were the hospital governance and management
leadership layers I examined—the hospital board of trustees, the executive level, and
representatives of middle management in several hospital departments. The vertical axis
compares micro, meso, and macro levels across scales. In my study, the vertical axis was applied
to Milliken’s (1985) three locations of perceived uncertainty (environment, organizational, and
individual), as well as drawing attention and focus to the meso and macro cultural and contextual
scales that are relevant to develop my understanding of the situation. The transversal axis
primarily was used in my study to reverse engineer the current situation to glean insights about
historical elements of the case including hospital leader and local community responses.
To further situate my case study, it is important that I define the macro, meso, and micro
levels within the study at the outset. To address my research question about how leaders perceive
the location of uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change and their sensemaking
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and sensegiving enactments, it is logical that the leader is the micro level for analysis. This could
include individual leaders, leaders that share common roles or organizational positions (e.g.,
board trustees), or leaders who are found to similarly situate the source of uncertainty. The meso
level in this case study is the hospital as the organization of interest experiencing this change
effort. The macro level is a combination of the local community context along with the state and
federal healthcare system. This is because they both rest outside of the organizational unit and, in
a small state such as Vermont, the local and state-level politics and resources often overlap and
intertwine.
Research Methods and Procedures
I located my case study in a hospital in Vermont experiencing strategic organizational
change, such as payment and care delivery redesigns occurring through the hospital’s
participation in Vermont’s healthcare reform efforts. In this section, I will establish some broad
context for my study by describing Vermont’s healthcare landscape before detailing my site and
participant selection processes and recruitment strategies. I will then describe my data collection
strategies and procedures in detail as well as my analytic approach.
Vermont’s Healthcare Landscape
Vermont has a population of approximately 643,000 in 9,200 square miles, making
Vermont the second smallest population and among the smallest (45th) in geographic size (United
States Census Bureau, 2021). Further, Vermont is predominately rural, with no designated urban
areas and only nine incorporated cities (World Population Review, 2022). Despite its small size,
Vermont has 14 non-governmental hospitals spread across the state. This includes eight
designated as critical access hospitals, five medium-sized rural hospitals, and one academic
medical center (Vermont Department of Health, 2021). While there is an additional academic
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medical center just across the border in New Hampshire that also serves a significant number of
Vermont residents, it is excluded from this review because it is geographically located outside of
Vermont and its predominant health policy orientation is to New Hampshire.
As described in Chapter I, the State of Vermont has been an active participant in
healthcare reform efforts for the past several decades. In its current iteration, the state directed
“All Payer Model” is attempting to make sweeping changes in the way that healthcare is
delivered and paid for while ultimately improving the overall quality of health for Vermonters.
This model uses the vehicle of an Accountable Care Organization (ACO) to voluntarily bring
together healthcare providers to work collaboratively to reduce fragmentation and waste in the
system while improving care and outcomes and containing the cost of healthcare over time. In
this model, 13 of the 14 Vermont hospitals have elected to participate in one or more programs
the ACO offers through contracts with public and private insurers.
Accountable Care Organizations
In 2010, through the Patient Protections and Affordable Care Act (ACA), President
Obama approved sweeping changes to the US healthcare system to increase health insurance
coverage and improve the delivery of healthcare services, including access to and quality of care
(Blumenthal et al., 2015). Included in this broad-based legislation was a new mechanism for
healthcare providers to work together through an entity called an Accountable Care Organization
(ACO). The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) defines an ACO as:
Groups of doctors, hospitals, and other health care providers, who come together
voluntarily to give coordinated high-quality care to their Medicare patients. The goal of
coordinated care is to ensure that patients get the right care and the right time, while
avoiding unnecessary duplication of services and preventing medical errors. (CMS, 2019)
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While initially envisioned as a way to create better health and reduce healthcare costs for
Medicare beneficiaries, over the past decade, ACOs have also formed to serve commercial and
Medicaid populations.
Two of the key principles in the creation of ACOs are the belief that care should be more
person-centered and that the payment system should no longer reward the volume of tests or
services performed and instead provide compensation for the quality of care and outcomes
achieved (Dunlap et al., 2017). CMS has implemented and is studying a variety of models aimed
at constraining costs and improving quality of care. Today, several innovative states, through the
effector arm of their local ACOs, are experimenting with advanced value-based payment models
including Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Vermont (CMS, 2020; Rothman, 1985).
In Vermont, as mentioned above, the ACO model is a cornerstone of health reform
efforts, serving as the effector-arm of change by voluntarily bringing together >5,000 health care
providers across hospitals, independent primary and specialty care practices, federally qualified
health centers, mental health and substance abuse treatment agencies, home health agencies, and
skilled nursing facilities. The ACO serves as a hub for these providers, in turn, by contracting
with public and private insurers using innovative payment models and flexibilities to improve the
quality of health care delivery and health outcomes. The goal is to move away from
volume-based payments to value-based payments that allow more flexibility and improve
coordination of services in ways that are driven by the patient’s needs and wants. It is in this
context of the macro-level healthcare reform efforts underway in Vermont, that I seek to
understand how leaders make meaning of the uncertainty surrounding strategic organizational
change.
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Site and Participant Selection
Due to the design of this case study, there are two levels of inclusion to elucidate. First, I
will describe the selection process for the case—a Vermont-based hospital participating in
healthcare reform activities. Second, I will outline my research participants and recruitment
strategies.
Hospital Site Selection
I conducted a single critical case study in a hospital participating in Vermont’s healthcare
reform efforts. I selected a hospital as the centering organization for the case study because they
bear financial risk for outcomes of ACO activities. This includes financial responsibility for
activities that occur within the broader community, such as in primary care or home health
services. In addition, hospitals pay dues to the ACO to support its infrastructure and fund
community-level investments (in some instances insurers also contribute to local investments). In
any given year, if the financial goals of the model are achieved, the preponderance of the funds
saved in the model are then turned over to the hospital. In similar fashion, if the financial goals
are exceeded, the hospital must pay back the overages to the insurance company through its ACO
contracts. Thus, local hospitals are accountable for costs. These costs are moderated by financial
factors tied to the quality of care provided to Vermonters aligned under the model. This coupling
of cost and quality prevents healthcare providers from delaying or declining to provide necessary
care and incentivizes them to consider preventive care activities and the intersections of health
with social factors that influence individuals’ well-being.
In selecting the organization to center my research around, I considered the following
hospital inclusion criteria:
•

geographically located in Vermont;
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•

currently participating in Vermont’s healthcare reform efforts; and

•

participating in all five available payer programs (e.g., Medicare, Medicaid, and three
commercial insurance programs) offered by the ACO.

Further, I excluded the sole academic medical center and its two affiliated rural hospitals as they
were in the process of reorganizing into a health system and their leadership model was in flux.
Based on these stringent criteria, there were two hospitals that could possibly serve as the
research sites. I have moderately distant professional relationships with the chief executive
officers of both hospitals and, at the time of recruitment, they both served on the Board of the
ACO. I will describe my recruitment strategy in detail below.
For the purpose of this case study and to protect the hospital and its leaders, I will call the
hospital “Main Street Community Hospital,” in reference to its small, rural, community-centered
status within its catchment area. The name was also selected to evoke an “every town” feeling
such that a reader in another part of the US might still identify with key socio-cultural aspects of
this hospital.
Participant Selection
As explained earlier, I was interested in examining how leaders perceived the location(s)
of uncertainty (environmental, organizational, individual) associated with strategic
organizational change and its impact on their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. I focused
on three leadership levels (board trustees, executives, and directors) to gain varying perspectives
and to identify particular similarities or differences among perceptions of uncertainty and their
subsequent enactments. In Vermont, all non-governmental hospitals are designated as
not-for-profit and have voluntary board members who have connections to their hospital, often
by living or working in its catchment area. Further, at least a few of these trustees are often local
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health care providers and many, if not all, have been patients or have had family members who
have utilized the hospital’s services. These professional and/or geographic connections with the
hospital help to ensure the trustees are vested in both the hospital and the community. Rural
community hospitals maintain executive leadership to oversee the strategy, development, and
operations of the hospital. Most typically executive teams include administrative, fiscal, and
clinical leaders to ensure high quality, efficient and effective care for patients. Further, these
leaders often have deep connections within their local communities as business leaders,
philanthropists, and partners in maximizing the community’s health and wellbeing. As such, they
are well positioned to perceive uncertainty around strategic organizational change.
Finally, I engaged leaders from three different hospital departments as representatives of
middle management. As middle managers, it was important to understand how they made sense
of the changes and how they situated uncertainty. This is particularly important because studies
of sensemaking and sensegiving in several industries have demonstrated both how pivotal the
role of middle managers is in the communication and implementation of the changes with their
teams (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008; Rouleau & Balogun, 2011; Tucker et al., 2015), but also the
frequent breakdowns that occur when middle managers are left confused or feel disengaged in
the change due to the sensegiving activities of their leaders (Apker, 2004; Filstad, 2014). In total,
I engaged three trustees, four executives, and three directors in study interviews. Further, I
observed 10 meetings with various leaders across the organization to better understand the
socio-political-cultural aspects of the case and to learn about leader sensemaking and sensegiving
in action. The meetings I attended always included at least one leader among those I interviewed
and often included more leaders across different levels of the organization from frontline
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managers to board trustees. In the next sections I will describe my recruitment and data
collection strategies in detail.
Recruitment
To recruit the hospital, I conducted outreach to the chief executive officer (CEO) of one
of the hospitals on my recruitment list to make them aware of my field of research and to inquire
as to whether they would like to learn more about the study. During this initial outreach, I
clarified that I was contacting them as a PhD student in Antioch University’s Graduate School of
Leadership and Change, and not in my role as COO for the ACO. There is sufficient distance
between our roles and there were no reporting lines or political issues that I was aware of that
could unduly influence their decision-making processes about possible participation in the study.
The CEO responded the same day and invited a discussion of the study and its potential impact
on the hospital. During that video conference call, we discussed the purpose and duration of the
study, access to study participants, and possible opportunities for site observation. We concluded
the call with a plan that the CEO would bring the request to the hospital’s Executive
Management Team (EMT) during a standing meeting the following week. The CEO scheduled a
call with me for that same afternoon to report back their decision. In the follow-up call, the CEO
confirmed the hospitals willingness to serve as the case study site and we discussed additional
logistical details. The CEO signed a site permission form, a de-identified version of which is
included in Appendix A. The CEO put me in touch with his assistant to develop a list of possible
leaders among the board, executive management team, and department directors who might have
insight into my area of interest which I initially described as leaders’ experiences of strategic
organizational change within their hospital. This initial list was critical because ethical
protections in place in my study prohibited hospital leaders from knowing whom I interviewed
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throughout the case study. Thus, once I had initial contact information, including alternates, I
arranged all communications directly with the leaders including initial invitations, consent
processes, scheduling, member checking transcripts, and follow-up communications. To
facilitate my introduction to hospital leaders and signal his willingness for the hospital to engage
in this case study, the CEO sent out an introductory email to all leaders on the initial list and
included a brief description of the purpose of the study as well as my bio sketch. The CEO
indicated I would reach out to leaders directly from there forward. Finally, the CEO connected
me to a planning director to gather documents and artifacts and to nursing leaders to discuss
possible observation opportunities.
Throughout the four months I was directly engaged in data collection, the CEO and I
communicated regularly, both by email and phone as necessary. Any request I made for access to
additional information or internal meetings was quickly granted and the CEO described their role
as “removing any roadblocks and helping smooth my path” to needed information. It is relevant
to note here that as I was invited to observe a series of stakeholder meetings about Main Street
Community Hospital’s possible integration with a larger regional academic health system and I
was asked, and agreed, to sign a confidentiality agreement. The agreement specified that I
maintain the practices for safety and protection of human subjects and the hospital that I detailed
in the consent forms I provided to participants, that I agree not to directly identify the hospital
(this had already been delineated in the site permission letter), and that I would maintain the
confidence of any information marked confidential or expressed to me as being confidential
during the course of the study. I also offered the CEO or their designee the opportunity to review
this dissertation in advance of publication to confirm no breaches of the agreement; the CEO
declined the opportunity to review it.
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Data Collection
Case study research encompasses a variety of data collection methods that can be used in
concert to address the study’s research questions. In this study, I extended my post-positivist
research background and employed a pragmatic social constructivist perspective to explore my
research questions. Thus, my data collection methods were fluid and I moved back and forth
between them as critical information emerged. The major methods I employed included
observation, interview, and review of documents and artifacts. Supportive activities included
member checking and textual coding as well as creating field notes, memos, mind maps, and a
storyline map to track my evolving understanding as the case evolved. Analytic techniques
included use of constant comparison and thematic analysis as well as cartography to capture key
emerging insights through the interpretive process. Further, within these methods I employed a
multi-scalar approach which explicitly explored the horizontal, vertical, and transversal axes of
the case to deeply examine the culture, context, place, space, and time and how they informed
leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving enactments. I will now
describe my data collection methods and analytic approach in more detail.
Review of Documents and Artifacts
Document review provides a critical opportunity to uncover relevant background
information about the organization, its structure, resources, and functions; and how it is situated
in its community and the broader state context. The later considers the socio-political aspects of
culture, policy, and temporal historical components that may be most relevant to the study. At
the outset of the study, I began by reviewing all aspects of Main Street Community Hospital’s
website and key regulatory filings available through Vermont’s regulatory entity, the Green
Mountain Care Board. Upon introduction by the CEO, I met with a leader responsible for
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organizational planning and they established a secure file exchange process and provided me
with substantive background information including hospital community health needs assessment
and strategic planning documents, electronic versions of two books written about the hospital’s
history and evolution, an organizational chart, and other relevant information. I sought out
information from state and national websites on the hospital’s publicly reported performance
metrics, and, in association with meetings I attended, I collected agendas and other meeting
materials, such as PowerPoint presentations. In total I maintained a catalog of 22 key documents
(not including information from their website which remained readily accessible throughout the
case study). In addition, I researched key state and federal programs and policies as they were
referenced or became relevant to the case. For example, leaders referenced an ongoing issue
related to “340B funding,” and I sought out information to learn about this federal discount
pharmacy program. Together, these documents and artifacts served as relevant background
information and helped me contextualize my observations, the stories I gleaned from
participants, and supported my understanding of leaders’ perceptions of the locations of
uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving of strategic organizational change.
Observations
To add depth and texture as my research unfolded, I sought opportunities to observe
hospital events and interactions among leaders about key issues related to strategic change at
Main Street Community Hospital. The process of identifying and seeking permission to access
specific meetings or events began with the CEO asking the Chair of the Board of Trustees if I
could observe an upcoming morning-long board meeting. The Chair agreed and the timing of
this turned out to be quite fortuitous as full board meetings occur quarterly and this allowed me
to observe one meeting towards the beginning of the case study, and another at the end of the
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data collection period. In addition, the CEO introduced me to two nursing leaders who agreed to
meet with me later that same week to brainstorm possible observation venues. From this
meeting, we generated a lengthy list and description of possible meetings which I later culled
based on the planned content/focus area for the meeting and planned leadership presence.
Further, as the study progressed and I learned about other venues of interest, I sought permission
from the CEO or other responsible leader to attend the session. In no instance was I denied
access.
Of note, early on in the case, I was given feedback from several hospital leaders that my
original consent process for meeting observations, which included seeking signed permission
forms from each participant in advance of the meeting, was a barrier for participants and that it
was in opposition to their stated cultural norms which welcome others into settings with trust and
transparency. Thus, I discussed the hospital leaders’ concerns with the chair of Antioch
University’s Graduate School of Leadership and Change Institutional Review Board, who
recommended I submit a request to modify my consent processes specifically for the observation
activities in this study. Upon approval of that amendment and the waiver of documentation of
consent requirement, the protocol allowed me to send an information sheet (Appendix B) in
advance of my observation and participants could notify me if they did not want me to take notes
of their comments or presence in the meeting.
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the increase in the Omicron variant in
Vermont just as this case study began, all meeting observations took place over video conference
(e.g., Zoom, Webex). Meetings included full board and subcommittee meetings, nursing
leadership meetings, steering committee meetings related to a possible hospital integration, and a
meeting between the hospital and its Accountable Care Organization to review data on hospital
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performance and discuss changes the hospital was enacting to address areas of opportunity. In
all, I observed 10 meetings over 17 hours between March and June 2022. Using a standard form
developed in advance of data collection initiation, I made detailed field notes from my
observations including salient information about content of these meetings that related to
uncertainty and/or leader sensemaking or sensegiving. This included notes about signaling
constructs and elucidating quotes, as well as my impressions of setting, context, interactions,
inter-personal dynamics, and my sense impressions. All field notes were transcribed to electronic
documents immediately following the observation and were uploaded into Dedoose, Version
9.0.46 for coding and analysis.
Interviews
As mentioned previously, I received a list with contact information for board trustees,
executives, and department leaders from the CEO at the outset of the study. Following the CEO’s
introductory email, I communicated directly with individual leaders to invite their interest in
learning more about the study. Upon their initial expression of interest, I provided them with the
consent form (Appendix B) and an opportunity to consider their participation and ask any
questions they may have had before we moved forward. In total I reached out to 13 leaders and
completed 10 first-round interviews. Two leaders did not respond, and I ceased recruitment after
three inquiries. One leader signed and returned a consent form, but scheduling challenges
prevented us from conducting the first interview. In the first round of interviews, I used an
interview guide which I evolved iteratively between interviews based on what I was learning. An
example of one first round interview guide is included in Appendix C. I used the semi-structured
interview guide questions as a framework and subsequent probing questions to explore broad
concepts and to elicit stories and examples of the discourse around uncertainty, organizational
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change, and other intervening factors that may impact sensemaking and sensegiving processes.
Each interview lasted approximately 45 minutes and was conducted and recorded, with
participant permission, over video conference using the Zoom platform. A recording of each
interview was downloaded from Zoom and a copy was uploaded to Otter.ai, a secure web-based
transcription generation service. Upon receipt, I cleaned each transcript and sent it to the
participant for review, asking for any corrections or redactions needed. Once member checking
was complete, I uploaded each transcript in Dedoose and marked them as a separate media type
from the observations also stored in Dedoose. I added critical background information for each
leader in Dedoose including their level of leadership, professional background, and duration of
relationship with the hospital.
During the first-round interview, and in alignment with my introduction of the study and
consent form content, I requested permission to reach out again later in the study to conduct a
follow-up interview. At the mid-point in the study, I paused to review what I had learned thus far
and to re-center the areas in need of further exploration in the second-round interviews. I created
a second-round interview guide (Appendix C) to explore these concepts in more detail. All 10
original participants agreed to the follow-up interview; however, after scheduling it, one leader
withdrew due to personal circumstances. In the second semi-structured interview, I began by
introducing leaders to key situations or events I had identified through the case study thus far that
leaders perceived as creating uncertainty. I then asked leaders to narrow the list to three areas
they felt created uncertainty for them, and ultimately, we narrowed the focus to one trigger
situation and explored it in depth, particularly around their sensemaking and sensegiving of that
situation. Throughout both rounds of interviews, I was attuned to examples of sensemaking and
sensegiving reflected in the signaling constructs from the theoretical literature as well as others
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that may have emerged. As in the first round, second round interviews were transcribed,
member-checked, and uploaded to Dedoose for coding and analysis.
Analytic Approach
My analytic process began as I gathered and assessed publicly available documents and
artifacts and then began reviewing items provided to me directly by hospital leaders. Throughout
the case study, I maintained a memo specific to documentation and artifact review which was
structured around critical aspects of the case—the history, governance and structure, mission and
values of the organization, awards and recognition, self-analysis of its strengths and
opportunities, financial and quality performance, and strategic planning. As time passed, I
gathered documents from key meetings I’d observed including agendas, minutes, and
presentations. Since these documents aligned with my observations, I captured key aspects of
them in my field notes which were uploaded into Dedoose for coding.
As observation field notes and interviews were uploaded into the analytic software, I
coded each document using a set of pre-populated codes derived from the theoretical literature
(i.e., signaling constructs) on sensemaking and sensegiving as well as a general code for
uncertainty and subcodes for qualities of uncertainty (e.g., information lacking, decision-making
unclear). The same day as the interviews, I memoed about the interaction, my reflections,
questions, and possible next steps. These contemporaneous steps of reviewing member-checked
transcripts, coding them, and memoing about them created a deeply reflexive process and
facilitated my identification of key temporal components of the case as well as trigger events that
proved helpful in gleaning insights about what and why leaders perceived uncertainty, where
they located the uncertainty, and how it impacted their sensemaking and sensegiving processes.
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I continued the cartography begun in the research design process and began to map the
early and distinguishing characteristics related to the emerging locations of uncertainty. For
example, Figure 3.5 is an early mind map of constructs related to leaders’ perceptions of
environmental uncertainty. The map contains references to qualities of uncertainty such as
complexity, as well as sensemaking (e.g., value orientation towards cooperation) and sensegiving
(e.g., relies on communication). Similar maps were constructed for organizationally and
individually located uncertainty and for early assimilation of trigger situations or events leaders
perceived as uncertain. They are not included here because the results of the study are discussed
in detail in the following chapters and will reveal the final, rather than preliminary, analysis of
the research questions in this case. Finally, an early and consistent theme emerged from the data
related to the role of organizational culture in the context of leader perceptions of uncertainty of
strategic organizational change as well as their sensemaking and sensegiving. I included here my
early mind map of culture to elucidate how this theme started to emerge from the case (Figure
3.6).
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Figure 3.5
Early Mind Map of Emerging Signals of Leader Perceived Environmental Uncertainty
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Figure 3.6
Early and Emerging Aspects of Organizational Culture

As my data collection methods progressed and my observations of patterns in the data
grew, I returned to the source transcripts and field notes in Dedoose and iteratively re-coded
them adding new codes for the locations of uncertainty (i.e., individual, organizational,
environmental), trigger situations or events causing uncertainty (e.g., COVID-19 pandemic),
sensemaking properties (e.g., plausibility, retrospective), and codes to signal examples of
organizational culture. My initial deductive coding therefore transitioned to a generative process
that added layers of depth and context over the course of the study. Throughout the data
collection process, I maintained documentation of the sequence of data collection events and
what I was seeking to understand from each subsequent event. I mapped these data collection
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interactions over time and by level of leadership engaged in order to explicitly note the flow
through the flux of the case and to ensure that I was not pausing too long in any one dimension
(e.g., that I did not do all observations before interviews or only speak to trustees). These details
were documented in a storyline map which is described in more detail in Chapter V.
To improve trustworthiness of my study, I triangulated data across sources, used member
checking of interviews, had two independent coders review initial transcripts using deductive
codes until agreement was reached and maintained, and I examined the transversal axis of the
case, in addition to the horizontal and vertical, to contextualize what I was learning over the
course of the study. I used constant comparison techniques to determine the relevance of
information being uncovered as well as what actions I should take next to advance my research.
In total, I generated 60 pages of memos on observations, interviews, and analysis as well as 18
pages of memos on the documents and artifacts I reviewed. Together, these techniques used
across my data collection processes, allowed me to develop my understanding of the case and
identify patterns of meaning that emerged from the data. Additional details of my analytic
process are described in Chapter V, research process.
Ethical Considerations
As researchers engaging with people in the course of our studies, each of us has a moral
and ethical obligation to respect, protect, and avoid harm to individuals during the research
process as well as in the production and distribution of our findings. Of note, The Belmont
Report drew distinctions between research and practice and the corresponding expectations
individuals may hold regarding their ability to directly benefit from their participation (National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research,
1979). In doing so, the Report distinguished the goal of research as contributing generalized
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knowledge that may benefit others but is not intended to benefit the individual or group engaged
in the research. While this line is clear in most positivist and post-positivist research that seeks to
identify cause and effect and generalize knowledge, in constructivist or interpretivist research
this line can be blurry. While constructivist theorizing engages an ontological perspective that
explores a phenomenon to better understand it and place it in a larger, meaningful context, it is
also the case that constructivist researchers often feel an obligation to provide their research
participants with value for their engagement. This may take the form of research summaries,
presentations of findings to participants and engaged community-members, or other relevant and
appropriate service to the participant community. This must be thoughtfully considered upfront
and researcher’s expectations and service to their participants must be made and remain clear
throughout the study.
In case study research, the calibration and effective management of assumptions and
understandings about the role of researcher and participant is foregrounded because the
researchers time in the field may lead the participants to evolve their view of the researcher, thus
exposing them to the potential to divulge information they might not have otherwise shared. In
addition, the researcher must consider whether the case is identifiable, either directly, or through
the unique characteristics of the case, and communicate these expectations to both the
organization and individual participants, seeking their explicit permission before they are directly
engaged in the research. In my study, I managed these ethical obligations through several critical
actions. First, I held early and explicit conversations with the CEO in the site selection process
and we documented the decision not to directly identify the hospital in any communications
about this study or its findings in the site permission letter. Second, the informed consent
processes for both interviews and observations noted that individuals would not be identified
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directly by name or role but could be identified by level of leadership or other similar groupings.
Further, I explicitly noted that the case, and its findings, could reveal unique aspects about the
hospital or the participants that could make them identifiable to a knowledgeable audience such
as other healthcare leaders in the state. Thus, the hospital and the participants gave explicit
permission for this level of protection around their identity. Next, at the beginning of the study,
the CEO distributed a welcome email to leaders and included an introduction and my bio-sketch,
including explicit mention of my professional role as chief operating officer for the Accountable
Care Organization (ACO) of which the hospital is a member. Despite this organizational
connection between the hospital and the ACO, individually, I do not have control over resources
(e.g., finances or programs) that would impact the hospital. At the start of each interview,
whether I’d had any prior interactions with the individual or not, I asked the participant not to
assume shared knowledge or understanding of concepts, experiences, or stories they might share
and to refrain from making assumptions about what I might already know or understand about
the hospital, its leaders, or its local community. Finally, each interview participant was provided
with a copy of the transcripts of each of their interviews and asked to check it for accuracy,
completeness and to note any redactions for aspects they did not want shared. Most participants
completed the member checking process and confirmed agreement with the transcript as stated;
however, several did elect to redact specific content and that information was excluded from
analysis and results of the study.
Summary
I recruited one Vermont hospital to serve as the site for this case study of leaders’
perceptions of the location(s) of uncertainty and their subsequent sensemaking and sensegiving
around the strategic organizational change. I applied a multi-scalar approach to this case to
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deeply examine the hospital’s situation, including the social, cultural, political, and temporal
factors that may have influenced leaders’ perceptions and actions. Using varied data collection
methods including document and artifact review, observations, and two rounds of interviews
with leaders across three levels of leadership (i.e., trustees, executives, directors), I was able to
grasp many of the nuances and complexities of this case, identify patterns and grow my
understanding, and ultimately, to gather the information necessary to answer my research
questions. This was accomplished using constant comparative techniques and triangulation of
data as well as reflexive memoing to capture emerging constructs and themes across the case. In
the following chapters I will reveal the case of Main Street Community hospital (Chapter IV) to
provide depth and context for the study findings shared in Chapter V, before I make a turn to the
theoretical (Chapter VI) and explain my theoretical model and several new propositions that
emerged from this case study, before ending with implications for leadership practice and future
research.
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CHAPTER IV: THE CASE OF MAIN STREET COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
From my initial inquiry email to my presence at a final observation of a board of trustees’
morning-long meeting, the leaders of Main Street Community Hospital welcomed my curiosity,
my presence, and my questions. There is the opportunity for significant personal and/or
organizational vulnerability when a chief executive officer (CEO) opens the doors to their
organization for a scholarly study of leaders’ experiences with strategic organizational change:
What might this entail? Will my team willingly engage? What will people say or do? Do I need
to be concerned about my reputation or that of my organization? How will we be portrayed? Will
it be fair? All of these are legitimate questions and deserve at least a modicum of consideration
before a senior executive agrees to throw open the doors to their organization and welcome in a
virtual stranger to “study” them. It is therefore telling that Main Street Community Hospital’s
CEO replied to my initial inquiry email within 17 minutes and offered an exploratory discussion
which took place over Zoom two days later. At the conclusion of our discussion, the CEO
indicated that they would take it to their Executive Management Team meeting the following
week for input and discussion and would schedule a same-day follow-up call with me to let me
know the outcome. In hindsight, this was one of several early signals of the collaborative and
inclusive leadership culture across the organization. At the end of the follow-up call, the CEO
volunteered a specific set of next steps including returning a signed site permission letter and
creating a list of leaders for my initial outreach. In addition, they set up orientation meetings for
me with other key leaders so that I could gather key organizational documents, brainstorm a list
of possible meetings to observe, and obtain a general lay of the land about the organization.
Over the course of the next few months, I came to understand more about the hospital
and the context in which it operates including its structure and governance, culture, strengths and
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challenges, and its dedication to its mission to serve the health needs of its community. These
contextual factors undoubtedly impacted my research and specifically my exploration of leaders’
perceptions of the location of uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change and
their concomitant sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Throughout this case, I will describe
these facets of Main Street Community Hospital and the situations or events leaders associated
with uncertainty to attempt to capture and express the spirit of the hospital and its leaders. Across
this chapter, I will paint the picture of Main Street Community Hospital through an exploration
of its history, governance, and structure; its relationship to the community it serves; and its
mission and values. I will end by illustrating and providing context for the situations or events
that leaders perceived as creating uncertainty around strategic organizational change and I will
describe the essence of leadership and culture at Main Street Community Hospital.
I will begin by noting that at the time I recruited the hospital, and despite my prior
professional interactions, I was unaware that it was part of a larger umbrella organization, a
health system. This nuance of organizational structure is subtle, but important. In Vermont, a
small state with a small population, small businesses are valued while large businesses tend to be
distained. Further, when it comes to healthcare, Vermonters want it delivered locally through
their trusted community hospital. Despite this desire to retain small, local businesses, the
economic reality in Vermont, as with many rural regions of the country, is that, without volume,
it is challenging for an organization survive and thrive. As a result, one tactic many healthcare
organizations have turned to is integration to create efficiencies of scale. Thus, when I learned
that Main Street Community Hospital was part of a broader health system inclusive of
outpatient clinics, long-term care and rehabilitation facilities, as well as home health, I set out to
explore the history, governance, and structure of the organization.
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History, Governance, and Structure
Main Street Community Hospital was formed early in the 20th century by a local
benefactor who wanted to improve their community by forming a public hospital to serve
residents locally, eliminating the need to travel out-of-state for medical care. In its early years,
the hospital was overseen by a nurse who had a staff that lived on site and worked six days a
week, 12-hour shifts. Upon their retirement, the nurse administrator was recognized for having
visited every patient in the hospital every day for 25 years, that is, personal visits to 26,612
patients. This early story is significant in that it provides evidence for the early creation of a
patient-centered culture, one where the hospital’s leader expressed their dedication and service to
the hospital’s mission by laboring long hours and ensuring personal interactions with patients.
Through my research, it is clear that this deep-felt caring for patients and the community
continues today. I will explore this more in a later section.
Over time, the hospital grew, adding new inpatient beds, an intensive care unit, as well as
long-term care and rehabilitation facilities. As medical care evolved, more space and investments
were needed to accommodate advancing technologies and more sophisticated care. The 1960s to
1980s represented a period of steady growth and expansion for the hospital. However, by the
1980s, care delivery patterns were changing yet again, and more patients were being discharged
from the hospital sooner and moved to long-term care and rehabilitation facilities, where they
received a lower level of intensity of care. For example, a typical hospital stay was 14 days in the
1920s, 8.5 days in the 1980s, by the mid-1990s it was 4.7 days and by 2020, the average length
of stay was 3.5 days. In 1997, the hospital reorganized and formed a health system to encompass
these growing step-down and outpatient care facilities as well as home health services, and a
regional cancer center. Early in the 21st century, the health system evolved again through a
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formation of a multi-specialty physician group which formally affiliated with a large regional
academic health system and exclusively served the needs of Main Street Community Hospital’s
patient population.
Straying From Mission
Throughout my interviews with leaders across the organization, I heard reference to a
historical period from approximately 2007–2009, where leaders believed that the hospital had
lost its way, they called it “mission creep” or “straying from its mission.” During this time, the
long-time administrator and visionary who had been known for improving hospital quality and
safety, became overzealous in enacting changes to meet his vision of fostering “the healthiest
communities in the nation.” As one leader explained, the hospital began using its kitchen as an
external catering service. Several business ventures failed, and the costs of modernization
projects mounted. This culminated in a financial crisis for the hospital in 2009 and resulted in the
removal of the senior leadership team and installation of an interim team.
This was a time of turbulent change for the hospital, particularly among physicians who
were fed up with what had happened at the hospital and the board’s role in it. Leaders described
the medical staff at the time as “disenfranchised,” “blindsided,” and “upset;” yet, rather than
stew in anger, the medical staff started their own investigations to look for alternative structures
and partnerships to strengthen the hospital. During this same time, nurses, concerned about their
community and perceptions of the care available to them, took out a full-page ad in the
newspaper proclaiming that the hospital nursing staff remained present and ready to care for the
community, that they could be trusted despite all that had happened. It is during this time that the
board worked to recruit a new senior leadership team including chief executive, nursing, and
financial officers, among others. The resulting leadership in the face of crisis by the medical and
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nursing staff and new administration demonstrated a common orientation towards putting
people—patients and staff—first in planning and decision-making processes. The foundation for
these institutional values were built from the hospital’s inception. Today, these values of caring
and partnership are seen and felt clearly by leaders at many levels of the organization.
Current Governance and Organizational Structure
Today the health system maintains its non-profit status and includes inpatient (<100
beds) and long-term and rehabilitative care, as well as outpatient care across four regionally
based clinics that provide primary care, rotating specialty care, lab and imaging services,
physical therapy, and rehabilitation. The health system is governed by a 21-trustee volunteer
board that is responsible for the strategic leadership of the health system including its mission
and vision, planning and fiscal management, hiring and overseeing the CEO, and representing
the needs of the community in the health system’s provision of services. The hospital employs
1,068 people, and contracts through the physician group for more than 125 physicians and
advanced practice providers in primary care and 14 specialties. The hospital is led by an
Executive Management Team (EMT) comprised of a chief executive officer, chief medical
officer, chief financial officer, chief nursing officer, chief human resources officer, chief
information officer, and vice president of development. Under the leadership of the EMT,
directors manage the day-to-day operations of the hospital and greater health system.
Throughout this case study, I had the fortunate opportunity to interact with and/or
observe interactions among and between the board, EMT, directors, as well as several nursing
leadership teams and venues. These interactions revealed a multi-level leadership structure in
which leaders appeared to understand their role and accountabilities, openly shared information,
readily gave praise and recognition to one another and their teams and enjoyed working
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collaboratively together. Differences of opinion or perspectives were readily shared, most often
discussed, and next steps were typically identified if the issue or concern could not immediately
be addressed or resolved. For example, given the challenges of recruiting nursing and technical
staff in the current job market, one leader described that it would not be unusual in a health
system for there to be active competition between the in-patient and out-patient nursing leaders
to recruit nurses away from one setting to the other. However, at Main Street Community
Hospital, leaders work collaboratively and holistically with nursing candidates to seek out their
clinical care preferences and to place them where they can best serve patients. Again, a culture of
valuing people and working collaboratively together shines through this case.
Hospital Recognition
In recent years, Main Street Community Hospital has received numerous national awards
and recognition for its dedication to its community and staff as well as the quality of care and
innovation it delivers. The hospital was recently voted one of the best employers in Vermont for
the seventh time in a row. It was awarded a rural healthcare leadership award for its healthcare
reform efforts and was ranked fourth out of more than 3,200 hospitals in the nation for healthcare
value by the Lown Institute. The hospital earned “A” designations for hospital safety from the
Leapfrog Group and earned five stars from CMS for overall quality and patient satisfaction.
Perhaps most impressive is that the hospital is one of 28 worldwide to have achieved five
consecutive designations as a Magnet Center for Nursing Excellence and is a past recipient of
Magnet’s award for extraordinary innovation in nursing which is awarded to one hospital
worldwide each year. Through my examination of the case, I identified that the hospital’s
Magnet status is central to the hospital’s identity, structure, and culture. Magnet’s core principles
of transformational leadership, shared governance, excellence in clinical care, and prioritization
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of research and innovation, extend beyond nursing practice and appear as commonly held values
and beliefs across the organization as I will describe in more detail in Chapters V and VI.
Serving the Community
Main Street Community Hospital serves a population of 75,000 residents across 36 cities
and towns in a predominantly rural area of Vermont as well as in adjacent states.
Demographically, the older population is growing at the same time that the young adult
population, already small, is shrinking. The population is less educated (43% < high school
diploma), less racially diverse (97% white) and has a higher proportion of individuals
experiencing poverty (12%) than Vermont in general. There is a small but growing LGBT
community with 6% of the local county identifying as LGBT and 13% of local county high
school students identifying similarly. Fifty percent of the hospital’s patients are covered by
public insurance (22% Medicare, 28% Medicaid); 5% are uninsured, 34% have commercial
insurance, and 11% purchase insurance off the health exchange.
The population the hospital serves is socio-economically strained and more than 2,000
local jobs have been lost in recent years. Despite this loss of jobs, finding and maintaining
affordable housing continues to be a challenge regardless of income. As part of its community
needs assessment process, the hospital engaged residents in a review of local health indicators
and needs, starting with community profiles. They found that locally, one in three adults is
obese, 40% have two or more chronic conditions, and 21% currently smoke. As a result of this
community needs assessment, in September 2021, the trustees approved four priority health
needs as critical to sustaining a vibrant community: mental health supports; promotion of healthy
behaviors and primary prevention activities; accessibility of high-quality, convenient, and
affordable care; and substance use prevention, harm reduction, treatment, and recovery
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resources. Leaders also noted that the relatively small population, low-population density, and
multi-state service area impacts all of their operations from the design of their care models and
facilities to the locations of their care sites and the partnerships they enter into to better serve
their community.
Mission and Vision
Throughout this case, leaders at Main Street Community Hospital appeared aligned in
their focus on providing high quality person-centered care and in being responsive to the
changing needs of their community. In their recent SOAR (strengths, opportunities, aspirations,
and results) analysis, the hospital described their strengths as having:
•

a mission-driven, community-oriented, and quality-focused organizational culture;

•

a care delivery system predicated on physician engagement and collaboration, excellent
nursing services, and a care team-driven approach; and

•

hospital operations and management supported by a strong board and governance,
historical financial strength, and their role as a community convener and willing partner.

At Main Street Community Hospital, the mission, to “provide exceptional health care and
comfort to the people we serve,” is central to its governance and leaders readily spoke of their
jobs as listening to the community and reflecting on what and how the hospital could best serve
those needs. Further, the hospital’s focus on having a vibrant future as a rural healthcare provider
is mirrored in its vision statement which is to be “recognized as a preeminent, rural integrated
health care system that provides exceptional, convenient, safe, and affordable care.” In 2019,
board trustees, working collaboratively with management, developed a five-year strategic plan to
advance the hospital’s mission and vision. The plan includes a focus on advancing their
orientation and deepening their engagement in population health and value-based care by
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advancing clinical services (e.g., enhancing primary care, expanding specialty care services,
developing a comprehensive long-term care service), accelerating operations management (e.g.,
reorganizing the medical group and practices, improving hospital-based operations, seeking
economies of scale through partnerships), improving infrastructure (e.g., modernizing the
emergency department, expanding the cancer center, increasing use of telemedicine, integrating
information technology), and focusing on primary prevention and community development (e.g.,
expand primary prevention efforts with community partners, invest in community economic
development and revitalization). The hospital is also focused on creating affiliations and
partnerships to meet community needs and strengthen the organization.
The hospital is also known for a variety of operational and care delivery innovations,
including redevelopment of a downtown property into a mixed-use economic center and the
purchase of a recently vacated college campus. The hospital has focused on the development of
workforce pipelines through collaborations with regional educational institutions that train
nurses, technicians, medical assistants, social workers, and dental hygienists. Clinically, efforts
have focused on mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment programs such as a
collaboration with schools and the local mental health agency to implement a system of care to
aid dis-regulated students and provide them with safe youth-friendly access to mental health
services and redirect them away from to the emergency room (when clinically appropriate). In
addition, the hospital’s Opioid Response Team engages more than 40 community professionals
across healthcare, mental health, recovery, law enforcement, government, housing,
transportation, and prevention to coordinate the myriad of services and implement innovative
interventions for individuals at risk for or experiencing opioid addiction or in recovery. Finally,
Main Street Community Hospital has been recognized nationally for its transitional care program
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which works to identify community members with high-risk health conditions, frequent
healthcare utilization, or excessive healthcare costs whose care is poorly managed and provide
them with transitional care nurses to support the development and management of a plan for their
care that is centered on their needs and wishes for their care and health. Over the past eight years,
the hospital has served 2,000 patients and reduced avoidable hospital admissions by close to 40%
among patients enrolled in this program. Despite these strengths, the hospital is also facing
challenges as leaders plan for the future.
Context and Leaders’ Perceptions of Uncertainties
Over the course of my interactions with board trustees, executives, and directors, I heard
stories about their work, priorities, beliefs and values, and their concerns. These stories helped
me to understand how leaders view the health system, their perceptions of organizational
strategic change, and their concerns about forces that are impacting their hospital, themselves or
their teams, or thought to be impacting the broader healthcare arena. I listened closely for
descriptions that reflected uncertainty, an inability to both interpret information and predict
outcomes, within leaders’ stories and reflections. In line with my research question, I sought to
understand whether leaders’ perceived uncertainty to be located in different levels of the system
in which they operate (e.g., in the environment, within the organization, or at the individual
level). At approximately the mid-point in the study, I paused to synthesize the information I was
learning and to group the themes regarding leader perceptions of uncertainty. In the following
sections I will contextually situate and describe each of the five loci of uncertainty that emerged
from this case, beginning with the COVID-19 pandemic.
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COVID-19 Pandemic
Now, two years into the COVID-19 pandemic, more than six million people have died.
Hospitals have been called upon to care for patients, staff, and their communities in new and
challenging ways. At the beginning of the pandemic, Main Street Community Hospital, like
hospitals around the country, was forced to grapple with how to manage and treat sick patients,
keep their staff safe, source supplies, adapt facilities, and share information with other businesses
and schools. As people went into lock-down, patients stopped coming to their doctor’s office,
stopped showing up at the emergency department, and canceled planned procedures, tests, and
surgeries. This may have had a positive impact on slowing the spread of disease at a critical time
and helped to manage clinical resources, but it also all but stopped the flow of funding into the
hospital. Federal and state rescue packages became vital to maintaining operations. Leaders at
Main Street Community Hospital studied the data, researched evolving policies, and made the
decision to both repurpose some staff to new jobs and to furlough others. Nurses used to working
in out-patient facilities (e.g., primary care) along with human resources and finance staff were
sent to work at a new COVID Resource Center where the CEO joined them to help register
patients. Once vaccines became available, floor nurses in the hospital would rotate through
vaccination clinics to help give shots and increase protection for their local community.
Throughout this period, leaders described the teamwork, trust, and collaboration as essential to
their ongoing navigation of this crisis.
While much has been learned about the virus, its prevention, and treatment options; the
pace has barely slowed. Leaders describe a current environment where employees are exhausted,
some are numb, and others have left. Currently, leaders are concerned about possible new
variants, the politization of the virus and its impact on community members’ protective
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behaviors, and vaccine hesitancy. In addition, they are deeply worried about the patients that are
showing up to their clinics and hospitals sicker than before the pandemic because they have
delayed their care. Furthermore, they wonder, ‘if these individuals are showing up sicker, what
about the ones that have not appeared for care yet?’ The pandemic is a source of constant stress
and uncertainty as leaders continue to seek information, make decisions in the best interests of
their patients and their staff, including how they might protect the long-term viability of the
health system, and seek to chart a course through the unknown.
Rural Healthcare Landscape
The 2007–2009 organizational crisis, described above, was a wake-up call for the
hospital. They recognized that the hospital is vulnerable to changing market forces and that they
need to constantly adapt as the rural healthcare landscape evolves. For example, adjusting to
changes in patient demands for their care as well as the impact of changes to federal and state
health policy on small hospitals. Main Street Community Hospital is not unique, it faces many of
the same challenges other small, local hospitals must successfully navigate to remain viable
employers and healthcare providers for their communities. While many of the macro-level forces
are known, leaders are uncertain about how or when they will intersect, which priorities will
emerge, and how best to respond. Leaders expressed challenges in maintaining services in rural
communities where scale is small, resources are limited, and the population is aging (resulting in
higher acuity of care and, often, lower payments from insurers). Further, scientific and
technological advancements occur rapidly and are often cost-prohibitive for small hospitals to
implement. Leaders also spoke of the challenge of patients wanting to receive specialized care
locally but the need for that specialty care was either too low to maintain a high-quality clinical
specialty locally or leaders were unable to recruit specialists with the resources available to them.
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Nationally, there is a marked pattern of rural hospitals either merging with larger health systems
or closing all together. It is in this complicated and ever-shifting context that leaders at Main
Street Community Hospital perceive uncertainty.
Possible Hospital Integration
Main Street Community Hospital’s possible integration with a larger regional academic
health system has been explored and discussed intermittently for the past decade. As the
leadership team developed a recovery strategy to turn the 2007–2009 hospital crisis around, they
sought to address several needs at once: how could the hospital address the demand for change
from the medical staff who sought stability and clinical opportunities through an integration with
a larger center? How could they create greater efficiencies? How could they strengthen specific
services lines (e.g., primary care or cancer care)? How could they advance technologies? How
could they recruit and retain talent? The work began in 2012 with the formation of a
multi-specialty physician group with the larger regional academic health system serving as the
employment point for more than 125 primary and specialty care providers who were contracted
back solely to serve patients at Main Street Community Hospital. Since that time, several
additional attempts to advance a deeper relationship have begun, but were halted due to
extenuating circumstances (e.g., leadership transitions at the regional health system, COVID-19
pandemic).
During my introductory discussions with the CEO about situating my research at Main
Street Community Hospital, I was informed that discussions about a possible integration were
re-starting. I was able to participate in a series of three steering committee meetings over 10
weeks among the senior leaders of both organizations. Guided by external consultants, the
steering committee developed goals for the partnership, identified opportunities for clinical
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programs, and reviewed financial analyses to develop a business plan and companion
communications plan. Concurrently, I was also interviewing leaders, both those present for
discussions of the possible integration, and those who were moderately or less aware of the
details and pace of the renewed discussions. In these conversations, only one leader expressed
surprise when I broached the topic, the rest felt that this topic had been on the horizon for quite
some time and had been spoken openly about in the past. However, leader uncertainty arose
when it came to concerns or risks particularly about the possible governance structure such as
Main Street Community Hospital’s autonomy, local control, and decision-making as well as
considerations around clinical services such as market share, expansions, workforce needs.
Leaders also expressed uncertainty about how it may impact the organization, its departments
and individual team members.
Healthcare Policy and Regulatory Environment
At the outset of this study, I anticipated that this area of federal and state healthcare
policy, reform, and regulation would represent the most significant driver of uncertainty among
hospital leaders. However, I learned that these factors are perceived differently among leaders.
Some leaders considered the policy and regulatory environment as chronically uncertain and
therefore not of undue concern, while others felt it was an area of pressing concern or
opportunity. Leaders spoke of the challenges of leading a hospital in a highly regulated state.
Vermont’s highly regulated healthcare industry is due to a lack of competition related to its small
size (demographically and geographically) and the desire of its populace to receive high quality
and cost-effective care. Hospitals are regulated through the Green Mountain Care Board
(GMCB) which has statutory authority to review, set, and approve hospital budgets and
certificates of need for new hospital investments. Additionally, GMCB regulates commercial
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insurance rates and Accountable Care Organizations (ACO) budgets. Leaders spoke of regulation
relative to their considerations of strategic change within the hospital. Many emphasized the
need to be “partners not adversaries” and to be in “constant dialog” to understand the issues, or
to “try not to ruffle feathers.” Others perceived there to be instances of regulatory over-reach or
concerns that the hospital was viewed as a public utility. One leader expressed understanding of
the issues and frustration with process but ended by saying that Vermont is small, and everything
comes down to relationships.
Vermont also has a long history of implementing healthcare reform policies driven by its
citizen legislature and governor, although not always in alignment. These include early
expansion of Medicaid coverage for children above federal poverty levels and creation of
hospital oversight in the 1990s, delivery system reforms to support chronic disease management
and patient centered medical homes beginning in the 2000s, exploration of a single payer
healthcare system in the 2010s, and most recently, an agreement between the State of Vermont
and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation to test an “all payer model” to improve
the quality of healthcare and control the growth of healthcare costs (Backus, 2021). Leaders
remarked on their ongoing belief in the fundamental concepts of value-based care and finding
ways to move care upstream to focus more on prevention (i.e., more well care, less sick care),
but they were often stymied by the complexity of the models. They described these models as
“hard to explain,” and recognized that many of their health care providers and most of their
patients don’t understand these policy reforms. Despite these concerns, Main Street Community
Hospital continues to be an active participant in value-based care reforms. Leaders describe it as
“having a foot in two canoes;” that is, the hospital straddles two different payment systems (i.e.,
fee-for-service and value-based care) and feels tension around how to maneuver through them to
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shift the way they provide care for their community. Ultimately, the greatest perceptions of
uncertainty expressed by leaders was about not understanding the impact the COVID-19
pandemic may have on regulatory and policy reforms and how they may be called upon to react.
Workforce
The final area leaders perceived as uncertain was in issues related to recruiting and
retaining a skilled workforce inclusive of advanced practice providers, technicians, nurses, and
physicians. Leaders are aware of the compounding problems of an aging workforce, too few
students matriculating, the unique nature of working in a rural area, and burnout due to the
demands of working in healthcare through the pandemic. As a result, competition for employees
has skyrocketed. However, it has had opposing impacts on two parts of the hospital’s workforce.
First, with a rapidly growing need for traveling nurses during the pandemic, the hospital started
to lose nursing staff who could go work on contract for significantly more money. In contrast,
physicians working in urban areas suddenly wanted to leave the city congestion and move to a
more rural environment that they perceived to be healthier or safer. The later resulted in several
long-vacant specialty positions being filled at the hospital. However, for the former, the
executive team had to quickly respond to stop the exodus of well-trained nursing staff. They
rapidly increased hourly differentials and provided incentives to part-time nurses to take on
additional shifts. Leaders also increased their focus on ensuring nursing students had a great
experience at their hospital in hopes they would commit to working there after graduation.
Despite these immediate actions, the leadership team reflected that the workforce
shortages are material, and the needs are urgent, thus they are seeking new and innovative
solutions that can keep them a step ahead of other employers competing for the same skilled
workforce. Finally, uncertainty also arose around succession planning for the hospital’s
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executive leadership team. Many leaders recognized that a significant portion of the leadership
team will be eligible for retirement soon and many were unsure of what planning is happening,
how the issue may relate to the possible hospital integration, and ultimately, what it might mean
for their own roles and teams.
Together, these five situations or events were central in leaders’ descriptions of where
and why they perceived uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change. Thus, they
serve as the foundation upon which I explored the study’s findings regarding leaders’
perceptions of the location(s) of uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving processes in
Chapter V.
Leadership and Organizational Culture
There is a popular saying, “culture eats strategy for breakfast.” The implication is that the
norms and values of an organization have far greater impact on its success than any
well-designed strategy cast on paper. Certainly, there are many practical examples of failed
strategic change initiatives; inquiries into why crises occurred, or businesses closed; and stories
of employees resisting efforts to redirect a company’s evolving mission, service lines, or
business practices. Given all this energy devoted to the negative, to failures, it is refreshing to
come across an organization that appears to be getting it right. An organization whose leaders are
transparent and communicative, listen and want to learn, empower others and create pathways
where none existed before, and promote teamwork and collaboration. An organization whose
CEO knows each employee’s name but also knows how to give them resources and get out of
their way. An organization that keeps its mission in the headlights and does not hesitate to ask
for help from others or offer partnership to solve common challenges. An organization that
recognizes it holds a vital responsibility in the community as the largest employer, not just for
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the unique health services it provides. These have been my observations and experiences at Main
Street Community Hospital over the four months I spent with them.
From my first interaction with the CEO to the rapid responses to my individual requests
for interviews, to their request that I change my IRB meeting observation consent process
because it did not honor their team norms, leaders were eager to share their experiences of
strategic organizational change. Woven through each observation and interview were examples
of the trust, respect, and esteem they held each other in as leaders, and as people. To a reader, it
likely sounds hokey and a bit unrealistic, or that I was not able to get under the surface of what
leaders wanted me to see. I thought so too. In the beginning. However, my interactions
consistently felt honest and real. People spoke authentically, they cussed, they warned me not to
“throw them under the bus” with an indiscreet comment or two they’d just made, but never was
their malice. No backstabbing, no apathy, no jockeying to make themselves look good. Only
gentle critique, often focused on how the leader could have or should have done better, or a wish
that a decision or initiative had gone a bit further or a bit faster. Among leaders I spoke with, it
was clear that they aspire to be better and do better because of the esteem they hold for one
another as well as their passion for the mission to serve their community. It was a pleasure, and it
became an honor, to be in their presence, to learn their stories, and to hear and observe so many
examples of positive, authentic, and relational leadership.
Through this detailed exploration of the case, I have attempted to convey the essence of
what I have come to understand about how Main Street Community Hospital’s leaders navigate
strategic organizational change by exploring the contextual factors in which they operate, their
perceptions of situations or events that create uncertainty, and the protective effect of their
organizational culture. In the next chapter I detail the results of my research study by examining
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how leaders locate uncertainty and how they make sense of it as well as how their level of
leadership and professional background may impact these perceptions and actions. I will end, in
Chapter VI, by presenting my theoretical model and propositions and discussing the practical
implications of this research study.
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CHAPTER V: STUDY FINDINGS
Having provided an overview of the case in the prior chapter, I will now focus on the
findings of this study. In this chapter I will describe my research process, provide an overview of
key findings, and then explore them in detail to explain how I arrived at each key finding in the
case. I will end by explicitly answering the research questions posed in this study. Due to the
complexity and psychologically driven nature of my research question, I have organized the
results as if I were sifting them through a funnel. Figure 5.1 details the pathway of this chapter
beginning with the identification of uncertainty and the situations or events leaders perceived as
uncertain (introduced in Chapter IV), followed by an examination of leaders’ perceptions of the
locations of uncertainty, and an exploration of how locations of uncertainty and situations
causing uncertainty were seen to intersect. The chapter advances with a thorough examination of
leader sensemaking and sensegiving including identification of qualities of uncertainty and
patterns of sensemaking and sensegiving across varying locations of uncertainty and levels of
leadership. In Chapter VI, I will fully situate these findings in the horizontal, vertical, and
transversal axis of the case through introduction of my theoretical model, before ending with
implications for leaders of strategic organizational change.
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Figure 5.1
Organizational Framework for Results
Was uncertainty present in the case and if so, which situations
or events did leaders perceive as uncertain?
Could leader perceived locations of uncertainty be
identified?

How do the locations of uncertainty and
situations causing uncertainty intersect?

How do leader sensemaking
and sensegiving
manifest in
this case?

How does the perceived location of uncertainty impact
leader sensemaking and sensegiving?
Research Process
As explained in the previous chapter, this single critical case study took place over four
months in the spring of 2022 in a small non-profit integrated rural health system in Vermont. I
called the hospital “Main Street Community Hospital” in order to capture the essence of the
small rural community hospital while protecting its identity as per my agreement with the study
participants. Further, interview and observation participants are referenced by their level of
leadership, for example, trustee one (T1), executive two (E2), or director three (D3). This level
of confidentiality maintains my ethical obligation to protect the research site and its participants
from potential harm and was structured to encourage thoughtful and fully engaged participation
by individuals who may otherwise have had trepidation about revealing their uncertainties,
vulnerabilities, or concerns within their work context. Similarly, quotes used in this dissertation
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have been cleaned to remove duplicative words and conversational hesitations to facilitate
readability and further protect the participants in the study.
By situating my research question within a single case study of a hospital undergoing
strategic change, I was able to triangulate data obtained through three primary methods:
document and artifact review, observations of meetings, and two rounds of interviews with
hospital leaders (Figure 5.2).
Figure 5.2
Triangulation of Case Study Data

Observations

Researcher
Reflexivity

Leader Interviews
(Two Rounds)

Document &
Artifact Review

More specifically, I reviewed 22 documents and artifacts consisting of meeting agendas,
presentation materials, strategic planning documents, regulatory submissions, website and
marketing materials, as well as two books written about the history and evolution of the hospital.
In total this included review of 718 pages of native material. I observed 10 meetings among
leaders of various levels in the organization over 17.25 hours, taking field notes of the setting,
context, content, interpersonal interactions, quotations, and impressions of how the situation
related to my research question. I conducted two rounds of interviews with leaders across
different levels of the organization, including three board trustees, four members of executive
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management, and three director-level leaders. Among these 10 leaders, five had professional
backgrounds in clinical nursing or medicine, three in administration, and two in finance. Half of
the participants had been with the hospital between five and 10 years, four for more than 10
years, and one less than five years. Of note, nine participated in both rounds of interviews as one
leader was unavailable for follow-up due to personal circumstances. After transcribing, cleaning,
and member-checking all transcripts, round one interviews yielded 107 pages of text and 69,797
spoken words and round two interviews yielded 88 pages of text and 53,824 spoken words.
I trained two independent researchers on the codebook, and they conducted deductive
coding on half of the first-round interviews. We had one group meeting after coding the first
interview transcript to clarify codes and meanings and then I interacted individually with each
coder for subsequent transcripts until issues were resolved and the codebook of initial deductive
codes was finalized, and cross-coder agreement achieved and maintained. The first round of
interviews and all field notes of my observations were coded using theoretical constructs related
to sensemaking and sensegiving (e.g., power, identity, team norms) as well as qualities of
uncertainty (e.g., information load, environmental scanning). As I learned more thorough the
reflexive examination of the case, I re-coded the interviews several times to include locations of
uncertainty, labels for situations or events leaders perceived as uncertain, facets of sensemaking
and sensegiving (i.e., noticing and bracketing, plausibility), and, in a final pass, for aspects of
organizational culture. Second round interviews went through similar iterative coding processes;
however, because more was known at that time in the process, fewer rounds of re-coding were
needed. The entire codebook is included in Appendix D. Throughout the research study, I
reflected on what I was learning as well as my own positionality, recording 60 pages of memos
to capture my evolving perspectives and growing understanding of the case.
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To remain grounded in the theoretical literature on sensemaking and sensegiving that
served as the foundation for this study, I created a storyline map to track my progress through the
research, moving among data collection methods. In preparation for each engagement, I reflected
upon what I had seen thus far in the study and which areas I needed to probe further, or remain
alert for, in the upcoming interaction. In this way, I continued the cartographic methods
described in Chapter III as a tool to help my research process. I found mapping a helpful
technique to organize vast quantities of information and to clarify next steps as I advanced
through my iterative cycles of data collection and reflection. Figure 5.3 details the storyline map
which is stratified by level of leadership engaged in the observations (orange boxes) or
interviews (green boxes) on the y-axis and reflects the movement through the study over time on
the x-axis. The meeting observations are positioned in the storyline map proximate to the level of
leader primarily engaged in the meeting or to whom the content was directed. The lines
connecting each box (e.g., observation, interview) contain key words or constructs related to my
study and signal my primary area of focus, or intent, as I prepared for the next data collection
event. Over time, they demonstrate the evolution in my understanding of the case. For example,
key words on the left indicated I was interested in learning more about the lay of the land such as
key strategic changes being implemented or how nursing Magnet recognition fit into the context
of the case. In the middle of the storyline map, I explored specific situations causing uncertainty
and constructs related to sensemaking and sensegiving. By the time I reached data collection
events to the right of the map, I had honed in on sensemaking and sensegiving constructs such as
identity, power, and autonomy in the context of specific situations leaders perceived as uncertain.
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Figure 5.3
Storyline Map
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It is important to note that during the time this study was being conducted, the worldwide
COVID-19 pandemic was entering its third year and the Omicron variant was surging, causing
renewed concerns about increasing infection rates and hospitalizations. As a result, all
observations, interviews, and informal discussions took place by video conference rather than in
person, as originally planned. When I casually mentioned this as possibly impacting the scope of
the study to one leader, they shared:
the fact that you’ve been on the Zoom has made you less, you’ve been more of an
observer than you would have been if you’d been in the room. If you’re in the room, you
affect dynamics, right? So, you haven’t; you’ve been able to remain apart and yet
adsorbent. So, I think it worked out. (E2)
Now that I have described the research process, I will provide an overview of the key findings in
this study before exploring them fully throughout the chapter. I will end by summarizing the
answers to my research questions.
Overview of Key Research Findings
This study sought to understand how leaders perceive the locations of uncertainty
associated with strategic organizational change and its impact on their sensemaking and
sensegiving processes. Further, the study explored how the level of leadership within the
organization may impact perceived locations of uncertainty and possible variations in the
leaders’ corresponding sensemaking and sensegiving. In brief, leaders did perceive uncertainty
relative to strategic organizational change at Main Street Community Hospital and they centered
their uncertainty in five key situations which were described in detail in Chapter IV: the
pandemic, workforce challenges, a possible integration with a larger health system, the health
policy and regulatory environment, and the challenge of operating a hospital in a rural healthcare
environment. Leaders also perceived uncertainty as located in different parts of the larger system
in which they were embedded, specifically, they perceived individual, organizational, and
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environmental uncertainty. At times, leaders perceived multiple locations of uncertainty. Across
the case, leaders perceived the possible integration with a larger health system as creating the
most generalized and co-occurring location-specific uncertainty (i.e., organizational and
individual levels of the system). Leaders across levels of leadership, spoke most often about
perceived environmental uncertainty followed by organizational uncertainty. Leaders varied in
their perceptions of the locations of uncertainty with board trustees focused on environmental,
executives on environmental and organizational uncertainty, and directors most likely to describe
organizational uncertainty. Based on these locations of uncertainty, leaders also varied in the
qualities of uncertainty they perceived with environmental uncertainty uniquely related to
complexity, organizational uncertainty associated with high information load and changing
decision-making, and individual uncertainty characterized by a lack of critical information. Each
of these facets of the study, as well as findings related to sensemaking and sensegiving below,
will be explored in depth throughout the chapter.
In response to perceived uncertainty, leaders evidenced sensemaking properties such as
environmental scanning, noticing and bracketing, and reliance on social context to gather cues
about the situation. Leaders relied on sensemaking signaling constructs such as emotion, job
authority, personal identity, power, and psychological safety to determine actions and
interpretations of discordant information or experiences. In addition, sensemaking and
sensegiving signaling constructs about the organizational level revealed communication;
governance; a leadership organizational frame of people, structure and politics; and the
quadruple aim discourse focused on cost and patient experience of care were most typically
utilized in their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. It is worth noting that executive leaders
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were unique in their high use of expressed emotion (positive or negative) across locations of
uncertainty.
Finally, the use of case study methodology facilitated my examination of the broader
social, political, and environmental context in which this study was situated and revealed that
Main Street Community Hospital has a strong, positively-oriented and relational organizational
culture that is well-aligned with their mission to serve their community. Through observations
and interviews, I learned of core values including caring, building relationships, teamwork,
partnerships, open communication, among others, which likely impacted the ways leaders
perceived uncertainty as well as their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Throughout this
chapter I will explore the many facets of this study. Due to its complexity, I have elected to
signpost the key findings as a navigation tool and then describe the corresponding results in
detail.
Key Finding I: Leaders’ Perceived Uncertainty Associated with Strategic Organizational
Change and Related it to Specific Trigger Situations or Events
Unlike ambiguity in which decision-making is challenged by two or more apparent
pathways along with their potential outcomes, uncertainty is characterized by ignorance, an
inability to interpret and predict outcomes based on what is currently known. Even more
challenging, complex or vexing situations may have aspects of both ambiguity and uncertainty.
For example, uncertainty may predominate in considerations of how to strategically position the
hospital to respond to novel healthcare policy or regulation, but ambiguity may walk beside it as
leaders elect how to approach a high-stakes conversation around the novel policy with a
regulator—soft as a lamb or loud as a lion.
Throughout the case study, I was able to observe uncertainty and hear about it both
directly and indirectly from participants. Coding of interviews and field notes from observations
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revealed many examples of observed or perceived uncertainty and they occurred fairly equally
across the three levels of leadership engaged in the study (i.e., board trustees, executives, and
directors). In one example of uncertainty related to operating a rural hospital, a trustee said:
So, until something changes, every small community hospital is going to be afraid about
tomorrow, whether I’m going to get paid, whether I can keep my patients. And then as a
patient, where am I going to go? You know how many hospitals have already closed
since COVID? … So those are my worries of the future, not just for [the community], but
healthcare in general. Unless we do something dramatic, we’re going to be in a lot of
trouble. And that worries me for all kinds of reasons. (T3)
Similarly, in my field notes of a board meeting, a trustee commented that people in the
community are struggling with inflation and may not be able to prioritize or pay for health care
and this may impact the hospital’s financial projections of pent-up demand due to the COVID-19
pandemic: “There is a lot of change going on.”
Further exploring general perceived uncertainty in this case study, it was found to relate
to six key drivers or qualities of uncertainty in the extant literature:
•

environmental scanning to identify threats, identify opportunities, or to increase
control;

•

situations lacking clarity such as through unclear goals, rationale, or outcomes;

•

information which could be too voluminous, lacking, contradictory, or unrelated to
past knowledge or experience;

•

complexity involved in the situation;

•

decision-making that may be unclear, fluid or changing, lacking a sense of urgency,
or with unclear impact; and

•

social interactions that involve seeking cues from others, taking action, or
communicating about the uncertainties.
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For example, an executive reflecting on the environmental scanning and uncertainty their team
felt as a reaction to the recent national headlines in the US regarding the unprecedented
conviction of a nurse at Vanderbilt for a patient safety error said:
Yesterday’s question at our nursing huddle was on Just Culture, the whole RaDonda
Vaught thing, and what happened at Vanderbilt. That has certainly been playing on the
minds of the nurses. I’ve walked into conversations where a nurse was talking about her
nightmare that she would end up in jail. It’s a scary situation. So, I sent out a note to all
of the nurses indicating that we’re very, very sad to hear the outcome of that particular
situation, and that, from a Just Culture perspective, we want to make sure that we practice
a Just Culture environment here, and I believe that we do, I believe, also that we have
systems that would prevent, not to get in to the whole RaDonda thing, but, I think that we
have good systems in place that prevent those kinds of actions from occurring. Not that
there aren’t overrides, or not that you can’t do a workaround, but I do believe that our
systems in place overall, allow us to practice safely. (E2)
Here, the executive is signaling the identification of an external threat (Radonda Vaught was
convicted, and this has implications for nursing practice across the country) and is sensegiving
by addressing the uncertainty through expressing the executive’s emotions and sending out a
note and reminding others of the Just Culture framework in place at their hospital. The executive
is sensemaking about their own interpretation and justifications of whether a similar patient
safety error could happen at Main Street Community Hospital (“good systems in place”). Thus,
this example addressed qualities of uncertainty beyond environmental scanning to encompass
processing of contradictory information and complexity, gathering and interpreting social cues,
and communicating the sense made of the situation. The key qualities of uncertainty arise again
later in this chapter as key facets of leaders’ sensemaking processes and will be discussed in
more detail there.
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Situations or Events Leaders Perceived as Uncertain
As described in Chapter IV, I identified a series of five situations or events that varying
leaders perceived as creating uncertainty surrounding Main Street Community Hospital’s
strategic organizational change efforts. As these themes began to emerge through triangulation of
data across sources in the case, I paused to ensure that the situations or events gathered
represented voices and perspectives across multiple leaders. Throughout my interviews and
observations, there were many examples of how these situations served as triggers for leader
perceptions of uncertainty. Table 5.1 provides select examples from leader interviews about their
perceptions of uncertainty in the context of these five situations.
Exploring these data more closely, patterns emerge around a leader’s level within the
organization and the focus of the situations they perceived as uncertain. More specifically,
executive leaders’ discussion was predominated by uncertainties related to the health system
integration, workforce, and the regulatory landscape while directors were more likely to focus on
the pandemic, policy and regulatory environment, and potential health system integration.
Interestingly, trustees were more likely to speak in broad terms about generalized unknowns in
the healthcare landscape. Examining themes across professional backgrounds, examples of
uncertainty occurred frequently across these groups with administrators focusing more on the
possible health system integration and regulatory environment, clinical leaders focusing more on
the challenges of the pandemic and workforce, and finance leaders commenting on the rural
health landscape and workforce. Each of these areas of perceived uncertainty aligns with leaders’
role-based strategic foci and their professional backgrounds (i.e., clinicians are worried more
about how to provide care to patients, finance leaders are concerned about how to pay for it).
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Table 5.1
Examples of Leader Uncertainty by Trigger Event/Situation
Trigger Situation/Event
Examples of Perceived Uncertainty
Workforce
“Workforce, that’s what I live with all the time. I came in at three am this morning in order to cover part
of a shift. It is every day, everywhere, every way I look. It is about what can I do? What can I do today,
that will make a difference in the stability of our workforce for tomorrow? What can I do to make sure
that I’m in tune and attune to trends, patterns, inferences, concerns? What can I do to make sure that we
are as forward running as possible in terms of recruiting the best and the brightest? In terms of those rare
clinical talents. It’s not just nurses, no, it’s the whole workforce.” (E2)
COVID-19 Pandemic

“How do we meet the needs of an ongoing pandemic world? A quick example. In the primary care
setting, we vaccinate for influenza every fall. I’ve been doing it since time began. And the primary care
provider offices has this duty and the resource for that. In a world of vaccinations for COVID, how does
that look? Will we need to plan for COVID vaccination? And is that going to be at this particular time of
year? And then, how do you do that, unroll that into the work that you’re doing and keep people safe?”
(D3)

Integration with a Larger
Health System

“Well, I have two feelings. One is ‘let’s don’t do it because we’re too good. And we don’t need them.’
Because they will bring some other issues into play that we aren’t dealing with yet. But I think every
organization like [Main Street Community Hospital], like the organization I used to lead, has to partner
with someone bigger now. It’s just the way it has to be. And I hate to say that, I really do, but there is so
much in the financial arena that small hospitals can’t attain unless you build up your population to
200,000 people living in [county], then maybe you could survive.” (T3)
“The real uncertainty is that [the larger regional academic health system] is just like any organization,
made of people, the people that are there today will retire at some point and the new team may have
different views. So, no matter what we think about the structure, we know that it could change. That, I
think, is the biggest uncertainty.” (T1)
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Trigger Situation/Event
Examples of Perceived Uncertainty
Rural Healthcare
“The mission of healthcare has changed, Sara, you know that as well as I do. The American Hospital
Landscape
Association had a big campaign about five or six years ago, redefining what the “H” means, the “H” of
the hospital H signs, and they said it is much more about population health, it’s much more about
communities. And it’s not just about the hospital on the hill, right?” (E1)
“The challenges that we have here is that [this is] an old county, in that the population is old and we see
our Medicare population growing. [The county] is not a thriving metropolis, like Burlington, and we see
growing Medicaid. I know Burlington has its growing Medicaid population too, but the commercial base
is less and less every day down here. So, we have the fundamentals, but the fundamentals are getting
tougher to manage.” (E3)
Healthcare Policy and
Regulatory Environment

“Regulatory uncertainty, it is just a given that regulatory uncertainty is a fact of life. And our
management team does an amazing job of trying to impact and color the way things are going from a
regulatory point of view, but we can’t control it. And whether it’s federal or state, it’s just something we
have to operate with. And therefore, we always look at ourselves as being on the precipice—any of
those policies or any of those programs that, like 340B, could take us from having a positive earnings
number to a negative earnings number.” (T1)
“I worry more about whether or not I have sufficient visualization of what is happening in the healthcare
marketplace, on both a local level, a state level and a national level, in order to give leadership sufficient
guidance and information to make good decisions.” (D1)
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Key Finding IIa: Leaders’ Perceived Uncertainty Associated with Strategic Organizational
Change to be Located Differentially at the Individual, Organizational, and Environmental
Levels
The reflection of significant uncertainty across the case study leads to the need to explore
more deeply and ascertain whether leaders perceive uncertainty coming from one or more
locations within the micro-meso-macro system they inhabit. In this study, the micro-level
represents an individual, the meso-level is the hospital or health system, and the macro-level is
the broader environment including the local community as well as regional, state, and federal
influences. Leaders at all levels studied (i.e., board trustees, executives, and directors)
demonstrated through observation and interviews that they perceived uncertainty varying across
individual, organizational, and environmental locations. The following sections will explore each
of these locations of uncertainty in more detail.
Individual Uncertainty
Individually located uncertainty appeared in stories about how it impacted individuals’
jobs, roles, power, autonomy, or perceptions of self. One executive leader described their
recruitment process and learning about the possible hospital integration at the interview table.
They indicated their uncertainty by saying “I wanted to make sure that I didn’t end up in the
same position that I had been at [past health system], I wanted to make sure that this transition; it
felt different. It seemed different” (E2). This example captured the emotional component of
uncertainty (i.e., testing how the situation felt) and the need for information to quell the
uncertainty caused by a decrease in role scope and autonomy in a former job and questions about
whether the same would happen at Main Street Community Hospital.
In my observation of a monthly department director level meeting, I noted that examples
of uncertainty were micro-level and focused on operational details which were very gently
touched upon, and little space was given to explore the uncertainty expressed. For example, data
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were shared about a survey of healthcare provider wellbeing and one director asked about
dissatisfaction with the profession of nursing versus the workplace itself. Her questions were
gently ignored. She persisted and inquired about internal contributing factors and encouraged
creating a safe space to discuss these challenges with clinical and frontline nurses. The idea was
briefly entertained but nothing concrete was established, and the conversation quickly shifted to
the next agenda item. This situation was noteworthy because it was a rare example where
interpersonal cues were missed and the team’s desire for structure and process overruled their
orientation towards people.
Another leader described the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on their role and job
accountabilities as creating uncertainty and the resulting perception that they needed to focus on
boundary-spanning activities to re-establish connections and relationships disrupted by COVID:
I do see the gaps that have been created from a community lens [as a result of COVID]
where individuals and agencies are now working remotely and continue to work
remotely. And the impact that’s had on care coordination with my teams. Most of my
days, I think the common thread that runs through all of the work that I do is my
engagement with community partners and making sure that those relationships are strong.
(D2)
The impact of the pandemic on shifting jobs, roles, and key accountabilities was echoed through
interviews with other leaders. For example, two executives spoke separately about dropping their
administrative tasks to check in patients to their respiratory care center or to give vaccines during
the pandemic. While uncertainty was foregrounded during the early days of the pandemic, it is
interesting to note that leaders were able to take actions, such as stepping in to perform new
tasks, while awaiting additional information that could help them make sense of what this might
mean for their roles or accountabilities in the long-run.
Together, leaders at Main Street Community Hospital perceived individually located
uncertainty about organizational strategic change and these perceptions often translated to
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concerns about their identity and role within the organization. However, as I will address later in
this chapter, this individually located uncertainty may be moderated by the organization’s culture
and value orientation.
Organizational Uncertainty
Building out from perceived individually located uncertainty, meso-level uncertainties
appeared around the hospital’s organization itself. These organizational uncertainties often
related to structural and/or processual issues having to do with how work was organized,
resourced, and prioritized as well as issues related to governance. One trustee commenting on
nursing resources and workforce issues related to recruitment and retention said:
Oh, my God. I’m so happy that they recruited, I counted the number, there were 24
nurses on that list. Oh, my God, you know? Can they retain them? Can they keep them?
And, and I think, if we, I used to do this talk about working with the generations, so most
of healthcare is still back in my generation, back with us old folks, we need to get very
different around it. We need to figure out staffing patterns that aren’t 12 hour shifts for
everybody. Maybe I can only work four hours a day, five days, we could you have you
for four hours a day. Now we have to change how we deliver care, we have to go back to
team nursing, we have to go back to having the respiratory therapist partner with the
nurse and go around together. (T3)
There are multiple signals of organizational uncertainty in this example, including “can they
retain them? Can they keep them?” “We need to get very different about it,” and “we have to
change how we deliver care.” Together, these phrases call out the need for the organization to
design a new model for nursing care—both staff coverage models and team-based care with
other disciplines. Or from a theoretical perspective, the trustee is scanning the environment,
seeing complexity, and absorbing information that is discordant with prior hospital nursing
experiences.
In a second example of perceived organizationally located uncertainty, during an
observation of a steering committee meeting about a pending hospital integration effort, an
executive from the partner hospital commented that “job one is staffing medical oncology” at
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Main Street Community Hospital. In turn, an executive of the community hospital commented
that the next step is to look at the financial implications and to thoroughly consider the
reputational impact to the hospital which “could be huge.” A second executive from Main Street
Community Hospital commented that recruitment remains challenging and until they have a
physician signed on to join the hospital, they cannot move forward. These leaders were seeking
clarity through social interactions and cues such as data provided by organizational consultants
working on the business plan for the possible hospital integration.
Additionally, several people described both opportunity and uncertainty related to the
hospital’s strategic plan. Through review of internal documents, I discovered that the 2019
strategic plan stated a goal for Main Street Community Hospital to “evolve toward population
health and value-based care by: advancing clinical services, accelerating operational change and
improving our infrastructure, enhancing and aligning primary prevention and community-based
programs, and creating affiliations and partnerships.” Through observations and interviews it
became clear that data-driven decision-making is a core value within the health system. For
example, one director described their efforts to bring outpatient quality metrics into a dashboard
that typically consisted of only inpatient hospital metrics. An executive spoke of upcoming work
to develop a new nursing strategic plan that would encompass emerging data on patient safety
and quality, but also on healthcare provider wellbeing and safety.
However, with a focus on planning and using data as the cornerstone of decision-making
and responding to changes in externally driven healthcare policy, one executive noted their
uncertainty, and responded: “Sometimes I get overwhelmed by it, you probably do too, can’t we
just come up with something that we can measure and follow?” (E4). The implication from this
leader was that state policy reforms are complicated and keep changing so there is nothing
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predictable about them. Thus, there is a chronic state of uncertainty when it comes to how the
organization should be assessed to determine progress in implementing reforms. Finally, shifting
away from the focus on people and planning to the complexity around technical resource needs
and challenges within a rural community hospital, one director reflected:
We have a lot of people doing the work that computers can do. You can’t carve those
people out of the system, we have a huge problem with expense management, a
workforce control problem, because it’s not supported by our IT systems. But what I see,
what keeps me up at night, is if we do not partner with a larger organization that has
stronger IT, and deeper pockets, and also plays in the political space stronger than we do,
that creates risk. (D1)
In this example the leader’s perceived uncertainty is about what would happen to the
organization if they don’t integrate with a larger health system since Main Street Community
Hospital’s fixed expenses are high and this leader perceived there to be little opportunity left
within the hospital to cut expenses. This is an interesting finding because the direction of
uncertainty is contrary (i.e., what happens if we don’t integrate?) to other leaders who perceived
uncertainty about the possible integration occurring soon and what it would mean for the
hospital.
Thus, leader perceptions of organizationally located uncertainties focused on issues
relating to the structure of the hospital; its resources, such as people and technology; and its
governance. In the next section, I will explore macro-level uncertainties that appeared in this
case.
Environmental Uncertainty
Stepping out from meso-level organizational uncertainties to perceived environmental
uncertainties, these were seen as encompassing issues within the local community such as the
aging population, the need for economic growth and the role of the hospital as the largest local
employer, as well as evolving patient expectations for their care and its convenience. Expanding
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further outwards, environmental uncertainties considered the macro-level political, historical,
and economic factors of operating within Vermont as a highly regulated healthcare environment
as well as the challenges of providing care for patients in border states. For many, it
encompassed the state and federal policy landscape such as Vermont’s healthcare reform efforts
to move away from volume to value-based payments as well as federal changes to pharmacy
drug price control programs for hospitals serving uninsured and low-income patients in rural
communities (i.e., 340B program).
In aggregate, leaders perceived environmentally located uncertainties more frequently
than other locations of uncertainty and discussed them openly among many of the meetings I
observed. At a possible hospital integration steering committee meeting, I noted significant
uncertainty around workforce, the impacts of rural healthcare, and thoughts about partnerships
and collaborations for sustainability. In an analysis of the current state of services, consultants
noted that there is an increasing demand for geriatric services along with an increasing Medicare
payer mix. Participants, reacting to that observation, wondered how they plan for primary care
needs for an aging population when many of their primary care providers are also coming up to
retirement age, just at a time when patients will need more, not fewer, services. Participants
wondered about the medical complexity of an aging population and whether they needed to
reevaluate their current clinical staffing ratios, potentially driving demand for primary care
physicians even higher as the local population ages. Similar discussions are ongoing about the
growing mental health crisis in Vermont with one participant stating:
We’re trying to find solutions. We’re working with [local mental healthcare provider],
our designated agency, but I think it’s too big for us. And the risk is we’ll get out of our
lane, okay? Because we’re an acute care hospital and if we take our eye off what we do
really well, we could fall off the tracks like we did 10 years ago. So, I think mental health
is something that needs to be a consortium-type solution in [the community], probably
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with some state partners, for-profit partners, us, working together, but we haven’t found
the right mix. (E3)
In this example, the executive signaled uncertainty by questioning the scope of the problem, the
hospital’s role or responsibility in addressing the problem, and the risk to the hospital’s core
services and finances if they get in over their heads. The executive also provided a historical
marker and cautioned against repeating their prior history of financial trouble and mission creep
(see Chapter IV, Straying from Mission). As the leader tried to make sense of the conundrum,
they called upon the organization’s cultural affinity for partnerships to solve the issue and
signaled that attempts had been made to partner around this issue but with little success so far.
At the same steering committee meeting, leaders discussed the challenges and complexities of
out-of-state commercial payer contracts and variation in insurance reimbursement for medical
procedures. An executive noted that the situation is “emerging and evolving” and that “there are
barriers to work through and opportunities in [out-of-state county] may not be as lucrative” as
the consultant’s data made it seem (E3). Here the leader cautioned their colleagues about the
complexity of the situation and that information was changing, thus conclusions and next steps
could not be drawn yet. In this case, the leader urged colleagues to rest with the uncertainty until
more was known.
In a second observation, this one involving the presentation of Main Street Community
Hospital data from their Accountable Care Organization (ACO), a director shared emerging
information about a local independent primary care practice that was closing and their worries
about the impacts to the 10,000 patients served by that practice, the community, and the hospital
at large. The director noted that more than 5,000 patient letters had been recently mailed out
about the upcoming closure and the hospital-owned primary care practices were receiving
hundreds of phone calls daily with patients looking for a new primary care provider. This
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community need was discussed in numerous other meetings as details emerged. Another hospital
leader indicated that only two primary care practices in the region were open and accepting new
patients and there was no way they could absorb even the 5,000 active patients on the closing
practice’s roster, much less the 10,000 patients in their entire panel. The leader went on to
explain that they were taking action to address the acute needs, including care planning within
the hospital to help patients who present at the emergency room or were hospitalized and need
primary care follow-up, but the broader system of primary care is in crisis and in need of
solutions. Unfortunately, this is a common occurrence in rural healthcare settings nationally.
Along these lines, a trustee commented:
I think the health system faces the same problem that every health system in this country
is facing—can I survive? Can I financially keep going? How am I going to do that?’ …
Unless we develop a national healthcare system that really works, this is going to be
year-by-year-by-year. Just hanging on, hanging on. (T3)
Another noted:
Well, I will tell you, anytime I read about a hospital anywhere in the country that fails, or
has a terrible problem—because it’s shocking how fast hospitals go into death spirals—
and every case is different, but of course, it always ends up being financial; there’s
something that causes a financial collapse. And I just think it’s so important for
everybody to constantly know how fragile we are. (T2)
As these two examples indicate, trustees are worried about the financial challenges of small rural
hospitals, including Main Street Community Hospital. One noted that the hospital’s entire
margin was equivalent to the savings they received of a drug discount program overseen by the
federal government. Furthermore, as of next year, the hospital may no longer qualify for this
discount program. Given this, leaders perceive the stakes to be high as they try to navigate the
uncertainty that comes from the rapidly changing healthcare environment.
Perceived Locations of Uncertainty by Leadership Level and Professional Background
Across the case, leaders shared their perceptions of environmentally and
organizationally located uncertainty more often than individual uncertainty. For example,
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many meeting participants discussed the aging demographic as well as outmigration of care to
other facilities (environmental uncertainties) as well as operational challenges associated with
workforce recruitment and retention and managing healthcare professionals’ wellbeing
(organizational uncertainties). Figure 5.4 displays the shifting patterns of perceived locations of
uncertainty by level of leadership within the organization. In this case, board trustees were most
likely to perceive environmental uncertainty followed by organizational and then individual
uncertainty. Executives expressed high perceived environmental and organizational uncertainty
and less individual uncertainty while directors expressed moderate perceived uncertainty across
both individual and environmental uncertainty and higher perceived organizational uncertainty.
Figure 5.4
Perceptions of Frequency of Location of Uncertainty by Leader Level

Looking across the locations of uncertainty, directors expressed the most individual
uncertainty while all leader levels were similar in their perception of organizational uncertainty
and board trustees and executives expressed higher perceived environmental uncertainty.
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Examining the locations of uncertainty alongside participants’ professional backgrounds (e.g.,
administrative, clinical, financial), I found that leaders of all three professional backgrounds
identified environmental uncertainty frequently; however, administrative and clinical leaders
focused most on organizational uncertainty. Individual uncertainty was present across all
professional backgrounds but was noticeably less for the finance leaders. The later finding may
relate to where organizational leaders perceive control of resources, or it could relate to financial
leaders’ perceptions of their own ability to find other employment if a strategic organizational
change occurred that impacted them adversely. Next, I will explore the intersection of locations
of uncertainty across this case.
Key Finding IIb: Leaders’ Perceived Uncertainty Co-Occurred Across Multiple Levels of
the System
Recognizing that leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty were able to be localized across the
micro, meso, macro levels of the system, raised the question of whether leaders may
simultaneously perceive uncertainty from more than one location. Mapping the codes for each
location of uncertainty from the meeting observations and first round of interviews, I found that
co-occurrences exist. Specifically, Figure 5.5 elucidates that environmental and organizational
uncertainty co-occur frequently while individual uncertainty almost always co-occurs with
organizational uncertainty. Note that the size of the circles in Figure 5.5 corresponds to the
frequency with which leaders perceived uncertainty in these specific locations and the degree of
overlap of the circles represents the frequency of co-occurrence identified in this study.
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Figure 5.5
Multiplicity of Leader Perceived Locations of Uncertainty

The multiple locations of uncertainty arose several times at a series of steering committee
meetings, particularly around the intersection of environmental uncertainties related to workforce
recruitment, the many and intersecting challenges of operating a hospital in a rural location, as
well as considerations of possible future partnerships and collaborations with other entities for
organizational sustainability. These same issues caused organizational uncertainty as participants
considered where and how to staff clinical departments, which patient care services to prioritize,
and how to improve patients’ access to primary care services. In one example of co-occurring
locations of uncertainty, a director reflected on their sensemaking of uncertainty arising from the
broader environment (the pandemic), the organization (changes in technology, workforce
turnover), and individually (leadership structural changes impacting her role):
We brought on a new electronic medical record for all of the practices, and we changed
our leadership structure. I became the director for [service line], which was not a position
that technically existed before that and the administrative director for the practices left
and was not replaced. So, we had leadership changes, we had a fundamental mechanism,
which is our EMR, and a massive change there. We had significant change over in
primary care that was the highest number of primary care providers we’ve ever brought
on in a single year. And oh, by the way, the pandemic decided to do an uptick: the
Omicron variant came along and we hit got hit with some Delta too. So last fall was not a
glide path into everything being calm. So, that’s just the most recent challenges! (D3)
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As I further explored the uncertainties that emerged through my interviews and observations and
reflected upon what I was learning, patterns began to surface. In the next section I examine how
the qualities of uncertainty varied by leaders’ perceived locations of uncertainty and/or their
leadership levels before advancing analysis of the intersections of leader perceptions of the
locations of uncertainty and key trigger situations or events. Then later, I will explore leader
sensemaking and sensegiving around these emerging events.
Key Finding III: The Qualities of Uncertainty Varied by Leaders’ Perceived Locations of
Uncertainty and their Level of Leadership
As discussed briefly earlier in this chapter, in this study I explored six key qualities of
uncertainty from the extant literature related to information load (e.g., volume, ability to relate it
to past knowledge, or the contradictory nature of the emerging information); the complexity of
the situation; the lack of clarity of the situation; actions to scan the environment to contextualize
the event; issues related to decision-making (e.g., urgency or impact, the fluid or changing
nature, and unclear roles or responsibilities); and considerations or interpretations of social
interactions related to the uncertain situation. Now, I will examine how these qualities of
uncertainty related to leaders’ perceived locations of uncertainty and levels of leadership at Main
Street Community Hospital. In doing so, I will identify patterns that may deepen understanding
of how leader perceptions of the location of uncertainty or their level of leadership within the
organization may impact their sensemaking and sensegiving processes.
Generally, leaders perceived environmentally located uncertainties as complex and
lacking clarity. Further, leaders believed they were missing key information, the information was
contradictory to their current understanding, or it was new and unrelatable to their past
knowledge or experience (Table 5.2). Thus, leaders spent significant time scanning the
environment to try and resolve their need for information. Meanwhile, leaders focused on
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organizationally located uncertainty focused on a high volume of information that was discordant
with their current understanding and their perceptions of unclear or fluid and changing
decision-making about the situation or event. As a result, leaders often scanned the
organizational environment and explored social interactions for cues as to the uncertainties they
experienced. The types or qualities of uncertainty were expressed less often when uncertainty
was located at the individual level. Largely, leaders expressed it as situations lacking clarity and
an absence of critical information as well as information that was contradictory or new and
unrelatable to past knowledge or experience. Of note, leaders reflecting on individually located
uncertainty made infrequent reliance on social interactions for cues.
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Table 5.2
Qualities of Uncertainty by Leader Perceived Location of Uncertainty
Location of
Uncertainty
Environmental

Qualities of Uncertainty Across the Case
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational

•
•
•
•
•

Individual

•
•
•
•

Complexity of the situation
Information is contradictory or new and unrelatable to past knowledge
or experience
Information is lacking
Situation lacks clarity
Environmental scanning is a predominant activity
High volume of information
Information is contradictory or new and unrelatable to past knowledge
or experience
Situation lacks clarity
Decision-making is unclear or fluid and changing
Scanning the organizational environment and exploring social
interactions as cues regularly occurring
Information is lacking
Information is contradictory or new and unrelatable to past knowledge
or experience
Situation may lack clarity
Infrequent reliance on social interactions

Next, examining these differences in qualities of uncertainty by leader level and
perceived location (Table 5.3), trustees appeared to focus most on situational complexity across
locations of uncertainty and they reported fluid or unclear decision-making about individually
located uncertainties. Meanwhile, executives were most attuned to the broad lack of clarity of the
situation regardless of their perceived location of uncertainty. Directors reported more
generalized uncertainties and less reliance on social cues than leaders at other levels of the
organization. However, directors were noted as actively scanning the environment for cues when
they perceived uncertainty as environmentally located. In the next section, I deepen the findings
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by examining how specific situations or events leaders perceived as uncertain relate to their
perceptions of the location of uncertainty.
Table 5.3
Qualities of Uncertainty by Location of Uncertainty and Level of Leadership
Location of
Uncertainty
Environmental •

•

Organizational •

Individual

•
•

Classifications of Uncertainty by Leader Level
Trustee
Executive
Director
High around
• High about general • High for lacking
complexity and
lack of clarity
clarity and
environmental
environmental
• Moderate for other
scanning
scanning
qualities except,
Low around
•
Moderate for
• Lowest for social
information and
information load
interactions
social interactions
Moderate across all
types including
complexity,
decision-making,
environmental
scanning,
information,
lacking clarity, and
social interactions

•

High for
decision-making
Moderate for
environmental
scanning and
information

•
•
•

Moderate to high
around lacking
clarity,
information,
environmental
scanning, and
decision-making

•

High in lacking
clarity
Moderate in
information
Low across other
qualities of
uncertainty

•

•

•

Moderate for
decision-making
and lacking clarity
Low for all other
qualities of
uncertainty

Generalized around
complexity and
information and
Unrelated to social
interactions or
information

Key Finding IV: Leaders Perceived Locations of Uncertainty Differently Based on the
Specific Triggering Situation or Event
With the understanding that uncertainty exists in this case and that it surrounds five key
situations or events (i.e., workforce, the COVID-19 pandemic, a potential hospital integration,
the rural healthcare landscape, and the healthcare policy and regulatory environment), I
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examined whether and how perceived locations of uncertainty intersected with these situations.
Table 5.4 details the expression of locations of uncertainty related to these events with more
arrows representing higher levels of leader perceived uncertainty as indicated by frequency with
which they were mentioned. By and large, the possible integration of the hospital with a larger
health system caused the most general and location-specific uncertainty (green arrows in Table
5.4), with leaders perceiving the greatest impact as organizational uncertainty. For workforce, the
pandemic, and the possible integration, there was high co-occurrence of environmental and
organizational uncertainty (gold and green arrows), while the rural healthcare landscape and the
regulatory and policy environment were mostly viewed as situated in the external environment
(gold arrows). Individual uncertainty was moderately expressed in all situations except the
possible hospital integration where leaders perceived enhanced uncertainty.
Table 5.4
Expression of Perceived Locations of Uncertainty for Trigger Situations/Events
Trigger
Situation/Event
Workforce
COVID-19
Pandemic
Integration with a
Larger Health
System
Rural Healthcare
Landscape
Healthcare Policy
and Regulatory
Environment

General
Uncertainty

Environmental
Uncertainty

Organizational
Uncertainty

Individual
Uncertainty

↑↑↑

↑↑

↑↑

↑

↑↑↑

↑↑

↑↑

↑

↑↑↑↑

↑↑

↑↑↑↑

↑↑

↑↑

↑↑

↑

↑

↑↑

↑↑

↑

↑

In my meeting observations, environmental and organizational uncertainty were
expressed uniquely and collectively around the possible hospital integration, challenges of rural
healthcare, and workforce recruitment and retention. Of note, in the series of three steering
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committee meetings about the possible hospital integration, environmental uncertainty was often
reflected through scanning the landscape to learn what other hospitals in the region were doing
well or where they were struggling. This was addressed through the work of consultants who
shared data on care delivery patterns, benchmarks, and best practices from their work with other
health systems. This environmental scanning was supplemented by executives of both hospitals
asking questions of each other and their colleagues on the calls. For example, a leader from the
larger regional academic health system asked for information to understand Main Street
Community Hospital’s local geography and how it impacted patient choices about where they
seek care.
During the second round of interviews, I asked each participant to select the area they
perceived as most uncertain among the five trigger situations. Trustees indicated the possible
integration of the hospital, three of four executives selected workforce and the fourth selected the
rural healthcare landscape. Among directors, two selected workforce and one the regulatory and
policy environment. While I did not ask participants to indicate areas they did not perceive as
uncertain, several elected to share this information: three participants indicated the possible
hospital integration, one the pandemic, and the last indicated workforce. This led to a key
discrepant finding in this study: some leaders explicitly stated the possible hospital integration
did not cause them uncertainty, yet observations and interviews revealed this was the greatest
source of perceived uncertainty in the study. Further, the possible integration caused the greatest
generalized and location-specific perceived uncertainty across the case. This signaled that leaders
may not always recognize their own perceived uncertainty in the face of strategic change.
Now that uncertainty has been identified across the case, including perceived location(s)
of uncertainty, situations causing uncertainty, and patterns relating to leadership level and/or
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professional backgrounds, I will turn to explore leader sensemaking and sensegiving about these
uncertainties. First, I will explore leader sensemaking and sensegiving forces identified in the
literature before expanding to explore how sensemaking and sensegiving were manifest in
specific situations or events leaders perceived as creating uncertainty. Finally, I will investigate
patterns in leader sensemaking and sensegiving by varying perceived locations of uncertainty
and by varying levels of leadership.
Key Finding Va: Trigger Situations Perceived as Uncertain Gave Rise to Leader
Sensemaking and Sensegiving
Recall that Weick et al. (2005) theorizes that sensemaking involves key moments of
noticing, bracketing, acting, and interpreting new and discordant information or experiences in
an attempt to develop a plausible mental model. Figure 5.6 depicts this sensemaking process
beginning with the trigger event. Weick (2015) delineated these concepts further with his
mnemonic “SIR COPE” to prompt the key properties of sensemaking—social context, identity,
retrospect, salient cues, ongoing projects, plausibility, and enactment. For clarity, I will refer to
these seven aspects of sensemaking as “sensemaking properties.” This will help to distinguish
them from “signaling constructs” which are more specific ideas or theories of perceptions,
behaviors, or organizing principles that previous theory or research has related to the cognitive
and social processes of sensemaking and sensegiving.
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Figure 5.6
Sensemaking Cycle Beginning with a Trigger Event

Interpreting

Noticing

Trigger
Event
Perception
of
Uncertainty

Acting

Bracketing

Once sensemaking has occurred, a frequent next step is sensegiving, or attempting to
influence others in their own sensemaking processes to an aligned and shared perspective on the
information or experience (Gioia & Chittipeddi, 1991). This sensegiving often occurs through
political processes as leaders carefully select what they want to share and when and how they
want to share it. This often results in the exercise of power over other organizational actors as
leaders manipulate language, communication vehicles, and settings in an attempt to foster buy-in
for the change being enacted. Sensemaking and sensegiving processes are often cyclical, with
the sensegiving actor being influenced by the recipient while the recipient is reacting to the
sensegiver, creating action-interpretation loops (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). In this study, I
focus primarily on the sensemaking by hospital leaders and their sensegiving actions. The
reciprocal processes and interactions are outside of the scope of this research and are best left for
a future study.
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Throughout the study, I used theoretical constructs, referred to as signaling constructs,
from the broad extant literature to develop my interview questions, guide and frame my
observations, and reflexively consider the information I was gathering to develop a greater
understanding of the case. I relied upon my leader mind map in Figure 3.4 to keep me grounded
in these signaling constructs as described above, and I created a storyline map (Figure 5.3) to
keep me tethered to these central ideas as I deepened my exploration and analysis of the case. As
I explored uncertainty among leaders experiencing strategic organizational change at Main Street
Community Hospital, I found that leader sensemaking and sensegiving processes were
identifiable within the case study and proceeded to examine them in the context of the five
trigger events identified earlier and in Chapter IV. Situationally I became aware that all five
trigger events shared the sensemaking property of “ongoing” and thus I excluded that facet of
sensemaking from further exploration since it was foundational to the case. From there, I
re-coded both rounds of interviews for the remaining six sensemaking properties and I further
coded for sensegiving and its properties of reframing and influencing others.
Analysis revealed that sensemaking occurred among leaders across all five trigger
situations; however, as revealed earlier, it occurred most often around the possible hospital
integration and workforce issues. Across all trigger events, I saw evidence of leaders’
contemplation of their identity as well as the retrospective nature of their sensemaking while
noticing and bracketing (i.e., salient cues), plausibility, and social context were most frequently
seen among leaders sensemaking about the possible hospital integration or the workforce
challenges faced. Of note, examples of the property of enactment were most prevalent among
sensemaking examples of workforce issues. This may be due to the prolonged nature of the
situation, whereas the time period of the case was such that the issues related to possible hospital
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integration were newly emerging, allowing less opportunity for actions to have taken place at the
time interviews were occurring. To demonstrate the application of these sensemaking properties
within the context of this case, Table 5.5 relates these sensemaking properties (excluding
ongoing) to leaders’ descriptions of the possible hospital integration. The examples span all
levels of leadership and were selected to crisply depict the sensemaking property referenced. The
final column provides my interpretation within the context of the case.
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Table 5.5
Leader Sensemaking about the Possible Hospital Integration
Sensemaking
Property
Identity

Sensemaking Example

Interpretation

“Having been part of organizations that have merged with a
larger organization in the past, there are a lot of things that
many of us who have that experience, anticipate, and have
concerns about. Number one is reserving executive powers how much say are we actually going to have over our
governance, over our leadership, over our finances? Are we
going to be constantly ‘mother may I’ when we want to build
something or buy something?” (T2)

In this example, the trustee is examining who
they think they are relative to their place
within the hospital by contemplating the
impact of the possible integration on their
future power and authority of their role.
There is concern that governance changes
will reduce the scope of the position, limit
their resources, and decision-making ability.

Retrospective

“I think succession planning in small committee hospitals,
that the board probably shouldn’t have let [most of the
Executive Management Team] all be in our, let’s just say,
60s. We probably should have done something five to 10
years ago, but we didn’t. We were going to, but five to seven
years ago we’ve got to do [a health system integration], then
three to five years ago we’ve got to do [the health system
integration]. Oh, and then three years ago, we’ve got to do
[the health system integration]. Now we’re doing the [health
system integration] deal. So, it was going to be a [larger
regional academic health system] problem. And if we don’t
do [the deal], there’s some significant risk in the
organization.” (E3)

In this example, the executive is looking
back and analyzing why the board and
Executive Management Team (EMT) have
not been actively succession planning for the
EMT over the past decade. They signal that
the reason is that it will be the purview of the
larger regional academic health system. In
this way, the leader retrospectively created a
story about why this activity has not
occurred.

Salient Cues (i.e.,
noticing and
bracketing)

“What I see, what keeps me up at night, is if we do not
partner with a larger organization that has stronger IT, and
deeper pockets, and also plays in the political space stronger
than we do, that creates risk. Financially we’ve done well, our
organization has maintained our quality, we’ve done great,

In this example, the director is pointing out
important cues and contrasting strengths and
challenges (e.g., IT infrastructure, finances,
political influence, quality of care) of Main
Street Community Hospital and the larger
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Sensemaking
Property

Sensemaking Example

Interpretation

we accelerated our quality, we give great care. I would send
my relatives here in a heartbeat, I would send them here, they
would get great care, but we can’t continue to afford to give
the care that we want to give. It’s become too expensive to
give it the way we want to give it, that is, and reimbursement
is not going up, it’s not going to scale. So that is that is the
thing that keeps me up at night.” (D1)

regional academic health system. What is
important are the cues that are selected as
well as those that may not be mentioned
(e.g., access to specialists, training for
students, efficiencies in operations). This
indicates which factors the leader attunes to
in their sensemaking processes.

Plausibility

“The finances are not the driver here. We’re relatively solid
financially, we are not deep pockets, I’m not kidding myself
here, but this is not a burning platform crisis that we’re going
bankrupt. So, I think what’s driving us really is the ability to
create a higher level of services that allows our community to
have care closer to home. And when they need to go for
tertiary care, there’s a seamless system that’s created, that
will allow them to do that or to get to the right facility, and
that may not be [the larger regional academic health system]
by the way, but to get to the right place. So, we want to be
able to do more locally, realizing that we’re not going beyond
what we’re capable of, but raising that bar. So, our
capabilities are greater than what they are right now. And
then have a partner that can help us do that. And that can also
allow us to send our patients for the higher level of care that
we’ll never be able to do around here.” (E1)

In this example the executive is creating a
story, a justification, of what is likely to be
going on in this situation perceived to be
uncertain. The key words are “so, I think
what’s really driving us,” “we want to be
able to do more locally,” and “so, our
capabilities are greater than what they are
right now.” These are all examples of how
the leader constructed a narrative that makes
sense about why the integration is necessary.
It is important to note that plausibility is not
about truth, but about what the leader
believes to be true.

Enactment

“I think the biggest change that was accepted well was the
[larger regional academic health system] relationship. I mean,
that was a big deal. We went after the physicians first, where
you oftentimes, on these type of alignments, you leave the
medical staff alone for a while. So, we said ‘let’s bring the
physicians in first,’ and we converted them all to employees

This example describes the action step after
cues are noticed and bracketed, the executive
says “we went after the physicians first,” “we
converted them all to employees at [the
larger regional academic health system].”
They go on to describe gathering data
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Sensemaking
Property

Social Context

Sensemaking Example

Interpretation

at [the larger regional academic health system]. Now, not
100%, but it’s was probably, when we first did it, it was
probably 80%. Now, it’s probably 95%. So, we took a whole
year of planning and talking to people about this. And we
hired some firms from Boston to do surveys of our
community, of our medical staff, of our leadership, to get
their sense of making these changes. There were a lot of town
hall discussions with our workforce. To say that, this is the
first phase of a long-term journey that we’re on go on and it’s
not going to end at this phase here, it’s going to get more and
more integrated over time. And we had to convince the board,
we had to convince a medical staff, and our workforce, and
the community that this is the right thing.” (E1)

through community surveys and extensive
sensegiving through town hall discussions,
board meetings, and purposeful
communications.

“Well, even with [the larger regional academic health
system], it’s an issue, isn’t it? so that was one of the first
things we looked into is how would [neighboring state], and
how would Vermont, look at us within that framework? And
we got legal views about all those issues. We will be
regulated as a Vermont hospital, so we had to make sure we
understood that from day one. So, you’re so right, those are
issues, they were issues on dealing with our [nursing home]
arrangements. So yes, they have to be considered in every
aspect of any kind of growth or change that we have in place.
So it is not easy and we come to realize how different
[neighboring state one] is than Vermont, and [neighboring
state two] as well, right?” (T2)

In this example, the trustee describes how
they actively considered how political actors
in Vermont and neighboring states would
view the hospital integration. This signals
that there is attention dedicated to
considering social, political and cultural
factors in getting a lay of the land relative to
the decision that will come before the board
of trustees about whether to move forward
with the integration or not.
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As discussed earlier in the chapter, there were times when leaders perceived uncertainty
as occurring in multiple locations. In the following example, an executive was discussing how
the COVID-19 pandemic created uncertainty across all levels of the system. This was a never
before experienced global pandemic that no one knew how to respond to. Furthermore, there was
a lack of or conflicting information available (environmental uncertainty). It created an urgent
need for the hospital to make changes to its facilities, workforce, and workflows (organizational
uncertainty). Leaders also wondered how it would impact their job accountabilities, roles, and
sense of personal safety (individual uncertainty). Note that the bracketed call-outs in the quote
are my addition and signal the reader to particular examples of sensemaking (in blue) and
sensegiving (in orange) properties.
Working with [executive] and HR, we didn’t just give bonuses and payments to nurses,
we gave it to everybody in this organization. One of the other things that I’m pretty proud
of, nobody else will probably talk about it, but we furloughed 175 people [sensemaking:
enactment]. Why are you proud of furloughing 175 people? Every one of those 175
people that we furloughed, we brought back. Every one of those 175 people did better
being furloughed than they would have if they stayed here and worked from a financial
perspective, because of that extra unemployment [sensemaking: plausible, retrospective,
social context]. And we didn’t allow anybody that was going to be financially hurt
[sensemaking: noticing and bracketing]. Now, one could argue that that was that a good
decision, a bad decision, but I remember working in my basement, right as COVID came
out, and we started to furlough people—the formulas and understanding the extra
unemployment, things like that. We had a meeting and I had everybody in the
organization on a list. And I had them either green or red and we drew the line. We
started furloughing people [sensemaking: enactment], we kept them on our benefits,
because you were allowed to back then. So that was a big, I think it’s something we don’t
talk about enough, but it was something that I’m proud of as a [executive], because while
I was protecting the assets of the organization, because our volume was way down, I
wasn’t hurting anybody [sensemaking: identity, noticing and bracketing, ongoing,
retrospective, plausible]. And actually, they did better, like my administrative assistant—
it crippled me at times, she went to part time; she got the extra unemployment and, I
think in 2020, she actually made $4,000 more than she would have made if she was
working here full time. So, to me, that’s a big deal. And I think it’s also part, one of the
biggest strategies that and philosophies that [the CEO] has; he speaks all the time about
how we’re all about people, we take care of people, people work here [sensegiving:
reframing]. …
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I think from a strategy perspective, we took those extra monies; we were able to work the
system and then when we got in some of the extra monies, we gave hazard pay. The state
had a program, but they excluded a whole bunch of people. But we gave hazard pay to
everybody. So, we mirrored the state program [sensemaking: plausible, noticing and
bracketing, social context, enactment]. The state gave us like $400,000 and I think it cost
us $1,000,000 because only certain jobs qualified under the state program, but we took
care of all of our employees [sensegiving: reframing]. And I think that that was a big
from a strategy perspective, and just staying in line with our philosophy about our
employees was a big deal. (E3)
In this single example, the executive has retrospectively made sense of the unique situation they
faced in the early days of the pandemic. The leader assessed the situation, gathered information
where they could, took action by providing hazard pay and furloughing employees, considered
social impacts by consulting with others and looking at state programs, and they stayed attuned
to the ongoing nature of the situation. Sensegiving examples surrounded the story of how Main
Street Community Hospital reacted to the pandemic and the framing and justifications they
conveyed.
Having examined leader sensemaking around the pivotal situations that leaders perceive
as uncertain, I will now explore facets of leader sensegiving around these situations as evidenced
in the case.
Key Finding Vb: Leaders Used Conscious Communication Processes to Provide
Sensegiving to Others about the Situations They Perceived as Uncertain
Sensegiving occurred much less frequently in the case than did leader sensemaking,
perhaps related to the timing of my case study in the broader historical/political/social context or
the nature of the questions I asked or specific meetings observed. When sensegiving was
identified, it arose most often around the possible hospital integration and the healthcare policy
and regulatory environment. While examples of communicating, reframing, and influencing
others were present across all trigger events, I was able to observe more frequent attempts at
influencing others. For example, an executive explained that they “make sure that our nurses
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have a great story to tell” (E2) about their experiences at the hospital. Attempts at sensegiving
extended to influencing in-person interactions among nurses and trainees (e.g., trainee access to
senior nurses, detailed explanation of benefits such as tuition repayment, and rounding with
cookies or pizza) and use of social media such as an advertisement featuring a young nurse who
described what it is like to work at the hospital and ended by saying “come work with me.” In
reference to leader perceptions of staff uncertainty about the impact of the possible hospital
integration on their jobs, an executive said, “we want to give people a message that this is not all
about downsizing and getting rid them, actually, it’s not that at all” (E1). They went on to
explain that their reframing of the core message was that “they need talented people” and “this is
an opportunity for a lot of people” (E1).
Communications, such as conscious framing of messages; creating venues to share
information via town halls, daily huddles, or routine meetings; as well as considerations of
written versus in-person communications were frequent sensegiving considerations. In one
example, a director reflected on their conscious communication processes across multiple care
delivery sites and their work to build strong trusting relationships by being present onsite as
often as they can:
So, I’m telling you, ‘This is what we’re doing.’ And I’m telling you why we’re doing it.
And as you’re listening to me in conversations, and you’re watching what I’m doing,
that’s exactly what I’ve told you is exactly what we’re doing. You know that there isn’t
some hidden agenda to any of these things. (D3)
In another example of conscious communication, an executive leader conveyed their explicit
sensegiving about the need for hospital staff to prioritize their own personal safety above patient
care as the pandemic was first emerging:
I did quickly communicate. This is not my adage, this is something that’s said, but it
wasn’t said near enough. And that is, ‘there is no emergency during a pandemic,’ and to
really help people with their anxiety of ‘how are we’re going to take care of someone in
cardiac arrest? We can’t get the stuff on in time; they’re going to die.’ And understand
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that they may actually [die], but you have to get this stuff on, you have to take your time,
and there is no emergency. So, it’s not an emergency, it can take you two minutes to get
the equipment on, you’re going to do it in a controlled way. It gave people a sense of,
‘oh, if it’s not an emergency, if we’re not considering it an emergency, then I can protect
myself.’ I tried to knock down some of the ideas that healthcare workers are heroes; I
can’t stand that. Heroes have to take significant risks, and that’s not what our jobs are.
Our jobs are to provide good safe care to the best of our ability and not risk our families
and our lives today. Hopefully, that did help some people. (E4)
Through this detailed example, the leader shared how their sensegiving message of “there is no
emergency during a pandemic” was interpreted as “oh, if it’s not an emergency, if we’re not
considering it an emergency, then I can protect myself” and clinicians began to pause to safely
put on their personal protective equipment before interacting with a patient. The leader also
clearly reframed the popular message that healthcare workers are heroes, saying healthcare
workers jobs are “to provide good safe care to the best of our ability and not risk our families and
our lives today” (E4).
Having established that leader sensemaking and sensegiving are present in this case,
particularly among the key situations or events leaders perceived as uncertain, in the next section
I will explore how broader sensemaking and sensegiving signaling constructs from the extant
literature manifested in this case. For clarity, I will first examine sensemaking and sensegiving
signaling constructs related to leader perceptions of self before examining how
organization-level signaling constructs presented at Main Street Community Hospital.
Key Finding VIa: Leader Sensemaking and Sensegiving Incorporated Key Facets of
Self-Identity: Emotional Expression, Job Accountabilities, Power, and Role
Beginning with forces that may impact leaders’ self-identity, their unconscious
perceptions, or their actions in the context of an organization undergoing strategic organizational
change, I looked for examples of signaling constructs of emotion, identity (e.g., profession, role,
personal traits), job authority (e.g., accountabilities, duration at hospital, duration in position,
perceived job stability), personal behaviors (e.g., self-efficacy, ambition), power, and
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psychological safety. All of these signaling constructs were found in the extant literature as
relating to sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Across leaders, emotion was the most
frequently expressed force associated with individuals’ reactions to strategic organizational
change. This could include positively expressed emotions such as excitement, pride, or
satisfaction as well as negatively expressed emotions such as fear, frustration, or worry. For
example, one director commented on the hospital’s susceptibility to changes in federal healthcare
policy, saying: “I worry that we’re not in the conversation” and through the hospital’s
participation in a national advocacy group that “we do have some voice, but it’s relatively
muted” (D1).
Similarly, in a board committee meeting on the topic of patient safety and quality of care,
a trustee deviated from the agenda towards the end of the meeting and spoke passionately about
the “involuntary homicide” and conviction of the nurse at Vanderbilt hospital that had occurred
just days prior. The trustee said that “it is very concerning to all nurses and disturbing to read
that a) she went to trial and b) she was found guilty. It is creating discomfort among all nurses”
(T3). The trustee commented that the basic beliefs from the Institute of Medicine’s seminal work
on system’s thinking and culture of safety in healthcare has been called into question. “There is a
science on how errors happen, and this has taken us back decades in terms of trust and reporting
of errors and just accountability when an error happens” (T3). Throughout this example, the
trustee expressed frustration, anger, and fear. The speaker in this example also reflected a pattern
seen across the case whereby leaders with clinical backgrounds were the most likely to express
emotion, more so than leaders with administrative or financial backgrounds. This may be related
to broader affinities that draw some individuals to the helping professions, such as medicine and
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nursing, while others, such as administrators or finance leaders, are compelled to use their
organizational or financial literacy skills to serve the organization’s mission.
Examining other forces, or signaling constructs, that may impact a leader’s perceptions of
self in the face of uncertainty, personal identity and job accountabilities were also prevalent in
interviews and observations. Personal identity primarily focused on the leader’s role and was
expressed more by executive and clinical leaders than by leaders of other levels or professional
backgrounds. Job authority, including its focus on accountabilities, duration in position, and
duration at the hospital, were all represented by the varying levels of leadership. However,
clinical leaders were much more likely to discuss job authority, and particularly job
accountabilities than were administrative or finance leaders. One leader, reflecting on their role
and accountabilities to recruit new clinicians among current trainees at the hospital said:
I pass out my business cards, I go around, I talk with them, I put them on the spot, which
is probably an uncomfortable thing for them, I’ll say ‘So have you figured out where
you’re going to be working after you graduate?’ (E2)
Personal or positional power was primarily expressed through sensegiving actions centered
around selections of whom to communicate with, which messages to convey, and when they
should take place. There was recognition, particularly by directors, of the hierarchical nature and
order of communications; however, there was also general acceptance of this reality of
organizational life. Power was most clearly observed in more formal meetings, such as the
steering committee meetings around the possible hospital integration and the hierarchical way in
which people initially engaged in dialog or responded to questions. Overtime, as the group’s
norms were established, this display of hierarchical power was significantly dampened. As I will
explore later in this chapter, the relatively muted manifestations of power in this case may be
related to the culture of the organization and the proactive work of executive leaders to create
transparency, trust, and to empower frontline and middle management staff.
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Finally, psychological safety, that is, the ability to show one’s true self and take risks
without fear of negative consequences, was expressed moderately often and in positive contexts
around the culture or environment that allows for sharing of information and space for novel
ideas to be tested. Clinical leaders expressed examples of psychological safety frequently while
financial and administrative leaders mentioned it much less often, but with similar impact. One
administrative leader said: “So, you can bring wacky ideas forward. And in general, people don’t
poo-poo them, they figure out how to do it. And, in general, we are willing to try the wackier
idea more than the less wacky idea” (D1).
These individual forces such as identity, authority, power, and psychological safety, as
well as leader’s behaviors and emotions are important contextual factors that may impact
leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty as well as their sensemaking and sensegiving enactments.
Key Finding VIb: Leader’s Sensemaking and Sensegiving is Centered in an Organizational
Frame Focused on People and Structure and a Discourse of the Quadruple Aim of
Healthcare
Stepping up to the meso-level of forces, or signaling constructs, that may impact leader
perceptions of uncertainty in the face of strategic organizational change, I examined factors
related to the organizational team environment as well as organizational structure and team
norms. While a number of theoretically based signaling constructs were explored and will be
discussed below, the predominant theme that emerged was in the way leaders in the organization
viewed their own leadership lens, or organizational frame (Boleman & Deal, 2017). Specifically,
there were strong themes of valuing the people in the organization and focusing on issues of
structure and process. For example, sharing organizational survey results on the wellbeing of
physicians and nurses and discussing best practices and next steps to improve supports and
services for clinicians was a focus of several board, executive, and middle-management meetings
I observed throughout the case study. In another observed event, an executive commented that
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their focus is on taking care of people, their staff and their community, and this would prevent
them from having to address a situation happening in a nearby hospital where staff were
organizing to create a union. Leaders often emphasized a culture focused on people by giving
examples of everyday actions, one director shared:
I think one of the really unique things here, that I have never seen in another organization
that I’ve worked at, is the fact that I overheard somebody in the hallway the other day
saying … ‘well, that’s [name], he’s our CEO, and he knows everybody here by name.’ I
think it really reinforces the fact that there is that level of transparency, but also
connection with our executive leadership team that has, even that, has shifted over the
past few years. (D2)
While the focus on people may trace back to the organization’s focus on its mission to
serve the health needs of its community, the focus on structure may align more with the
operations of the entity. Specifically, a hospital or healthcare facility needs to focus on
maintaining patient safety in their facilities, the medications they provide, the procedures they
perform, and in the confidentiality and protection of personal information. These factors align
with a high need for organization, structure, and consistent processes to ensure reliability.
However, it is well known that there is significant variation in patient safety culture across
hospitals and health systems nationally. Thus, the way leaders subtly vocalized the focus on
structure and process led me to understand that it is deeply embedded in the culture and their
pride in the organization and its ability to care for its community members. Interestingly, the
higher the level of leadership, the greater the focus on the organizational frame of people.
Meanwhile the organizational frame of structure was central for trustees and directors, but less so
for executives. Clinical leaders provided frequent examples of their focus on people and structure
while administrative leaders were much more focused on structure. I will explore the aspects of
organizational culture later in this chapter.
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In an example of the structural organizational leadership lens, I observed the board
committee on patient safety and quality and learned that they routinely examined a dashboard of
13 key metrics identified using the stoplight approach (i.e., green=good, yellow=caution,
red=concern) and discussed specific actions being taken to achieve results or address gaps. There
were also examples given of daily leader huddles, nursing shared governance processes, an
incident command structure to address the COVID-19 pandemic, a focus on upgrading facilities,
and the need to strengthen or evolve their electronic health record, among others.
Beyond leaders’ organizational orientation toward people and structure, they also
reflected often on the organization’s orientation towards change; they described a culture of
learning and improvement and how these values are baked into their systems and processes. In
one observation of nursing leaders, discussion focused around developing new workflows to
ensure appropriate patient suicide assessment screening questions were happening across all
departments. When one leader indicated it was not possible to do the screening on their unit,
other leaders were quick to explain why universal screening is important for patient safety and to
engage in a discussion of how processes could be adjusted to make it possible for that unit. In the
end, broader technical changes were agreed to across the organization to ensure that the
workflows could be implemented in all areas of the hospital.
In an example of the organization’s structural orientation and sensegiving actions (i.e.,
police presence), one director commented on an experience from several years prior, saying:
We had a really difficult few months [in the] emergency department with behavioral
health patients: just blatant assault of staff on a daily basis, every shift, every day. The
quick response that [the Executive Management Team] had to that situation, and it was ‘it
doesn’t really matter what needs to happen, it just needs to happen to fix this,’ it couldn’t
be unnoticed by staff. When you show up the next day to work in there’s a police
presence in the department because it’s not going to be tolerated that staff are being
assaulted. That goes a long way. And I think it just speaks to the leadership style here.
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And I think it also speaks to the fact that the voices of the clinical teams are heard and
that that information is received and then acted upon appropriately and prioritized. (D2)
This story also speaks to the organizational signaling construct of team norms including
expectations for open, honest communication. A trustee noted “[I’m] not afraid at all to say, ‘I
disagree, I do not think that is true’ and then have that conversation. I think that’s really, really
critical and [the CEO] is always open to hearing everyone” (T3). Reflecting on a culture of
teamwork, another leader stated “people genuinely like one another. It’s not that we don’t have
quirky personalities, or quirky things happening, but I guess that’s what I’ve seen most here is
that they genuinely want to collaborate, they want to make a difference” (E2). Finally, an
executive reflected on the culture and team norms by comparing Main Street Community
Hospital to prior hospitals they worked in and said: “it’s much more personal, the face-to-face
discussions and the ability to do rounding—I do rounding now around the clock, I did some of
that [before], but not as much.” (E1) The leader described these communications and in-person
interactions as sensegiving opportunities that helped them gain buy-in from staff. They described
it as a culture of “‘us and we’ versus ‘me and someone else’” (E1) and went on to explain that in
their time at Main Street Community Hospital they could not recall anyone saying “‘it’s not my
job’ and we ask people to do stuff that’s really not their job” (E1).
Two additional sensemaking and sensegiving forces often called upon by leaders across
the organization are organizational governance and a discourse around the quadruple aim of
healthcare. With respect to governance, the health system’s 2019 strategic plan was often
referenced as a touchstone upon which to assess priorities and focus their efforts (details of the
strategic plan are described in Chapter IV). The strategic plan was seen as a living document,
with one leader commenting that trustees review it regularly and make changes as situations
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evolve: “It’s given us a framework for achieving the goals and mission of the hospital and
adjusting to changes in the environment. It’s kept us focused on what we want to do” (T2).
Leaders also often referenced the mission of the organization to serve their community. In the
context of the hospital’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, one leader shared, “we’re going
to do what our community needs us to do” (E2). They described how another leader kept pushing
for more from hospital staff to meet the needs of their community during the pandemic. While
initially colleagues’ reactions might not always have been positive or receptive, they stepped up
and figured out how to get it done because it was in the best interest of keeping their community
healthy and safe.
This grounding in the mission of the organization as part of leader sensemaking and
sensegiving was also evident in the discourse of the quadruple aim for healthcare that arose
across the organization. The quadruple aim, described briefly in Chapter II, is a heuristic that
captures the need to focus on four key facets for the provision of high-quality health care—
improving the health of the population (quality), reducing the per capita cost of care, enhancing
patients’ experience of care, and improving healthcare provider wellbeing. This heuristic is well
recognized by healthcare professionals and administrators across the world and serves as a
shorthand way of reminding people to always put patients at the center of the healthcare system.
Unlike other signaling constructs that I gathered from the extant literature on sensemaking and
sensegiving, to my knowledge, the discourse of the quadruple aim has not yet been studied in
context of these theories. However, from my professional experience, it made sense that a
heuristic focused on interpretation and meaning making of healthcare policy and healthcare
delivery may be relevant to this case. Thus, in this study, I looked for examples of how discourse
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around the quadruple aim served as a sensemaking or sensegiving tool for leaders experiencing
uncertainty around strategic organizational change.
While all four facets of the quadruple aim were present in this case, it was interesting to
note that quality of care was most often the focus in sensemaking by clinical leaders, while
administrative leaders focused their discourse on patient experience, and financial leaders on
cost. It was striking that this discourse was relied upon much more by executive leaders than
leaders at other levels of the organization, perhaps because executive leaders were more
frequently sensegiving vertically to trustees and directors about strategic changes that the
organization faced. For example, one executive used language about patient experience of care
when discussing the opportunity to improve technology if they integrated with a larger health
system: “clearly it impacts patient care and our sharing patients back and forth when you’re not
in a same IT platform; it creates some real issues” (E1). They went on to describe the future
integration of IT systems as a priority and wanted “to get that up and running as fast as possible”
(E1). Finally, the leader landed in their core sensegiving message: “so, this is an example of
where we can partner with an academic center and gain the strength of their team coupled with
the strength of our team” (E1).
Leader sensegiving was also often discussed in the context of what, how, and when
leaders communicated with other leaders, staff, and the public at large. One leader described a
clinical example of a supply chain issue causing a shortage in key medical supplies including
intravenous contrast solution and their efforts to communicate immediate new protocols to ration
available supplies. The leader cautioned against sending “the sky is falling” communications and
instead described sharing a tool, a “big deal meter,” that placed the seriousness of this issue
along a spectrum of other mild to critical events that might impact healthcare providers and their
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patients (E4). In doing so, he provided sensegiving about how healthcare providers could
contextualize the supply shortage, take actions regarding their medical orders for patient
imaging, and make sense of the situation.
Having examined the signaling constructs, both individual and organizational, that may
impact leader sensemaking and sensegiving around general uncertainties of strategic
organizational change, I will now explore how the location of uncertainty intersects with leader
sensemaking or sensegiving manifest in this case in response to my research question.
Key Finding VII: Leader Perceptions of the Location of Uncertainty Impact their
Sensemaking and Sensegiving of Strategic Organizational Change
As discussed above, leaders rely on signaling constructs in their sensemaking and
sensegiving processes. It was helpful to organize these constructs as related to self or to the
organization and then layer in the dimensions of locations of uncertainty and leadership levels.
Globally, signaling sensemaking and sensegiving constructs of self and organization were most
prevalent when associated with environmental uncertainty, followed by organizationally and
then individually located uncertainty. Further, across the case, leaders utilized self and
organizational signaling constructs fairly equally for perceived environmental uncertainty, but
leaned move heavily on organizational signaling constructs to make sense of perceived
organizational uncertainty and signaling constructs of self when addressing sensemaking and
sensegiving of perceived individual uncertainty (Table 5.6; symbols express relative
frequencies). It makes logical sense that when a leader is concerned about what may happen to
the organization, they focus on signals related to the organization such as governance,
communications, and an organizational lens that encompasses people, structure, and politics.
Similar can be said for focusing on signaling constructs of self, such as emotion and power,
when a leader perceives uncertainty related to their position or identity within the organization.
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Table 5.6
Sensemaking and Sensegiving Constructs by Perceived Location of Uncertainty
Key Sensemaking and Sensegiving
Constructs
Self
Emotion
Job Authority
Personal Identity
Power
Psychological Safety
Organization
Change Orientation
Communication
Governance
Organizational Frame
Quadruple Aim Discourse
Team Norms
Value Orientation

Environmental

Organizational

Individual

++
++
+
++
+

++
+
+
+
-

+++
+
+
++
+

+
++
+
++
++
+
+

+++
+++
+++
++
+
+

+++
+
++
+
++
-

Table 5.6 reveals that leaders relied on signaling constructs of emotion, job authority, and
power as well as communication, their organizational frame (i.e., people and structure), and
quadruple aim discourse most frequently when they perceived environmental uncertainty.
Further, examples of team norms, governance, an orientation towards welcoming change and
valuing cooperation and partnerships were present. Little attention was paid to signaling
constructs of job authority or psychological safety when it came to locating uncertainty in the
broader environment.
Meanwhile, organizationally situated uncertainty was characterized by sensemaking and
sensegiving attentive to emotion, communications, governance (mission and strategic plan), and
the organizational frame (people, structure, and politics). Job authority, team norms and the
quadruple aim discourse around cost and provider wellbeing were moderately expressed. Of
note, personal identity, power, and psychological safety were infrequent considerations in
leaders’ sensemaking and sensegiving of organizationally located uncertainty.
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The most striking difference in individually located uncertainty from that of
environmental or organizational uncertainty is the much higher expression of emotion. Leaders
perceiving individual uncertainty relied upon signals related to emotional expressions, power,
communication, and team norms to aid in their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. In
addition, the organizational frame of people was present among leaders’ sensemaking; however,
other signaling constructs were backgrounded when leaders perceived individually located
uncertainty.
Diving deeper to examine patterns of perceived environmental uncertainty by level of
leadership (Table 5.7), it is clear that executive leaders maintained the broadest and deepest use
of signaling constructs of self (e.g., power, emotion) and organization (e.g., communication,
governance, organizational frame, quadruple aim) in their sensemaking and sensegiving
processes. Meanwhile trustees reflected very little use of sensemaking self-oriented signaling
constructs and seemed to focus most on communication, governance, and their organizational
frame. Of interest, directors expressed the fewest signaling constructs organizationally and
seemed moderately concerned about job authority, but not about power or psychological safety.
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Table 5.7
Sensemaking and Sensegiving Constructs by Leadership Level
Key Sensemaking and
Sensegiving Constructs
Self
Emotion
Job Authority
Personal Identity
Power
Psychological Safety
Organization
Change Orientation
Communication
Governance
Organizational Frame
Quadruple Aim Discourse
Team Norms
Value Orientation

Trustee

Executive

Director

+
+
+
+

+++
+
+
++
+

+
++
+
-

+++
++
++
+
+
+

+
+++
++
+++
+++
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
-

Finally, in this study it is important to consider the intersectionality of leader
sensemaking and sensegiving by their perceived locations of uncertainty as well as their level of
leadership. Thus, Table 5.8 integrates and elucidates the findings from the prior two tables. It
reveals that executives perceiving environmental uncertainty demonstrated high expressed
emotion, role identity and power. They had the most sophisticated use of the quadruple aim
discourse, calling on aspects of the heuristic related to cost of care, patient experience, and
provider wellbeing. Further, executives viewed people, both patients and hospital staff, as central
to their sensemaking and sensegiving processes and they oriented their leadership lens and
communications to address this people-focused lens. Unlike executives, trustees focused their
organizational frame on structural issues over people; however, they did focus on patient
experience (and cost) within their quadruple aim discourse in their sensemaking and sensegiving
processes. Trustees were not attentive to self signaling constructs related to environmental
uncertainty. Directors experiencing environmental uncertainty and sensemaking about signaling
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constructs related to self, focused on job authority, specifically their accountabilities, and
expressed no sensemaking reflective of considerations of power or psychological safety.
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Table 5.8
Patterns of Sensemaking and Sensegiving by Leader Perceived Location of Uncertainty and Leadership Level
Key Sensemaking and
Sensegiving Constructs
Self
Emotion
Job Authority
Personal Identity
Power
Psychological Safety
Organization
Change Orientation
Communication
Governance
Organizational Frame

Quadruple Aim Discourse

Team Norms
Value Orientation

Environmental

Organizational

Individual

Trustee

Executive

Director

Trustee

Executive

Director

Trustee

Executive

Director

+
-

+++
+

+
+

+++
+

+
+
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+
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+
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+
++;
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Communication in the context of perceived organizationally located uncertainty was a
strong sensemaking and sensegiving component for trustees and executives, but not for directors.
Similarly, trustees focused on mission and executives the hospital’s strategic plan within the
construct of organizational governance while the topic was not readily expressed by directors.
The organizational frame arose frequently around perceived organizational uncertainty and it
centered on people among executives, structure and politics for trustees, and directors primarily
focused on the structural elements. Of note, only executives focused on the quadruple aim
discourse when they perceived organizationally located uncertainty and then it was messages
around cost and provider wellbeing. Finally, other than strongly expressed emotions by
executives, other sensemaking signaling constructs related to self were infrequently or never
mentioned by leaders relative to organizationally located uncertainty. Among leaders that
perceived individually located uncertainty, emotion and communication were quite prevalent
regardless of leadership level within the hospital. Meanwhile, trustees appeared more focused on
power and governance issues of mission and values. Executives maintained attention on their
organization frame of people and communications, and directors focused on communications and
team norms.
Now that I have thoroughly explored leader sensemaking and sensegiving as it relates to
leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty of strategic organizational change, I will examine an
important facet of the study that emerged from this case—Main Street Community Hospital’s
culture and the impact it had on leaders’ perceptions of the locations of uncertainty and their
sensemaking and sensegiving processes.
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Key Finding VIII: Main Street Community Hospital Has a Relationally Oriented
Organizational Culture
Through my deep exploration of the case and triangulation of data across multiple
sources, it became clear that Main Street Community Hospital is explicit about its values and
expectations for inter-personal relationships. First, I explore the impact that achieving and
maintaining Magnet recognition has had on the organization. Then I will draw together
reflections of the core values and belief systems in place across the leadership team and examine
culture from the lenses of leaders at different levels of the organization. From the stories shared
and interactions observed it is clear that these values extend throughout the organization.
Magnet Designation
I began my exploration of the hospital’s organizational culture as I first learned about
their Magnet recognition status and how this was used as a symbol of deeper cultural values and
beliefs embedded across the organization. Through the case study, it became abundantly clear
that Main Street Community Hospital’s designation as a Magnet hospital through the American
Nurses Credentialing Center is a source of pride, inspiration, and recognition of the role and
value of nurses in caring for their patients, each other, the organization, the practice of nursing,
and the community. The hospital obtained its fifth consecutive designation of Magnet status and
is one of three hospitals in New England and one of 28 worldwide to have done so. Magnet
Recognition began in the 1980s during a national nursing shortage when researchers began to
wonder why some hospitals had waiting lists of nurses seeking jobs when so many other
organizations struggled to recruit. They began to investigate the unique aspects of those highly
sought-after hospitals and found 14 forces that help attract and retain nurses. These were distilled
to four main pillars: transformational leadership, shared governance, exceptional nursing
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practice, and new knowledge and innovation. A nursing leader at Main Street Community
Hospital described the meaning of these pillars:
Transformational leadership, being able to really make a difference within the
environment, to feel like you, as a nurse, make a difference, to make sure that the nurse
has a voice in what they do. To make sure that the nurse… feels like they can practice in
the way they were taught how to practice. And that when they speak up or when they say
something, they’re heard, that’s shared governance. …[Then] it matters that you achieve
additional education, it matters that you’re involved in your professional organization, it
matters that you have certification, all of those things that are extracurricular and don’t
matter to the bottom line of the organization, but matter to the nurse, allow us to retain
nurses who choose excellence. And that’s really woven into the fabric here at [Main
Street Community Hospital]. It’s very much a part of what they do and who they are. But
the offshoot of that, really, in terms of the organization, why an organization would care
is that nurses who drive and strive for excellence, drive and strive for excellence in
patient outcomes. (E2)
I was able to observe how these pillars were enacted locally. For example, structural
empowerment garnered through shared governance in their membership and organization of
nursing councils and their ownership and direction of clinical decision-making and patient care
within their professional scope of practice. Nurses described outcomes related to clinical care
delivery and safety such as a reduction in patient falls and pressure injuries, better teamwork, and
coordination of care across professional disciplines (e.g., physicians, housekeeping, pharmacy),
and nursing satisfaction and retention. A nursing leader captured the spirit, saying:
I routinely meet with the nurses on nights, as they’re leaving and I’m coming in, I say,
‘So how is your shift?’ and they’ll tell me, and they’re smiling, they’re engaged, they’re
happy. They love what they do, and they feel like what they do makes a difference.
That’s Magnet. (E2)
The hospital’s Magnet designation is directly linked to and interwoven with the culture of the
organization. One executive described it as “going beyond nursing” and “it’s a team effort” (E1).
Understanding the importance of the hospital’s Magnet recognition to all leaders, not only
nursing or clinical leaders, as well as the centrality of it to their organizational identity helped me
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attune to other aspects of the organization’s cultural values throughout the course of this case
study.
Organizational Culture
Aspects of Main Street Community Hospital’s culture were evident in every interaction
throughout the case study. As discussed throughout this chapter, there is a strong leadership
orientation focused on people exemplified by one executive who reflected that the hospital’s
“greater mission is making sure we have talented, trained, and enough staff at the bedside. So,
we’re going to focus on that first. Then we’ll figure out how we’re going to pay for it in the long
term” (E1). This perspective extended through the strong sense of connection to mission which is
grounded in serving the people within their community. A leader described this centrality of
mission, saying:
One of the things I love about this organization is that it is it is all about the community:
we’re a rural community, we need to be convenient, we need to be accessible, we need to
be available, we need to be whatever the community tells us we need to be for them in
order to meet their health care so that their health care can be as strong and as positive as
possible. (E2)
This dedication to people and mission is aided by a secondary focus on structure and process
which has helped ensure that hospital governance is clearly established and working effectively,
trustees and staff have access to information and regular venues for communication, and all have
clarity in job expectations and performance.
Main Street Community Hospital was described by one of its directors as a place where
people are “willing to do whatever needs to be done to make sure people are taken care of,” a
place where “people are committed to each other” and “make time for each other” (D2). This
value of caring about each other, their patients, and their community pervaded discussions,
meetings, and observations. There was a sense that caring is a deeply held value, one that is
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displayed through word and deed, everyday actions and interactions. An executive related this
story about a nurse’s care for one of their patients:
I guess that’s what I’ve seen most here is that they genuinely want to collaborate, they
want to make a difference. They want to see that overall outcome. Yesterday, we had a
patient who lost a hearing aid, a terrible thing. It’s going to be $6,000; we’re going to
have to replace that hearing aid. So, the nursing director was on and I went upstairs to
talk with her about something else. She was on the phone with the transporter for
radiology. He described how he had found the hearing aid, put it into a paper cup, folded
the cup over, put it under the patient’s pillow, and then took the patient back upstairs. So,
[the nursing director] then contacted the nurse who was on last night. She said, ‘yep,’
she’d seen the paper cup; she threw it away. A fold up paper cup under a pillowcase? She
threw it away. By the time I got upstairs to say, ‘Okay, any chance it’s still in the
garbage?’ She already had the garbage emptied and was going through it piece by piece.
It’s just a really collaborative environment. Silly story, but just an example. It makes a
difference. (E2)
This sense of caring was reflected in the relationally-oriented culture as well. People described
the intimacy of the small community hospital and the fact that they know one another and treat
their neighbors and friends. One leader described it as having a sense of family and explained
that, for many employees, the hospital was the only employer they had ever worked for in their
career. One director shared:
I’ve known Dr. [name redacted], since high school, off and on; we grew up in the same
town. And so, to some extent, it’s that personal connection, by that familiarity, you also
develop respect and understanding about different things. You have an awareness of what
their challenges may be, they have an awareness of where your challenges are, and we
work forward from there. (D3)
Other leaders spoke of the values of partnership and collaboration, their dedication to
mission and serving their community, and their desire to seek and support partnerships with
external organizations. Examples included engaging with local colleges to bring interns in to
help solve vexing population health challenges, engaging with local mental health agencies to
test new models of care, and cross-state collaborations for specialty medical services that do not
have the local patient volume to be viably maintained on site at Main Street Community
Hospital. The sense of collaboration and teamwork was exemplified in a situation that arose
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early in the pandemic: a leader described an employee coming to them to say that the hospital
had a problem; they only had four negative pressure rooms to treat COVID patients (negative
pressure rooms keep the air from flowing out of the room as people enter or exit; it is an
important safety system when a contagion may be present). The leader explained what happened
next:
So, I met with the director for engineering. Within a very short period of time, he
converted an entire wing, the east wing, to negative pressure. He set up this crazy tent
system. You had to go through, it is nothing like what we have today, but you went
through the zippered anteroom, and it was unlike anything that we would have envisioned
or thought of, but he was creative. He figured out how to get us a chunk of negative
pressure rooms, which we did end up using until we could get in rentals. We went from
four to 46, right? Just amazing. (E2)
The leader contrasted their solution with another regional hospital who called to say they only
had one negative pressure room in their intensive care unit (ICU), while Main Street Community
Hospital had converted their entire ICU of 10 beds to negative pressure. The leader described the
collaborative and caring response to the urgent need from the engineering and material
management departments “‘tell us what you need, and we’ll find somebody who can figure this
out for us. We’re small, but we can make it happen’” (E2). Another leader described critical help
from finance and human resources staff working in the COVID resource center: “everybody was
just taking shifts and working 12-hour days as well as doing their own jobs” (T2).
In addition to the focus on relationships and teamwork, leaders provided examples of the
value they placed on the visibility and availability of senior leaders. Executives were seen as
responsible for directly improving the culture of the organization over the past decade, for setting
expectations, and living these values through their actions. Leaders described each other as
willing to step into any role they could at any time that it was needed. For example, a clinical
leader routinely covers inpatient shifts when unexpected staffing shortages arise, an executive
checked people in at registration during the beginning of the pandemic, a clinical leader became
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a public-facing voice for accurate and timely information to other healthcare providers,
businesses, and schools during the pandemic. In addition, senior leaders routinely walk the halls
of the hospital. Several people described turning a corner and running into the CEO or that senior
leaders know the names of employees regardless of their role in the organization. This led to
descriptions of employees feeling seen and heard. Numerous people described open forums and
town hall meetings held to share information openly and honestly, talk about issues and hospital
performance (good and bad), and hear feedback from employees. More recently these events
were expanded to cover night shifts to make sure those employees had the same access to
information as day-shift employees. The value of open and transparent communication was
described as building credibility, understanding peoples’ needs, setting clear expectations, and
motivating employees. One leader described the techniques they commonly employ when
communicating with others across the organization: “transparency, frequency, simplicity, humor,
and then familiarity, which breeds trust, so that they want to read that communication” (E4).
Trust, respect, and empowerment were additional values that arose frequently across the
case. Trust and respect were demonstrated vertically throughout the organization, particularly
through people indicating their appreciation for having a seat at the table or a voice in
decision-making. The respect seemed to be founded on their central value of caring and their
shared belief in the hospital’s mission. Together, these create a collective foundation where
assumptions begin with positive intent and alignment is sought “on principles, not position”
(E4). One trustee described their perception of the CEO as someone who sees their role as
“surround[ing] himself with people that he trusts” for their opinions and expertise, that the CEO
values input and collaborative decision-making and therefore “sets the example for all of us”
(T1). A director commented in similar fashion “it makes it an overall better work environment
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experience when you feel like if you have concerns that you can verbalize them and that you’re
also included as part of finding a solution to those problems” (D2). Some individuals related
empowerment to the shared governance model engrained through the hospital’s Magnet
recognition, others related it to the individual leadership styles of key executive leaders and their
efforts towards inclusive decision-making.
Together these core values of caring, relationships and teamwork, collaboration and
partnerships, open communication, senior leader visibility, trust, respect, and empowerment
describe strong cultural alignment across leaders. In the next section I will briefly explore the
vertical axis of levels of leadership as it relates to organizational culture.
Leadership Levels and Cultural Insights
Generally, Main Street Community Hospital’s core values were perceived commonly
across levels of leadership; however, where leaders placed emphasis varied. For example,
trustees and executives were more likely to focus on the values of partnership and collaboration.
Trustee one noted: “we’ll play with anybody; we’re open to having relationships, partnerships
with whoever we need to in order to do those things that make sense, and are feasible, for our
community” (T1). Another shared: “Vermont, to me, it’s such a tiny state. No matter what you
do, I think partnership is critical” (T2). An executive, describing the need for integration with a
larger regional academic health system said: “partnerships are the underpinning of virtually
everything we’re going to be doing” and described that the larger regional academic health
system “lays the bass notes on virtually every key strategy we’re developing” (E1).
Meanwhile, directors focused more on the quality of internal relationships among their
staff and across the organization. On director explained it as valuing the importance of
relationships and always trying to build relationships and trust. They went on to describe “there’s
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a phrase you hear ‘the emotional bank account.’ You want to make those deposits, keep your
promises, praise publicly, if you need to counsel someone, do that privately; all those things
you’ve heard and read help build trust” (D3). Another director commented that the CEO is
“willing to do whatever needs to be done to make sure that people are taken care of here. And I
don’t think that that’s the case everywhere else. And I think people who have worked elsewhere
totally recognize that” (D2). An executive remarking on the personal connections built among
staff and between staff and patients said, “here people know each other; it allows you to make
things much more personal in terms of how you deal with things” and “it means a lot more when
you’re dealing with your neighbors and friends and relatives or associates or people that your
other co-workers know. It’s just a much more of a personal feeling” (E1).
Directors also focused on cultural values related to trust and staff empowerment. Director
two spoke of the autonomy and motivation of their staff and described their leadership role as
helping these staff function at the top of their license and supporting them by removing
non-value-added tasks. The director indicated that functioning this way “really impacts the
overall outcomes within our programs and, obviously, from a patient-centered lens, it has a
significant impact on the direct outcomes with the patient” (D2). Another director described how
they build trust with their team “you sit down next to your partner in crime, and you say, ‘how
are we going to do this?’” (D3). Directors agreed that setting clear expectations and
accountabilities for staff was a core facet of their roles and this was aided by honest and
consistent communication as well as regular one-to-one meetings and scheduled team meetings.
Open, honest communication was a value expressed by leaders at all levels of the
organization. Communications varied from direct one-to-one dialogue to daily huddles, and more
formal incident command structures and broadcast emails. For example, trustee one said: “I feel
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very comfortable reaching out to any one of our senior leaders” and explained “there’s an open
dialogue and an expectation that we are not a threat. When we send an email, it’s not because
we’re looking over their shoulder, it is because we want to make sure that we understand them”
(T1). An executive encouraged open forums and described their role as often “listening and
acknowledging the stresses” (E4) even when solutions were not needed or expected. Leaders
across the organization spoke of the importance of communication throughout the pandemic,
referencing the incident command structure as creating a venue: “where the department leaders
and directors, managers meet regularly to review very key areas of the COVID pandemic,”
including response plans and messaging both for staff and the public (D3).
Finally, trustees and executive leaders focused explicitly on the value of caring for one
another while directors expressed it more subtly through descriptions of their actions and support
of their teams. In a discussion of Main Street Community Hospital’s culture, and particularly as
represented by the hospital’s ongoing Magnet recognition, the executive referenced the culture as
the “secret sauce” and summed up their perspective by saying: “the secret to that secret sauce is
that love and care for one another” (E2).
Ultimately, organizational culture at Main Street Community Hospital was gleaned
through stories and observations that encompassed core values including caring, relationships
and teamwork, seeking internal and external partners, trusting and empowering others, and
promoting open and honest communication. These positively oriented values align clearly with
the service-oriented mission of the hospital to benefit its community. Further, it is likely that
Main Street Community Hospital’s culture serves as a moderator of uncertainty, buffering
leaders from some of the turbulence associated with navigating uncertainty in the context of
strategic organizational change.
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Responding to the Research Questions in the Case
Having explored the many facets of this case, I will now pull forward the findings in
relation to my original research questions. First, I sought to understand: How does the perceived
location of uncertainty (environment, organization, individual) impact leader sensemaking and
sensegiving in a hospital undergoing strategic organizational change?
Throughout the case, leaders perceived uncertainty to be located at different levels of the
broader system, including the individual, organization, and environment. Locations of
uncertainty also co-occurred, most often with overlapping environmental and organizational
uncertainty. Generally, leaders perceived more environmental uncertainty than in other locations
and it was characterized by qualities such as the complexity and/or lack of clarity of the
situation, information load (missing critical information or in receipt of contradictory
information), and sensemaking actions such as noticing and bracketing, environmental scanning,
and attentiveness to social context and cues. These sensemaking and sensegiving properties were
indicated by leaders’ focus on signaling constructs of self, including emotion, job authority,
personal identity, power, and psychological safety and signaling constructs of the organization
including communication, organizational frame oriented towards people and structure,
governance, a quadruple aim discourse around patient experience, and team norms.
Leader perceptions of organizational uncertainty centered on unclear or fluid
decision-making, high information load and/or information that they could not relate to past
experience or knowledge as well as a general lack of clarity about the situation. Like leaders’ use
of sensemaking properties with environmentally located uncertainty, in situations leaders
perceived organizationally uncertain, they relied on scanning the organizational environment and
exploring social interactions to ascertain cues to help them interpret the uncertainty. In addition,
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there was more focus on the sensemaking properties of enactment, and then classifying and
labeling it retrospectively as they formed a new mental model. Sensemaking and sensegiving
signal constructs of self occurred less often, with only emotion standing out as impacting leader
enactments. At the same time, sensemaking and sensegiving signal constructs of the organization
were high particularly around governance (e.g., mission, values, strategic plan); a tri-legged
organizational frame crossing people, structure, and politics; communication; and team norms.
Finally, perceptions of individually located uncertainty generally occurred least often in
this case, but when they did occur, they focused on situations and information that were lacking
clarity or missing all together. Interestingly, leaders situating uncertainty at the individual level
were fairly consistent in calling upon the majority of sensemaking properties (e.g., identity,
salient cues, retrospective, plausible, enactment); however, they did not rely on social context. At
the same time, leaders’ perceiving individually located uncertainty focused heavily on signaling
constructs of self-including emotion, personal identity, power, and job authority, and
psychological safety. While communication continued to be a significant factor in leaders’
sensemaking and sensegiving enactments.
My secondary proposed questions included:
(a) Where do specific actors (board, executive, department leaders) situate uncertainty around
the organizational change? Why and how does this vary by role?
While all leaders perceived uncertainty to be situated in varying locations based on the
specific trigger situation or event, board trustees were more focused on macro and meso-level
uncertainties representing the environment and organization (Figure 5.4). They rarely discussed
perceptions of individually located uncertainty. Meanwhile, executives expressed high perceived
environmental and organizational uncertainty and less individual uncertainty. Directors were
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most expressive of their perceptions of organizational uncertainty and detailed examples of
individual and environmental uncertainty moderately across the case. When I shifted the focus of
the axis from levels of leadership to leaders’ professional backgrounds (e.g., administrative,
clinical, financial), I found that professional background did not impact perceptions of
environmental uncertainty, it was moderate across all backgrounds. However, perceived
individual and organizational uncertainty occurred most often among administrative and clinical
leaders. Due to ethical protections in place in this study, I could not drill down to examine or
report the intersection of leadership level and professional background with leaders’ perceptions
of the location of uncertainty.
(b) How does the location of perceived uncertainty impact sensemaking and sensegiving
enactments?
Most striking in this case was the demonstration of executives’ reliance on emotion, both
positively and negatively expressed, as a sensemaking signaling construct across all perceived
locations of uncertainty. Trustees and directors only focused on emotion as a component of
sensemaking or sensegiving when it pertained to perceptions of individually located uncertainty.
Second, communication, including framing of messages and selections of when and how to
convey messages was reported across all leadership levels and in all locations of perceived
uncertainty. Sensemaking considerations of hospital governance were perceived relative to
organizationally located uncertainty across leaders while these sensemaking considerations were
individually located for trustees who focused on mission and values. Across all locations of
uncertainty, the leaders’ organizational frame was critical in their sensemaking and sensegiving
processes. It appeared most often around the lenses of structure and people. Finally, the heuristic
of the quadruple aim for healthcare was a frequent sensemaking signal construct which centered
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most often around leaders sensemaking by creating plausible explanations that aligned with
messages of trying to manage the cost of care and improve patients’ experiences of care.
Ultimately it is easiest to view enactments through the communications and behaviors
that result from sensemaking and are translated into sensegiving processes. Leader sensegiving
occurred most often around the possible hospital integration as well as considerations related to
the healthcare policy and regulatory environment. Leaders demonstrated typical sensegiving
actions such as reframing messages and attempting to influence the actions of other
organizational actors. Most often, leaders at Main Street Community Hospital demonstrated their
use of conscious communication processes to provide sensegiving to others about the situations
or events they perceived as uncertain related to strategic organizational change. These conscious,
or planned, communications were often described as creating spaces for one-to-one dialog, team
meetings, daily huddles, and town hall sessions with executive leaders, as well as mechanisms
for communications such as emails, business plans, or public and marketing materials.
Summary of Findings
There is complexity involved in asking a deeply psychologically-based research question
about uncertainty which has its own foundation in complexity and information load. There is
complexity in engaging in case study research that examines many facets and axes of an
organization, its people, its environment, as well as its culture and history. Therefore, in the
presentation of this chapter, I sought to manage that complexity by guiding the reader through
the findings with signposting of the key findings and a logical flow that first explored the
uncertainty present in the case followed by situations causing uncertainty and a deep exploration
of leaders’ perceptions of the locations of uncertainty. Finally, I laced these perceptions of
uncertainty together with facets and examples of concomitant sensemaking and sensegiving
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processes. Ultimately, to aid the reader in digesting the findings, I present them again here in
summary form.
Returning to Figure 5.1, findings from this study have revealed that leaders perceived
uncertainties related to strategic organizational change and that they were associated with
five specific trigger situations:
•

the COVID-19 pandemic,

•

workforce recruitment and retention,

•

a possible hospital integration,

•

the healthcare policy and regulatory environment, and

•

the rural healthcare landscape.

Next, I found that leaders’ perceived uncertainties about strategic organizational change
could be localized to aspects situated in the broader environment, those pertaining to the
organization, as well as aspects impacting the individual. Adding nuance to the analysis,
locations of uncertainty were found to co-occur, predominantly between environmental and
organizational and organizational and individual uncertainties. For example, discussions of
workforce recruitment and retention had aspects of perceived environmental uncertainty related
to availability and competition for hiring clinicians while organizationally leaders perceived
uncertainty about which service lines to shore up or expand and how to staff specific service
lines with existing workforce shortages. In rare instances all three locations co-occurred. When I
examined the intersection of perceived locations of uncertainty with situations leaders perceived
as uncertain, the possible integration of the hospital with a larger health system emerged as
creating the most general and location-specific uncertainty (i.e., co-occurring organizationally
and individually located uncertainty). Adding to the trustworthiness of these findings, data were
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triangulated across multiple sources and with leaders at different levels of the organization,
confirming that the findings represented many voices and perspectives across the leadership team
at Main Street Community Hospital.
Leaders’ that perceived individual uncertainty expressed it through possible impacts to
their jobs, roles, power, autonomy, or perceptions of self while their perceptions of
organizational uncertainty often related to processual or structural issues related to hospital
governance or the configuration, prioritization, and resourcing of work. Leaders expressed
perceived environmental uncertainties as those relating to community, regional, state, or federal
policy, demographic, and economic factors such as the aging population in need of more care, a
loss of jobs in the local community, changing healthcare regulations, and funding pressures.
While micro, meso, and macro-level locations of uncertainty were present and discussed directly
and indirectly across the case, leaders appeared to be most open and comfortable discussing
environmental uncertainties with one another. In both observations and interviews, leaders
mentioned environmental and organizational uncertainty more frequently than individual
uncertainty. Board trustees perceived more macro-level environmental uncertainty with
diminishing levels of perceived organizational and individual uncertainty while executives
perceived high environmental and organizational uncertainty and moderate individual
uncertainty. Directors differed in that they perceived high organizational uncertainty and
moderate individual and environmental uncertainty.
Turning to sensemaking and sensegiving around areas leaders perceived as uncertain,
patterns emerged. Situations demonstrating environmentally located uncertainty were perceived
as complex, lacking clarity, lacking information or due to contradictory or unrelatable
information. As a result, leaders engaged in environmental scanning, noticing and bracketing,
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and social context to gather cues as to the situation. At the individual level, leaders relied on
sensemaking signaling constructs which included moderate levels of expressed emotion,
personal identity, power or job authority. However, executives stood out in that they had a
high degree of expressed emotion and power and a moderate focus on personal identity (i.e.,
their role) relative to their perceptions of environmental uncertainties. Examining sensemaking
signaling constructs at the organizational level, leaders’ perception of environmentally located
uncertainty was most prevalent for the quadruple aim discourse, particularly around patient
experience, and the leadership organizational frames of people and structure. These themes were
driven by trustee and executive leaders while directors spent little time contemplating these
forces in their sensemaking of perceived environmental uncertainty.
Leaders perceived organizationally located uncertainty as related to high volumes of
information that was discordant with their current understanding, unclear or fluid and changing
decision-making about the situation or event, a generalized lack of clarity in the situation, or
information that was contradictory or unrelatable to past knowledge or experience. As with
environmentally located uncertainty, leaders perceiving organizationally located uncertainty
often engaged in scanning and social activities to ascertain cues and organize their observations
to make sense of them. Sensemaking signaling constructs related to self were infrequent, other
than continued strong expressed emotion by executives, and the focus was on signaling
constructs of organizational-level issues including communication; governance related to
mission (trustees) and strategic plan (executives); organizational frame of people, structure, and
politics. For executives, the quadruple aim discourse focused on cost and provider wellbeing.
Sensemaking properties focused more on retrospection, social context, and enactments,
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particularly for executives who were also the most likely to participate in sensegiving associated
with organizationally located uncertainty.
Next, individually located uncertainty was characterized by leaders as situations lacking
clarity, an absence of critical information, or information that was contradictory or new and
unrelatable to past knowledge or experience. Unlike environmentally and organizationally
located uncertainties, leaders perceiving individual uncertainties did not use social
interactions to inform their sensemaking. However, the most noticeable difference between
individually located uncertainty from the other locations is the much higher expression of
emotion, which was consistent across all levels of leadership, whereas it resided primarily with
executives for the other locations of uncertainty. Individually located uncertainty also revealed
high expression of sensemaking signaling constructs related to self: personal identity, job
authority, psychological safety, and power. Sensemaking signaling constructs related to the
organization focused on communication as well as team norms.
Finally, throughout the case, Main Street Community Hospital leaders were expressive in
sharing their perceptions of the hospital’s culture and core values. These included core values of
caring, relationships and teamwork, collaboration and partnerships, open communication,
senior leader visibility, trust, respect, and empowerment. While these values seem broadly
held and accepted, there were notable differences in focus areas among leaders of different levels
of the organization. Most notably, trustees and executives highlighted the values of caring for
people and partnership and collaboration while directors focused more on values relating to
teamwork, trust, and staff empowerment. As noted, these highly relational values appear wellaligned with the hospitals mission of serving the health of its community.
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Together, these findings reveal the complex sociologically and psychologically-driven
nature of this study of leader perceptions of the location(s) of uncertainty and how it impacts
their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. In the next chapter I will explore how the vertical,
horizontal, and transversal axes of the case may reveal deeper learnings to aid change leaders in
supporting their teams through strategic organizational change. I will then conclude with a
discussion of the scope of the research, personal reflections, and implications for practice.
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CHAPTER VI: THEORY AND IMPLICATIONS
Throughout the past two chapters I have attempted to capture the essence of the case of
Main Street Community Hospital as well as to reveal the key findings of my research study.
Now, as I make the turn to the theoretical and describe the practical implications of the findings,
it may be helpful to briefly revisit a few key facets of this study. Beginning with methodological
decisions described in Chapter III, I elected to conduct a single critical case study to examine
leaders’ ideas about and experiences with strategic organizational change. My phenomenon of
interest was leaders’ perceptions of the locations of uncertainty about organizational strategic
change and their related sensemaking and sensegiving processes. By its very nature, this area of
research foregrounds leaders’ perceptions and how they might be influenced by the broader
social, historical, political, and cultural contexts as well as factors related to the current system in
which they operate. Examining the multiple dimensions of this case allowed me to more deeply
understand the relational and psychologically based aspects of the case which created the
container for the examination of my primary research question: How does the perceived location
of uncertainty (environment, organization, individual) impact leader sensemaking and
sensegiving in a hospital undergoing strategic organizational change?
While case study researchers differ in their perspectives on bounding a case, I elected to
situate the case in a single hospital within a community health system in Vermont. While I
anticipated that the strategic organizational change at the center of the case would be driven by
external healthcare policy reforms and how they impacted leader perceptions of uncertainty, I
remained open to alternative voices and perspectives. This willingness to explore the multi-scalar
dimensions of the case, as well as their fluid edges, proved instrumental in allowing me to
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deepen my understanding of the case as this healthcare reform effort became one of five distinct
situations or events leaders perceived as uncertain.
In this chapter I will extrapolate from the case and its results as I take a theoretical turn
and interpret the study’s findings across multiple axes and common threads (Bartlett & Vavrus,
2016): horizontal to examine levels of leadership, vertical to explore locations of uncertainty,
and transversal to elucidate historical, social, and political elements that have influenced issues
identified in this case. Through each turn of the case, I will explore and expand upon the
theoretical model by situating it in the broader literature until the summative model emerges
from this case study. Next, I will offer and explain new theoretical propositions arising from this
study. Finally, I will turn to address the scope of the study, my personal reflections, the
implications for leadership and change practitioners, and opportunities for future research.
The Theoretical Turn from the Case
Methodologically, I elected to situate my research pertaining to leaders’ perceptions of
locations of uncertainty and their associative sensemaking and sensegiving processes in a single
critical case study in order to ascertain the broader context in which uncertainty may be
occurring and the enactments that result. This is akin to the phenomenological perspective of
identifying and elucidating individual and collective meanings that arise over time through
shared culture, beliefs, history, and events (Fairhurst & Grant, 2010). As such, it makes sense
that I return to Husserl’s concept of “The Life World,” a perspective grounded in the subjective
creation of meaning through individual and shared experiences (Ladkin, 2020). Ladkin (2020)
described the phenomenological perspective of situational relationships as impacting
perceptions. Specifically, distinguishing “sides” from “aspects.” Sides are what can be seen
directly at a moment in time, while aspects are the lens through which one views the sides.
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Elucidating these concepts, Ladkin (2020) called upon the visual representation of a cube, with
the planes of the cube articulating the sides and the edges of the cube, the aspects. This
representation makes clear that individuals “co-intend” the facets of the cube that they cannot see
from their immediate vantage point; that is, they sense or know that those other sides exist based
on past knowledge, experience, or beliefs (Ladkin, 2020). This three-dimensional representation
of ways of knowing based in subjective meaning-making is similar to Bartlett and Vavrus’
(2016) tri-axial perspective on comparative case studies. They utilized the horizontal axis to
capture like entities, the vertical to assess levels across scales of the system being explored, and
transversal to represent aspects of time and space. In doing so they foreground the awareness of
culture and context in understanding the case. Building upon my earlier exploration of the facets
of this case study in the data collection and analysis phases, I will now use these concepts the
three axes and the “sides” and “aspects” to depict a visual representation of the theoretical model
that emerged from this study.
Theoretical Model
In this case study, the “sides,” or vertical axis represents the micro, meso, and macro
level locations of perceived uncertainty, Milliken’s (1985) postulated environmental,
organizational, and individual uncertainty. The ‘aspects,’ or horizontal axis represents the levels
of leadership (i.e., trustee, executive, director) as well as the leaders’ professional backgrounds
(i.e., clinical, administrative, financial). The transversal axis represents the collective historical
and cultural elements impacting the case. Thus, I begin by differentiating the perceived locations
of uncertainty. Figure 6.1 provides the foundation: leaders’ perceived uncertainty associated with
specific trigger situations or events of impending strategic organizational change at Main Street
Community Hospital and how leaders perceived the locations of uncertainty to vary across the
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environmental, organizational, and individual levels of the system. This uncertainty was found to
relate to six key qualities of uncertainty: information load (i.e., too much, too little, new, or
discordant); complexity; decision-making (i.e.,, unclear, fluid, lacking urgency); situations
lacking clarity; social interactions; and environmental scanning to identify threats, opportunities
or increase control. Viewing each “side” of the cube in Figure 6.1, one can see how these
different locations of uncertainty reflect different or varying qualities of uncertainty.
Figure 6.1
Perceived Locations of Uncertainty

Through the case study, leaders perceived more uncertainty about the possible hospital
integration and located it at the organizational or individual levels. Co-occurring environmental
and organizationally located uncertainty were described relative to the workforce and pandemic.
These differing locations of uncertainty about large-scale strategic changes may relate to the
temporal nature of the situations or events. For example, the uncertainty about workforce
recruitment and retention may be perceived as environmental because some of the associated
causes have been identified (e.g., burnout related to the pandemic, restrictions in size of nursing
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training programs), have been ongoing for quite some time, and may be recognized as impacting
other hospitals regionally and nationally. Conversely, the more internal focus of leaders’
perceived uncertainty related to the possible hospital integration may be due to the recent and
rapid uptick in exploration of this merger. While the possibility of an integration has been on the
table for many years, almost a decade for some, it may now just be starting to feel real as active
business planning began as this case study got underway. As a result, leaders may intuitively
focus more on ‘what does this mean for me?’ or ‘what does this mean for us?’ Thereby centering
their uncertainty closer to the individual and/or the organization.
The model in Figure 6.2 extends the theoretical framework by layering in the levels of
leadership and professional backgrounds of leaders participating in this case study, the horizontal
axis of the case. These represent the critical ‘aspects,’ or lenses through which leaders viewed
situations leading to their perceptions of uncertainty. In the case of leaders in this study, the
levels of leadership (i.e., trustee, executive, director) intersect with their professional
backgrounds (i.e., clinical, administrative, financial) and may create their own unique identities
as well.
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Figure 6.2
Levels of Leadership and Professional Background

In this case, board trustees perceived environmental uncertainty most often followed by
organizational, and then individual uncertainty. This is likely reflective of their role being
situated more distant from the day-to-day operations of the hospital and their broader
responsibilities to focus on the strategic direction, community needs, and financial viability of
the health system. Executives also perceived high environmental uncertainty, but it was matched
by high organizational uncertainty. Again, this is in alignment with their job accountabilities to
be observant of the external environment and position the strategic operations of the organization
for long-term success (Daft et al., 1998; Edwards, 2000). Executives also have access to
information, positional power, and knowledge of strategy and their potential impacts. Thus, it
seems logical that their individual uncertainty about situations of strategic organizational change
would be lower than for leaders at other levels within the organization. This is in alignment with
the results of this study. Further, in this study, directors were particularly attentive to
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organizational and individual uncertainty, corresponding with the narrower focus and
accountabilities of their positions. This is consistent with other studies that have identified the
bridging and buffering sensemaking and sensegiving roles of middle managers as they interpret
uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change, translate organizational strategy, and
prepare their teams for the ensuing changes (Filstad, 2014; Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006). In
addition, this case study confirmed and extended earlier findings (Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006)
that during sensemaking, leaders perceived a general lack of clarity about the situation, by
illuminating that this quality of uncertainty occurs across all locations of uncertainty. It is also
worth noting that directors maintained some broader environmental awareness and were attentive
to perceived environmental uncertainties.
Viewing uncertainty through the horizontal lens of professional backgrounds, clinical and
administrative leaders were more likely to perceive individual and organizational uncertainty
than finance leaders; however, leaders of all backgrounds regularly perceived uncertainty as
located in the external environment. The lower levels of perceived uncertainty among finance
leaders may relate to a variety of factors including their engagement in decision-making and or
control of aspects of the strategic change (Bordia, Hobman, et al., 2004; Rafferty & Griffin,
2006), their perceptions of organizational politics and personal political skill (DeGhetto et al.,
2017), or their adaptability or experience with change (Cullen et al., 2014). Just as a cube reveals
multiple sides, it too reveals multiple aspects. Thus, consideration must be given to the multiple
identities’ leaders hold concurrently. While the scope of possible identities extends beyond those
examined in this study, the intersection of leadership level and professional background revealed
differing levels of perceived uncertainty. Specifically, organizational uncertainty was referenced
most often by financial executives, administrative directors and clinical trustees, individual
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uncertainty was most prevalent among administrative directors, and perceived environmental
uncertainty was lowest for clinical directors and executive administrative leaders.
Sensemaking and Perceived Locations of Uncertainty
In Figure 6.3 the theoretical model is further extended to capture the essence of how
sensemaking is situated in this case study. Sensemaking was characterized by observations such
as attention to identity, duration, and social context; behaviors such as noticing and bracketing
and environmental scanning; and perceptions such as plausibility, which were all incorporated
into new schemata retrospectively. Patterns of sensemaking emerged from the extant theoretical
signaling constructs examined, whereby leaders’ action and interpretation cycles were grounded
either in sensemaking about self or about the organization. Although more signaling constructs
were explored, only the most salient were incorporated into the theoretical model. When leader
sensemaking focused on signaling constructs of self, they attended most often to emotions,
personal identity, and power. Emotions could be positively or negatively expressed and often
signaled heightened perceptions of uncertainty, both generalized and localized. This is in line
with empirical findings that emotion mediates sensemaking processes by serving as a catalyst for
generative or integrative processing and aiding in the determination of plausibility (Maitlis et al.,
2013). It is therefore interesting to note that in this case study, executives frequently expressed
emotion in their sensemaking processes related to perceived environmental and organizational
uncertainties while all leaders expressed moderate emotion while sensemaking about
individually located uncertainty. Personal identity related most to a leader’s role within the
organization while power spoke to either perceptions of leader authority or expressions of that
authority over others. Both personal identity and power were less prevalent for perceived
organizational uncertainty. This conflicts with Milliken’s (1985) finding that role characteristics
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were not related to perceptions of uncertainty among senior level college administrators. This
could be due to differences among leader roles or positions in their organizations, unique
contextual factors that differ among colleges and hospitals, or varying leader mental models
about themselves interacting with perceived locations of uncertainty. In this study, sensemaking
around role identity, along with emotion and power, were most prevalent among executive
leaders responding to environmental uncertainty.
Figure 6.3
Sensemaking and Perceptions of the Location of Uncertainty

Sensemaking utilizing signaling constructs of the organization was most likely to focus
on issues of governance, leaders’ organizational frame (Bolman & Deal, 2017), the discourse
around the quadruple aim of healthcare, and communication. Governance crosscut the vertical
axis of perceived individual and organizationally located uncertainty and was most often viewed
by trustees as related to mission, and, for executives, as related to the strategic plan. Intersecting
the horizontal and vertical axes of the case, trustee and executive leaders were more likely to
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focus vertically on environmental uncertainty when sensemaking including referent language
about the quadruple aim discourse around patient experience and the leadership organizational
frame of people and structure. For example, sensemaking narratives around the possible hospital
integration included that it was “good for patients” as it would allow them to bring more
specialty care to the local community and that it would help workforce recruitment and retention
due to the partnership with an academic health system that could provide opportunities for career
growth. On the vertical axis, organizational uncertainties related to the organizational frame of
structure were most often pertained to how work is organized, resourced, and prioritized.
Leaders across all levels and all perceived locations of uncertainty focused sensemaking
on communications, including the setting and type of communication, the framing of messages,
as well as the timing, and who delivered the messages. Aligned with leaders’ structural and
processual orientation, leaders perceived communications to be data-driven, frequent, and
transparent. At the same time, through their organizational frame of people, leaders demonstrated
their visibility (e.g., wandering the halls), accessibility (e.g., regular town hall meetings, open
door policies) and engagement and empowerment (e.g., shared governance model, pushing
decisions to front line clinical leaders) of others within the organization.
Culture, Context, and Perceived Locations of Uncertainty
Finally, integrating the transversal axis of the case, Figure 6.4 depicts culture surrounding
sensemaking and filling all of the spaces within the cube. In this way culture, context, and
temporal dimensions of the case come together to relay a story of how leaders perceive the
possible locations of uncertainty in their sensemaking and sensegiving processes situated in their
previous history, knowledge, and experience.
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Figure 6.4
Culture and Context Surround Leader Sensemaking

Beginning with a sociohistorical view of Main Street Community Hospital, their focus on
mission and serving the health needs of their community dates to its inception and the first
benefactor who required the hospital be public and serve anyone in need. Early stories of both
escalating need and charity care provided as well as the personal interactions the first
administrator had by greeting and interacting with each and every patient admitted over her
25-year tenure, are echoed today. The current leadership team’s community focus is on
integrating social and health needs, increasing mental health care in response to increasing
demand, and remaining hands-on in both care delivery and in interacting with residents gather
and understand their evolving health needs. Several other temporal factors appear to have strong
resonance in the current culture and values among hospital leaders.
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Specifically, there is a strong and ongoing positive impact of the hospital’s Magnet
recognition for nursing excellence which has been continuously maintained since the late 1990s.
This designation requires hospitals to provide evidence that their nursing staff excel in a number
of key areas related to exceptional clinical and patient care as well as excellence in nursing
governance and wellbeing of staff. What is unique is that to maintain recognition every four
years, Magnet-designated hospitals must sustain and exceed past performance; thus, requiring
continuous cycles of learning and improvement, not just in nursing, but across the hospital.
Nursing leaders, past and present, have described the impact of this recognition as empowering
staff, prioritizing cross-disciplinary team-based care, and yielding positive patient outcomes.
They also attribute their ability to maintain a nursing workforce without bringing in outside
temporary traveling nurses as relating to the culture of nursing excellence at the hospital.
Additionally, throughout the case I heard mention of a period of hospital instability
around 2007–2009 when a previous leadership team embarked on expansion activities that
current leaders described as outside of the core mission of the hospital and resulting in a fiscal
crisis. This time was pivotal because leaders used it as a marker against which to contrast
policies, practices, and leadership styles of today’s leaders. Fiscally, it has been a constant
reminder to trustees and executives to ensure the hospital lives within its means and that leaders
make prudent decisions about capital expenses and expansions. For example, the hospital has a
campaign underway to raise funds to renovate their emergency room, among other upgrades, and
they are working hard through their foundation to raise sufficient funds so as not to not overly
burden the hospital with future debt. Several leaders commented that this fiscal stewardship and
modest positive margin is an attractor to the large regional academic health system in discussions
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about a possible integration because it would be accretive to their balance sheet rather than a
drain, as is often the case in hospital consolidations.
Finally, the sociohistorical and political contexts become interwoven when considering
the temporal aspects of state and federal healthcare policy reforms as well as the regulatory
environment in Vermont and the challenges of operating a rural hospital in the United States.
Locally, the hospital must deal with the aging population, one which will need more care,
reimbursed at lower rates (Medicare rates are typically less than commercial insurers). Further,
Main Street Community Hospital’s catchment area is struggling with economic issues including
businesses shutting down or leaving, young people migrating away, and housing that is scarce
and often unaffordable for local residents due to the out-of-state buyer second home market.
These economic dynamics have positioned the hospital as the largest regional employer, putting
added pressure on leaders to engage in economic development activities that, arguably, are
outside of their scope.
On the regulatory and policy front, Vermont is a highly regulated state and hospitals must
submit and seek approval for their annual budgets. This has an effect of constraining spending
and limiting hospital flexibilities. Concurrently, as described in earlier chapters, Vermont has
embarked on an ambitious healthcare reform agenda and is seeking to realign incentives away
from volume to value such as the reduction in potentially avoidable acute care by increasing
focus on prevention, early diagnosis and treatment, and alternative lower cost sites of care (e.g.,
shifting towards primary care rather than emergency room care where possible). Both regulation
and value-based care policy innovations create challenges for hospitals doing business in
Vermont due to their complexity, pace, changing rules, and the need to have “one foot in two
canoes” (D1) an apt descriptor of the demand on hospitals to operate under two contrasting
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payment systems—fee-for-service and value-based payments—at the same time. Despite these
challenges, Main Street Community Hospital’s leaders remain dedicated to the principles of
value-based care, to innovation in care delivery and payment reforms, and to collaborative
relationships with regulators, state agencies, and other healthcare entities across Vermont to
effect reforms.
With this understanding of the broader socio-historical-political context for Main Street
Community Hospital in place, the transversal axis can be viewed as encompassing critical
dimensions of organizational culture and its impact on leaders’ perceptions of the location of
uncertainty as well as their sensemaking activities. An organization’s culture is an amalgamation
of the beliefs, norms, values, and practices that it espouses. As such it sets expectations for how
people understand and act within that context (Schein, 2010). It is important to note that the
expression of an organization’s culture can be quite different from the values written in the
strategic plan or posted on the wall; the culture reflects what actually occurs, not what people
desire to have occur. Further, strategy is built upon organizational culture, and as such it should
consider the sociological and psychological preferences of its leaders and of the organization at
large (Parnell et al., 2000). This can often best be accomplished through pre-implementation
strategies that encompass explicit cultural assessments into the change initiative development
and planning processes (Schein, 2010).
As described in Chapter V, foundational aspects of organizational culture pervaded every
interaction across the case study. While these shared values were expressed across the horizontal
axis or ‘aspects,’ there was some variation in focus across levels of leadership. Trustees and
executives spoke more often of the values of partnership and collaboration, particularly with
external entities that could help the hospital achieve scale or create efficiencies. They also
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reflected frequently on the value of caring for one another and in prioritizing people in strategic
planning and decision-making processes. Meanwhile, directors were more focused on the quality
of internal relationships within their teams and across departments. Further, directors spoke
frequently of the values of trust, respect, and empowerment and how they run vertically through
leadership levels and are inclusive of staff at the hospital. All leaders highlighted open, honest
communication as a core value across the organization. It was also noted across leaders that
many of these values have been evolving over time and continuing to improve through the
positive influence of key leaders such as the chief executive and chief nursing officers. This
echoes other research findings which suggest that executive officers play a vital role in fostering
organizational culture and that actions such as senior leader visibility, availability, and open
communication fostered relationships and built trust with employees (Adelman, 2012). Other
researchers noted that middle manager sensemaking was positively related to presence of bidirectional communication and role clarity (Herzig & Jimmieson, 2006).
Main Street Community Hospital’s leaders referred to these core values in the context of
their perceptions of the locations of uncertainty: while many values were cross cutting (i.e.,
communication, caring, relationships and teamwork), others were more aligned with specific
locations of uncertainty. For example, leaders perceiving environmental uncertainty often spoke
about values related to partnerships and trust while leaders perceiving organizational uncertainty
spoke of the hospital’s mission and staff empowerment. Senior leader visibility as a core value
was present in instances of more generalized uncertainty rather than in specific locations. Thus, a
key takeaway from this study is that a positive and relational organizational culture may serve a
protective effect, helping leaders buffer and bridge uncertainty during their sensemaking and
sensegiving processes.
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Summative Theoretical Model
The summative theoretical model displayed in Figure 6.5 brings together the horizontal,
vertical, and transversal axes of the case into one comprehensive vision of how these factors are
woven together. In doing so, they create a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts (Ladkin
2020). That is, it is only through the lens of culture provided by the richness of situating this
study in Main Street Community Hospital’s socio-political-historical context, that one can grasp
the non-material, and deeply psychologically embedded factors that reveal how leaders perceive
and locate uncertainty and their associated sensemaking and sensegiving around these drivers of
strategic change. Ultimately, by sharing their experiences and observing their interactions,
leaders revealed which events or situations caused their uncertainty. Further, leader descriptions
revealed varying locations of perceived uncertainty and sensemaking processes viewed uniquely
through the horizontal axis of the case (i.e.,, level of leadership and professional background).
Finally, leaders’ stories integrated their beliefs about the hospital’s culture and shared values in
ways that were thematically similar and relationally oriented. Often, they contrasted current
culture and values against the prior decade; however, they were careful to describe it as evolving
over time due to the influence of key leaders and not a case of going from bad to good.
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Figure 6.5
Theoretical Model of Leader Sensemaking of Perceived Locations of Uncertainty

Theoretical Propositions
This study sought to understand how leaders perceived the locations of uncertainty
associated with strategic organizational change and how this impacts their sensemaking and
sensegiving processes. Further, I was interested in exploring how leaders at different levels
within the organization situate uncertainty and how these varying perceived locations of
uncertainty may impact specific aspects of their sensemaking or sensegiving. This study found
perceptional differences in the location of uncertainty across the individual, organizational, and
environmental levels of the system as well as the co-occurrence of locations of uncertainty in
some situations. Further, leaders varied in the intensity and frequency of their perceived
locations of uncertainty with:
•

board trustees focused more on macro-level environmental uncertainty,

•

executives focused on environmental and organizational uncertainty, and
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•

directors the most focused on organizational uncertainty, but also expressing moderate
individual and environmental uncertainty.

Among the many sensemaking and sensegiving constructs explored from the extant literature,
what emerged from this case was that leaders focused on a subset of sensemaking signaling
constructs related to self and the organization. Sensemaking reflective of self, focused on aspects
of emotion, personal identity, job authority, power, and psychological safety and revealed
variations by role and perceived location of uncertainty. Most notable, executives demonstrated
expressive emotions, both positive and negative, in their sensemaking processes relative to all
locations of perceived uncertainty. Sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational signaling
constructs centered on communications; an organizational frame focused on people and
structure; a quadruple aim discourse around being patient-centered, managing costs, and
ensuring healthcare provider wellbeing; and issues of governance, particularly related to mission
and the strategic plan. Finally, the role of organizational culture was salient across the case and
specific organizational values were often referenced proximally to discussions of sensemaking
about leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty. Based on these findings, I have developed several
theoretical propositions to advance this body of research:
Proposition 1: During the process of sensemaking, leaders may be unable to recognize their
own perceptions of uncertainty in situ about strategic organizational change.
A unique finding in this study is that several leaders explicitly denied perceiving
uncertainty about the possible hospital integration despite articulating uncertainty through their
interviews and my observations of their interactions in leadership meetings. This discrepancy
between potentially conscious and subconscious perceptions of uncertainty reveals an important
finding from this study—at times, participants may be unable to recognize their own uncertainty
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about a strategic organizational change. According to the American Psychological Association
(2022), perception is “the process or result of becoming aware of objects, relationships, and
events by means of the senses, which includes such activities as recognizing, observing, and
discriminating” (section one, paragraph one). While researchers often focus on the result, or
perceptive awareness, in this discrepant example about possible hospital integration, the
emphasis for these individuals may be on the process of becoming aware or they may be
experiencing cognitive dissonance about aspects of the potential change.
In their grounded theory study of uncertainty among nurses, Cranley et al. (2012) found
that processually, nurses first experienced an unfamiliar situation with a patient (e.g., feeling
caught off guard, encountering new information) and this conditional state preceded the
recognition of uncertainty. Once recognized, Cranley et al. (2012) described a sequence of
learning and action steps akin to sensemaking. This conditional state is similar to Prochaska and
DiClemente’s (1983) six stage change model which begins with pre-contemplation. Smokers
studied in this stage of change were found to process less information, spend less time
evaluating, have fewer emotional reactions, and were unprepared to take action to address
behavior change. In Prochaska and Velicer’s (1997) follow-up study of the transtheoretical
model of health behavior change, they found that interventions appropriately matched to each of
the six stages of change were found to be most successful. Based on these studies, it seems
reasonable that leaders experiencing the same disruptive situation or event, may progress through
stages of awareness about the uncertainty at difference paces, particularly if they are less
attentive to social context and cues from others experiencing the uncertainty. Thus, leaders may
perceive aspects of the disruption but still be in the process of noticing and therefore not ready
for bracketing, action, or interpretation (see Figure 5.6).
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Proposition 2: Leader perceptions of uncertainty related to strategic organizational change
and its associated sensemaking processes were moderated by a relationally oriented
organizational culture centered in shared values aligned with the organization’s mission.
Through the case of Main Street Community Hospital, leaders described a culture that
was primarily oriented toward people, one that included core values of caring, collaboration and
partnership, trust, respect, empowerment, and open communication. These shared values align
with the hospital’s mission to “provide exceptional health care and comfort to the people we
serve.” These values were further highlighted in an internal hospital analysis of its strengths
reflected through the description of their mission-driven, community-oriented, and
quality-focused organizational culture, strong board and governance, and engaged, committed
and collaborative clinical staff. Their shared values continued in their opportunities for
improvement which reflected a desire to improve patient experience of care and to expand
partnerships. These strengths and opportunities reflect the central role of relational practices
within the organization. They also demonstrate a collective voice within the organization and
across the levels of leadership studied. Fairholm (1995) described this cultural phenomenon as
recognizing the importance of shared values as a unifying force within organizations. Schein
(2010) described culture formation as the amalgamation of “leadership activities and shared
experiences” (p. 88). Uhl-Bien (2006) advanced perspectives on relational leadership theory by
reorienting the ontology to a socially constructivist perspective in which “leadership is embedded
in context—person and context are interrelated social constructions made in ongoing
local-cultural-historical processes” (p. 662). In this way, the focus shifts to the processes and
communications (Uhl-Bien, 2006), such as Weick’s (1995) sensemaking’s principles of noticing,
bracketing, acting, and interpreting all within an ongoing social context.
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With respect to the protective effect of culture on leader sensemaking of perceived
uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change, Ganon-Shilon and Schechter (2021)
found that school principals that enacted sensemaking and sensegiving through the creation of a
common language, collaborative learning, and a shared working culture were successful in
implementing national school reforms and achieving strategic organizational change goals. They
reported that principals centered their discourse of change through the use of pedagogical or
emotional values and used sensegiving techniques of bridging, framing, and buffering to obtain
teacher buy-in about the need for reform. Open, honest, and frequent communication about
strategic changes, such as the cultural value described in this case, have been recognized as
serving a buffering effect, protecting against the confusion, perceptions of coercive control, and
resentment felt by middle managers in some studies of leader sensemaking and sensegiving
(Apker, 2004; Filstad, 2014; Zorn et al., 2000).
Additional studies have recognized the role of middle managers as change brokers who
call upon their knowledge of stakeholders and the organizational environment, inclusive of
culture, to develop customized messages, anticipate challenges, find common ground, and
generally, support acceptance and adoption of the change (Lüscher & Lewis, 2008; Rouleau &
Balogun, 2011). Finally, Ruben and Gigliotti (2017) identified the strong relational and
team-building opportunity in effective leader sensegiving through the purposeful selection,
content, and construction of messages; attendance to the environment in which they take place;
and thoughtful consideration of social and cultural differences among individuals and between
groups (e.g., front line managers vs board trustees). This study confirms and extends these
findings by noting specific positive and relational shared cultural values (e.g., collaboration,
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teamwork, empowerment) that contribute to the buffering and bridging effect on leaders
sensemaking and sensegiving of organizational change.
Having thoroughly explored the theoretical turn arrived at from this critical case study
and proposed several advancements to leadership and change theory, I will turn to a final
discussion of the scope and implications of this study for leadership and change practice as well
as opportunities for future research.
Discussion and Implications
Leaders are called upon to continuously evaluate their organization’s market positions
and to develop and implement strategies that will position their organizations for future success.
In the fast-paced world of business today, this calls for constant assessment, interpretation,
evaluation, and action. Through these cycles of learning and action, leaders are challenged to
make sense of new, and often discordant, information and in doing so, to adapt their mental
models and create plausible explanations to share with others to, hopefully, bring them into
alignment with the strategic change leaders believe necessary to be implemented to advance the
organization. As evidenced in this case study, these processes of sensemaking and sensegiving
around organizational change are complex, messy, and ongoing rather than discrete categorical
or linear events. Further, implementation of strategic organizational change must always be
considered in the broader context of the organization’s history, culture, and values, as well as
relevant environmental factors.
While many theoretical, empirical, and practice-based studies have been conducted to
ascertain how to best effectuate change, to date, little has been understood about how leaders
perceive uncertainties associated with strategic change, and more specifically, whether
uncertainty can be located within one or more levels of the broader system. Thus, through a
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single critical case study of a hospital experiencing strategic organizational change, I explored
the phenomenon of leaders’ perceptions of the location(s) of uncertainty and their corresponding
sensemaking and sensegiving processes. Through document and artifact review, observations,
and two rounds of interviews with hospital leaders, I wrote memos, triangulated data across
sources, and conducted reflexive analyses, searching for patterns and themes that could broaden
my understanding of the case. Further, using Bartlett and Vavrus’ (2016) comparative case study
analysis techniques, I thoroughly explored the horizontal, vertical, and transversal dimensions of
the case to incorporate critical aspects of context, culture, and comparison. Ultimately, this
critical case study revealed that leaders perceived varying locations of uncertainty related to the
situations or events they were facing and that these perceptions varied by level of leadership and
professional background. Leaders’ sensemaking similarly varied by leadership level but was
centered in sensemaking constructs of self (e.g., personal identity, emotion, power) and
organization (e.g., governance, communication, organizational frame, quadruple aim discourse).
Finally, the study revealed the centrality of the role of culture and perceived and expressed
common values in situating leader’s perceptions of uncertainty and in their sensemaking
processes.
In the remaining sections, I will describe the scope of the study, share some personal
reflections, discuss implications for future change leadership practice, and suggest opportunities
for future research.
Scope of the Research
Through this research study, bounded in the perceptions and lived experience of leaders
at Main Street Community Hospital, I sought to understand the sensemaking and sensegiving
processes of leaders experiencing uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change as
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well as whether these leaders perceived uncertainty to be located in different places within the
system in which they operate. A key strength of this study was the multi-scalar analytic
framework that required a deep exploration of the horizontal, vertical, and transversal axes of the
case. This technique is a more recent addition to the case study research methodologies, which,
at times have suffered from a lack of rigor or specificity in their selection of methods and
analytic approaches (Creswell & Poth, 2016). This processually-oriented analytic design also
calls upon researchers to refrain from artificially binding the case and foregrounds considerations
of power (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016). Both issues were germane to my study.
While one could argue the case was bound by the dimensions of the hospital itself, I
examined this situation through a social constructivist lens and waited for the participants and the
context to reveal the edges of the case. In this study, this resulted in two critical aspects of the
case that may otherwise have been overshadowed. First, I had anticipated that the primary focus
of strategic organizational change would be the hospital’s engagement in statewide healthcare
policy reforms. Through the study, it became clear this was one of five key situations or events
leaders perceived as creating uncertainty related to strategic organizational change and the health
policy arena was not the most central among those five. Second, I learned that the hospital, while
central to the case, viewed itself as part of a larger health system made up of outpatient,
inpatient, rehabilitative and long-term care and home health services as well as a philanthropic
foundation. Third, I attended to Bartlett and Vavrus’ (2016) considerations of power within the
case, ensuring it was on my leader mind maps during the study’s design and was explored during
interviews and through observations. Analysis revealed that it was one of several key
sensemaking signaling constructs related to self. Further, power was addressed in two ways: as
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perceptions of leader authority or decision-making responsibilities, or expressions of that
authority over others.
In the case of Main Street Community Hospital, trustworthiness was established through
spending four months in the field, learning about the hospital through review of more than 700
pages of documents and artifacts; observation of 10 distinct meetings over 17 hours with
associated field notes on setting, context, content, interpersonal interactions, quotations, and
sense impressions related to my research question; two rounds of interviews representing 19
interviews and 195 pages of transcripts, each member checked by the participant. At each step in
the process, I assessed how data related to one another (triangulation) and how they related to the
sensemaking and sensegiving constructs I had mapped from the extant literature. I purposefully
reflected on what I was learning and where I needed to go next, documenting it on a storyline
map. A selection of first round interviews were also coded by two external reviewers and
comparisons were made, issues discussed, and coding continued iteratively until substantive
agreement was achieved and maintained. Throughout the research and analysis phases, interview
transcripts were re-analyzed and coded multiple times using existing theoretical constructs as
well as adding key codes as needed for the evolving understanding of the case. Sixty pages of
researcher memos, maps, and diagrams reflected the exploration, analysis, and interpretation of
the case. All of these reflexive steps add to the trustworthiness of my data.
Despite these strengths, there are several challenges related to the scope of the study that
also need to be addressed. Specifically, this was a single case study relying on a critical
framework that considered the horizontal, vertical, and transversal axes of the case, but it did not
encompass the full depth or breadth that Bartlett and Vavrus (2016) espoused in their
comparative case study methodological approach. For example, the study occurred over four
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months in spring 2022, rather than exploring the phenomenon of leader perceptions of
uncertainty over years to ground it more deeply in the historical and broader policy arenas. As
such, this study was able to identify leaders’ current perceptions of uncertainty, but I was unable
to assess the fluidity of these perceptions nor observe the totality of leaders sensemaking
processes from initial disruption through formation of new schema and subsequent sensegiving.
In addition, while I was able to find and analyze some examples of leader sensegiving,
they were limited due to the pacing of events occurring during the study period as well as access
to situations where sensegiving might be taking place. The most significant sensegiving
experience was in the final observation of a three-hour board meeting where the critical analysis
and recommendations related to Main Street Community Hospital’s possible integration with a
larger regional academic health system was presented and discussed. Furthermore, given the
importance of hospital culture that emerged in this study as a moderator and potentially
protective factor in leader sensemaking around their perceptions of uncertainty of strategic
organizational change, it is also important to acknowledge that culture is fluid, ever-changing,
and in the eye of the beholder. As such, culture was a critically important socio-historical
contextual factor in the case, but it was not centered in the case from the outset, nor was it
possible to fully explore the many facets and varying perceptions and beliefs about the
organization’s culture. Thus, it is possible that perceptions of culture described by leaders and
observed through interactions may embody a temporally fixed view of this critical facet of the
case. Finally, it is important to recognize that this study occurred during the COVID-19
pandemic and in-person interactions were limited by recommendations of public health
practitioners and business policies. As a result, all of my interactions with leaders across the case
occurred via video calls or emails. While one leader commented that this was a benefit as my
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presence did not impact the “feel of the room,” it is a potential limitation in that it is more
difficult to engage in deep relational and embodied practices over the two dimensions of a video
screen instead of face-to-face and within the material structures of the hospital facility.
Despite these constraints on the scope of the study, this study revealed critical insights
and advances the understanding of leaders’ perceptions of uncertainty associated with strategic
organizational change as well as their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. In the next
section I will briefly reflect on my personal learning through execution of this study before
sharing implications for leaders of strategic organizational change, and ideas for future research.
Personal Reflections
In the planning and design of this case study, I outlined my epistemological perspective
as embodying a pragmatic constructivist paradigm. Fundamentally, this required that I embrace
the idea that leaders within the study may have differing, even conflicting, perceptions, beliefs,
and actions related to my phenomenon of interest. As such, it called upon me to be open, to
listen, and to probe for contradictions, subtle nuances in perception, and discordant findings. One
way I accomplished this was through the case methods I elected to use, specifically, the
triangulation among document review, observation, and multiple rounds of interviews with
leaders across differing levels of the organization. I was strategic in my selection of observation
settings, seeking to ensure multiple levels of leadership would be present and planned topics on
agendas for meetings would relate to areas that may represent uncertainty among leaders.
For example, I elected to attend several nursing leadership meetings where attendance
ranged from frontline managers to board trustees and common topics related to workforce,
patient and provider safety, and innovation were discussed. Through memoing and iterative
analysis of the case I sought patterns among the data, clarified my understanding of the case
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along the horizontal, vertical, and transversal axes, and challenged my assumptions. One of the
greatest, and earliest, areas of learning for me was in letting go of my central assumption that
Vermont’s healthcare reform policies and resultant practices putting pressure on local hospitals
would be the focus of uncertainty for hospital leaders. In practice, it was a relatively small focus
among the myriad of other challenges they were facing. During the first round of interviews, I
adapted my interview guide after each of the first five interviews in order to be responsive to
what I was learning and to focus on the stories leaders wanted to share about their perceptions of
uncertainty and their experiences with strategic organizational change. Further, I began the case
study with specific ideas about how I might structure the second-round interviews and planned a
pause between rounds to evaluate and solidify the plan. Instead, the specific interview method
needed to be adapted yet again to address the specific situations that were emerging. This
exemplifies a social constructivist perspective where the voices of participants guide the
direction of the study.
My second key learning was that although I already considered myself as holding an
“insider” interpretivist perspective, at the outset of the case, the scope of my insider perspective
was limited to my familiarity with Vermont’s healthcare reform landscape and my distanced
connection to the hospital through my role at the Accountable Care Organization of which the
hospital is a member. Over time, as I developed relationships with leaders at the hospital, I first
sensed, and then noticed explicit cues that I was gaining their trust and that they felt that I
understood them as leaders within the organization as well as understanding some of the
challenges they faced. For example, during interviews, many leaders used versions of “I’ll tell
you, but don’t throw me under the bus.” Other leaders expressed vulnerabilities, such as one
leader who, through our interview discussion, gained self-awareness of their own passivity in
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avoiding addressing an issue that was of concern to them, and shared that they were ashamed of
their lack of action thus far, and ended by verbalizing their plan to address the concern. For me,
the many hours spent together with leaders through one-to-one interactions and in group settings
led to my own recognition that being an “outsider” or an “insider” is not a dichotomous state of
being, rather these exist on a continuum and, as time passed, I slid deeper and deeper into the
“insider” perspective. These cycles of action and learning inevitably impacted my own everyday
sensemaking about the case.
Throughout this study, and my broader journey as a change practitioner and leader, I have
sought to understand why people believe what they do, why they act in certain ways, and how
these beliefs and actions are situated in the broader context of their family, organization,
community, culture, religion, politics, or geography in order to successfully effectuate change. I
am aware that when I enter a meeting, particularly if I sense my leadership or facilitative role
within the space, I often turn to context as a grounding, centering, and unifying force to bring
people into a collective readiness to address the situation at hand. This comes quite naturally to
me, and it was not until former colleagues pointed it out, that I recognized the behavior as at all
unique. Today, I view it as one of my most important leadership strengths—to bring contextual
awareness to a group—and this strength has certainly found its affinity in the assessment of the
transversal axis of this case, that is, the study of the contextual factors inclusive of time, space,
place, and culture. The doctoral journey has helped me to understand why these facets of
organizational change are important to me and to leadership practice, and, most importantly, the
journey has taught me to be a reflexive leader, practitioner, and scholar. In the next sections, I
reflect on the implications of this study on leadership and change practices and ideas for future
research.
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Implications for Leadership and Change
This study revealed several important findings that add to the literature on leader
perceptions of uncertainty and their sensemaking and sensegiving processes. In addition, it
uncovered facets of the broader environment that provide context to the reader that may either
extend or restrict the relevance of these findings based on the reader’s own perspective and
beliefs about strategic organizational change. First, leaders in this case perceived both
generalized uncertainty as well as uncertainty that can be located in the complex layers of the
system they navigate, that is, environmental, organizational, or individual uncertainty.
Additionally, it was revealed that these perceived uncertainties can be solely located within one
layer of the system, such as a leader concerned about the impact of a strategic organizational
change on their role or scope of authority, or perceived uncertainties can cross layers of the
system; they can be co-located.
Perhaps most importantly, this study revealed that leaders may not fully recognize their
own uncertainty or be able to consciously situate it in varying layers of the micro, meso, or
macro-level system they inhabit. As a result, leaders may be less likely to accurately predict or
identify where their staff are perceiving their own locations of uncertainty. Thus, change leaders
should actively explore possible impacts of the strategic change they are seeking to implement
on the individual, organizational and environmental levels of the system and be prepared to
proactively discuss these impacts with stakeholders to reduce or manage uncertainty. For
illustration, I offer a simple mnemonic of “MOrE” as a reminder for change leaders in their
planning, execution, and evaluation phases of a strategic change initiative. MOrE prompts
leaders to consider:
•

What might this mean for Me?
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•

How might this change impact the Organization as I understand it today?

•

What Environmental factors may be causing stakeholder uncertainty?

In the case of “Me,” this should prompt leaders’ reflexive consideration of their own evolving
sensemaking and their resultant sensegiving actions. In preparing for sensegiving, it could
remind leaders to be more intentional in their framing of the story of the change, in the details
provided, and in ensuring that outcomes are clearly established and articulated. Similarly,
prompts about organizational impact and relevant environmental factors should be explicitly
surfaced through advance exploration and articulation by change leaders during the planning
process and through intentional exploratory steps early in the change implementation.
Recall, that this study revealed that leaders are not always aware of their own perceptions
of the locations of uncertainty. If that is the case, how can they expect other organizational actors
to be fully aware of their own psychologically driven perspectives? By explicitly teaching
leaders the qualities of uncertainty, they can become equipped with a signaling framework to
more deeply explore their own perceptions and to be mindful of what techniques or practices
may reduce uncertainty in others. For example, if organizational actors are perceiving
organizational uncertainty associated with a general lack of clarity or understanding of the
situation or too much information, these can be addressed through more thoughtful development
of communication-oriented sensegiving activities.
A further implication for change leadership practice is to build explicit understanding of
sensemaking and sensegiving processes among leaders at all levels of the organization and, in
particular, to differentiate everyday sensemaking from sensemaking theory. Everyday
sensemaking involves the processing, interpretation, and actions that occur as we decide which
route to drive to the store based on the time of day or what to make for dinner based on what is in
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the refrigerator. This is in contrast with Weick’s (1995) theory of sensemaking as caused by a
“shock” or disruption through information, a situation, or event that cannot be immediately
reconciled with past experiences or knowledge. I call attention to this distinction because through
my experience in describing my research study throughout this dissertation process, it became
clear that those I engaged with felt that they inherently understood what I meant by sensemaking
and, when asked, they inevitably described everyday sensemaking. This make sense as we think
about how we navigate everyday life, but in the context of organizing, the assumption that every
organizational actor inherently knows how to notice, parse, assimilate, interpret, act, and learn
from signals or cues from the broader environment is a dangerous fallacy. While change
leadership training on these concepts of sensemaking and sensegiving and associated strategies
for effective implementation would benefit leaders at all levels of the organization, it might make
sense to begin with middle managers. In doing so, we may have the greatest long-term impact as
middle managers advance their careers to become leaders of strategic change in organizations.
Finally, I could not end this dissertation without calling out the opportunity to focus on
organizational culture as a precursor to implementing effective strategic change initiatives in
organizations (Schein, 2010). As we saw through the experiences at Main Street Community
Hospital, leaders that build a strong, cohesive, and positively oriented organizational culture;
particularly one build on genuine caring, relational practices, teamwork, partnership, and open
communication; have a strong foundation upon which to advance their strategic priorities in
alignment with their mission. Further, the work of culture development, like change, in
organizations is driven by social and psychological processes that prioritize people. Thus, leaders
must strive to become better leaders of people to successfully effectuate positive change in
organizations.
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Recommendations for Future Research
This study has revealed a novel facet to leader perceptions of uncertainty, specifically,
that their uncertainty can be situated in different layers of the system they inhabit. In addition, it
is noteworthy that leaders in this study did not always recognize their own uncertainty or where
it was located even when their narrative descriptions clearly articulated location(s) of
uncertainty. While much research since Milliken’s (1985) original study has focused on
understanding and managing uncertainty, the preponderance has focused on issues related to a
single location of uncertainty, such as environmental scanning (Sund, 2015), organizational
impacts of failed strategic change (Samdanis & Lee, 2019), or the impact of organizational
change on employees’ perceptions of job security, role, and compensation (Bordia, Hobman, et
al., 2004). Thus, more research is needed to better understand leaders’ perceptions of the
locations of uncertainty as well as relationships among co-occurring locations of uncertainty.
Further, this line of research should be extended to other healthcare settings and beyond into
other industries.
As discussed earlier, sensegiving resulting from leader sensemaking of perceived
uncertainty related to strategic organizational change was less frequently observed in this study,
perhaps related to the timing of the case study in the field relative to the evolution of
sensemaking of the key situations or events leaders perceived as uncertain. As a result, more
attention should be paid to both leader sensegiving perceptions resulting from their sensemaking
of perceived locations of uncertainty, their resulting actions, and their impact on recipients of
their sensegiving. Ultimately, studies are needed to explore the recursive cycles of sensemaking
and sensegiving that occur across levels of leadership related to leader perceived locations of
uncertainty as well as the temporal nature of these interactions.
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Finally, this study revealed interesting insights into the specific and deeply held cultural
beliefs and values among leaders at various levels of the hospital organization. Some espoused
values crosscut (i.e., communication, caring, relationships and teamwork) leader perceptions of
uncertainty while others appeared more aligned with specific locations of uncertainty (e.g.,
environmental uncertainty and the value of partnerships and collaboration). Further, there was
some variation in cultural values by level of leadership (e.g., directors focused on trust and
empowerment). All of these dynamics warrant further consideration in future studies.
Conclusion
Strategic organizational change is an expected part of business development and
evolution today. Without it, businesses would stagnate, and many would fail. Yet, opportunities
of strategic organizational change also represent a disruption to the status quo. When leaders
perceive uncertainty about aspects of the situation, it creates opportunity for sensemaking as
leaders notice, interpret, take action, and influence the meaning-making of others within the
organization. In this study, I sought to understand how leaders perceived the locations of
uncertainty associated with strategic organizational change and their resulting sensemaking and
sensegiving processes. The findings of my study, along with insights revealed about the
commonly held cultural values (e.g., caring, collaboration, trust, open communication), confirm
the complex, social, situationally-bound, and psychologically driven nature of this study.
These findings, situated in the extant literature, indicate that leaders’ perceptions of
uncertainty evolve as the flux of organizational change reveals (or conceals) critical aspects of
the strategic organizational change being enacted. As a result, leader sensemaking and
sensegiving must remain fluid and change leaders must reflexively consider “MOrE” (i.e., what
might this mean for me? How might this change impact the organization as I understand it
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today? And What environmental factors may be causing stakeholder uncertainty?) as they plan
and conduct strategic change initiatives across their organizations.
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APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM (INTERVIEWS) AND INFORMATION SHEET
(OBSERVATIONS)

Consent Form (Interviews)
Name of Principal Investigator: Sara Barry
Name of Organization: Antioch University, Graduate School of Leadership and Change
Name of Project: Leaders’ Views of Organizational Change
Introduction: I am Sara Barry, a PhD candidate enrolled in the Graduate School of Leadership
and Change at Antioch University. As part of this degree, I am conducting research about how
leaders experience strategic change in their organization. I am going to give you information
about the project and invite you to participate. You may talk to anyone you feel comfortable
speaking with about the project and take time to reflect on whether you want to participate or
not. You may ask questions at any time.
Purpose: The purpose of this research is, through a case study of a Vermont hospital, to
understand how leaders think about, experience, and communicate about strategic organizational
change.
Project Activities: This project will involve your participation in up to two interviews. Each
interview will last approximately 45 minutes (for a total of up to 90 minutes) and will take place
at a time of your choosing in person or over a web-based platform (e.g., Zoom, Teams). You will
have the opportunity to agree or decline participation in either interview. I will record the
interview to help me capture your comments accurately and I will send you a copy of the
transcript so that you can make any corrections or clarifications needed. Further, I may ask you
to share public or private documents (e.g., agendas, meeting minutes, emails) that reflect
discussions about organizational change within your hospital or the community. At no time will I
ask for or should you share patient-identifiable information.
Participant Selection: You are being invited to take part in this project because you are a leader
at your hospital involved in strategic organizational change. I anticipate interviewing
approximately 10-15 leaders at your hospital during this case study. You should consider not
participating in this project if the idea of discussing your leadership activities or experiences of
change within your hospital or community could cause you discomfort or any perceived
professional harm.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. You may
choose not to participate. You may withdraw from this project at any time. You will not be
penalized for your decision not to participate or for anything you contribute during the project.
Risks: I do not anticipate that you will be harmed or distressed as a result of participating in this
project. Your hospital will not be directly named in this study, and I will not reference you by
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name or specific title within the publication of this research; however, it is possible that you
could be identified through direct quotes or other information you voluntarily provide to me and
used in the publication of this research. You will have the opportunity to review your interview
transcripts so that you can make any corrections or clarifications necessary before information is
shared. You may stop participating in the project at any time if you become uncomfortable by
notifying me at the time or through the contact information provided below.
Benefits: There may no direct benefit to you from participation in these interviews. However,
some leaders find that discussing aspects of their leadership and experiences of organizational
change provide personal insights that are helpful to them. Further, your participation in this study
may help me to learn more about how leaders make meaning of organizational change and how
they communicate about these changes. These findings could help future leaders design and
implement organizational change efforts.
Reimbursements: You will not be provided any compensation to take part in this project.
Confidentiality: All information collected through this case study will remain confidential. In
my analysis and reporting, I will not refer to you by name or professional role, instead, I will
refer to you by the level of leadership you represent (e.g., board member, executive, department
leader). I will not share the names of people participating (or not participating) in this study with
you or with others within your organization. It is important for you to understand that your
hospital has elected not to be identified by name in reporting about this study; however,
information about your hospital contained in the case study may be sufficient for knowledgeable
individuals to identify the hospital. You should only provide me with hospital documents that
you feel comfortable sharing for research purposes. The information you share, my analysis, and
the resulting case study will be shared in the public domain through publication of my
dissertation, presentations, and journal articles, among other settings.
The recordings of the interview(s), documents you provide, or notes I make, will be kept in a
secure, locked location. Generally speaking, I can assure you that I will keep everything you tell
me private; however, there are times where I cannot keep things confidential including, if:
•
•
•

a child or vulnerable adult has been abused,
a person plans to hurt him or herself, such as commit suicide, or
a person plans to hurt someone else.

There are laws that require many professionals to take action if they think a person is at risk for
self-harm or are self-harming, harming another or if a child or adult is being abused. In most
states, there is a government agency that must be told if someone is being abused or plans to selfharm or harm another person. Please ask any questions you may have about this issue before
agreeing to be in the study. It is important that you do not feel betrayed if it turns out that I
cannot keep some things private.
Future Use of Data: It is possible that the information you provide could be used in future,
secondary research. In this case, if it is used outside of research at your hospital, it will remain
de-identified. However, if the case study is extended or future research takes place at your
hospital, I may link your information from this study to future study data as appropriate to
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address the research question. If this occurs, your information will remain confidential, and you
will not be identified in any future research without your express permission.
Right to Refuse or Withdraw: You do not have to take part in this project if you do not wish to
do so, and you may withdraw from the study at any time without your job being affected.
Who to Contact: If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have
questions later, you may contact Sara Barry at XXXXX. If you have any ethical concerns about
this study, contact Lisa Kreeger, PhD, Chair, Institutional Review Board, Antioch University
Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Email: XXXXXX.
Consent: I have read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the
opportunity to ask questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to
my satisfaction. I consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study and agree to be audio or
videotaped as described for the sole purposes of this research study.
Name of Participant ________________________
Date (M/D/Y) ____________________________
Signature ________________________________
To be filled out by the researcher or the person taking consent:
I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and all
the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability.
I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent has been
given freely and voluntarily. A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been provided to the
participant.
Name of Researcher _______________________________
Signature of Researcher____________________________
Date (M/D/Y) ___________________________________
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Fact Sheet (Observations)
Name of Principal Investigator: Sara Barry
Name of Organization: Antioch University, Graduate School of Leadership and Change
Name of Project: Leaders’ Views of Organizational Change
Introduction: I am Sara Barry, a PhD candidate enrolled in the Graduate School of Leadership
and Change at Antioch University. As part of this degree, I am conducting research about how
leaders experience strategic change in their organization. I am going to give you information
about the project and invite you to participate. You may talk to anyone you feel comfortable
speaking with about the project and take time to reflect on whether you want to participate or
not. You may ask questions at any time.
Purpose: The purpose of this research is, through a case study of a Vermont hospital, to
understand how leaders think about, experience, and communicate about strategic organizational
change.
Project Activities: Your hospital has agreed to serve as the site for this research study which
includes me observing existing meetings and other settings in which leaders discuss
organizational change. You are receiving this information because you have been identified as a
participant in one or more settings in which I have been given permission to observe such
discussions. During these events, I will observe and take notes about the interactions and
discussions taking place among participants. I will not audio or video record these sessions, nor
will I record any patient-identifiable information. You should consider not participating in this
project if the idea of my observation or note-taking about your interactions and discussion of
your activities or experiences of change within your hospital or community could cause you
discomfort or any perceived professional harm.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. You may
choose not to participate, or you may withdraw from this project at any time. If you choose not to
participate, I will observe the meeting and take notes, but will not make notes about anything you
say or do. You will not be penalized for your decision not to participate or for anything you
contribute during the project.
Risks: I do not anticipate that you will be harmed or distressed as a result of participating in this
project. Your hospital will not be directly named in this study, and I will not reference you by
name or specific title within the publication of this research; however, it is possible that you
could be identified through direct quotes or other information you voluntarily provide to me and
used in the publication of this research. If during data analysis, I find a direct quote that I would
like to use from my observations and note-taking, I will contact you first to request your
permission. At that time, you may independently decide to allow or disallow use of the direct
quote without any future impact. You may stop participating in the project at any time if you
become uncomfortable by notifying me at the time or through the contact information provided
below.
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Benefits: There may no direct benefit to you of my observation of your involvement in a hospital
meeting; however, your participation in this study may help me to learn more about how leaders
make meaning of organizational change and how they communicate about it. These findings
could help future leaders design and implement organizational change efforts.
Reimbursements: You will not be provided any compensation to take part in this project.
Confidentiality: All information collected through this case study will remain confidential. In
my analysis and reporting, I will not refer to you by name or job title, instead, I will refer to you
by the type of role you represent (e.g., department leader, healthcare provider, staff) within your
organization. I will not share the names of people participating (or not participating) in this study
with you or with others within your organization. It is important for you to understand that your
hospital has elected not to be identified by name in reporting about this study; however,
information about your hospital contained in the case study may be sufficient for knowledgeable
individuals to identify the hospital. The information you share, my analysis, and the resulting
case study will be shared in the public domain through publication of my dissertation,
presentations, and journal articles, among other settings.
The notes I make will be kept in a secure, locked location. Generally speaking, I can assure you
that I will keep everything you tell me private; however, there are times where I cannot keep
things confidential including, if:
•
•
•

a child or vulnerable adult has been abused,
a person plans to hurt him or herself, such as commit suicide, or
a person plans to hurt someone else.

There are laws that require many professionals to take action if they think a person is at risk for
self-harm or are self-harming, harming another or if a child or adult is being abused. In most
states, there is a government agency that must be told if someone is being abused or plans to selfharm or harm another person. Please ask any questions you may have about this issue before
agreeing to be in the study. It is important that you do not feel betrayed if it turns out that I
cannot keep some things private.
Future Use of Data: It is possible that the information you provide could be used in future,
secondary research. In this case, if it is used outside of research at your hospital, it will remain
de-identified. However, if the case study is extended or future research takes place at your
hospital, I may link your information from this study to future study data as appropriate to
address the research question. If this occurs, your information will remain confidential, and you
will not be identified in any future research without your express permission.
Right to Refuse or Withdraw: You do not have to take part in this project if you do not wish to
do so, and you may withdraw from the study at any time without your job being affected.
Who to Contact: If you have any questions, you may ask them now or later. If you have
questions later, you may contact Sara Barry at XXXXX. If you have any ethical concerns about
this study, contact Lisa Kreeger, PhD, Chair, Institutional Review Board, Antioch University
Ph.D. in Leadership and Change, Email: XXXXXX.
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Consent: I have read the foregoing information; I have had the opportunity to ask questions
about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent
voluntarily to be a participant in this study. If you elect not to participate in this aspect of the
research study, please reply to the invitation email stating “I decline.”
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW GUIDES
Interview Guide Round 1 (Director)
Name:
Date:
Opening: (5 min)
1. Welcome, thank you for your time speaking with me. Today I want to speak with you about
your experience of change at <hospital>.
2. Assent process and permission to record. If yes, start recording.
3. In our discussion today, I am asking you to talk with me as if I do not have any knowledge or
experience with Vermont’s healthcare reform efforts or about your hospital or community.
This will help me understand your experiences better.
Leader Questions
1. Let’s begin by telling me about your connection to <hospital>.
a. What is your role? How long have you worked here?
b. What are your key responsibilities or accountabilities?
c. How do you see your role evolving in the next few years? (identity, job authority,
role)
2. How are strategic decisions about the hospital made?
a. Who is included? Who is not at the table? Why?
b. Tell me a bit about the pace of strategic decision-making? Was there a sense of
urgency? Why/why not? (identity, power, influence)
3. What are some of the most important strategic decisions that have occurred in the past few
years?
a. What influenced the need to make these decisions (e.g. external or organizational
factors)?
b. How did you feel about these decisions and what happened next?
4. Tell me about how your organization views strategic change.
a. What has it looked like when it has worked well?
b. Tell me about a time a change failed. Why do you think it failed? (discourse of
change)
c. If I was a new leader joining your hospital, what stories would I learn about the
organization’s experience of change? (communication)
d. How are strategic changes communicated within the organization? (communication)
5. What role does uncertainty/ambiguity play in the processes or outcomes of the strategic
change?
a. How do leaders talk about uncertainty with each other? With their teams? Across the
organization?
6. Tell me about a time when you disagreed with a key decision.
a. What happened?
b. How did this make you feel?
c. To whom did you express these feelings? (identity, influence, ambition)
7. Please tell me about what value based care (VBC) means to you.
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8. What is the feeling about VBC in your hospital?
a. With the team you lead?
b. with your peers? Why? (emotion, discourse of change)
9. Describe for me what the implementation of VBC (or strategic organizational change) has
meant for you personally.
a. How has it impacted you so far?
b. How do you anticipate this changing in the next 1-2 years? (identity, job authority,
emotion)
10. When you think about what the future looks like for <hospital>, how certain are you of that
future?
a. What is impacting the way you are thinking about it?
b. How clear/unclear is this future? Why? (uncertainty, ambition)
11. When you think about your professional future, what does it look like?
a. How clear/unclear is this future? Why? (identity, job authority, role, power, ambition,
uncertainty)
12. To what extent does the environment outside your hospital impact how you think about
VBC?
a. How often do you think about that external environment and the future of VBC?
b. Why so often? Why not more often? (discourse of change, uncertainty)
13. In what settings is VBC discussed within your hospital? What types of discussions occur?
(discourse of change)
14. What else would you like to share with my about how your organization experiences
strategic change?
Thank you and Next Steps (3 min)
1. Thank you for sharing your experiences with me today. It is very helpful for my research.
2. Once I have transcribed this interview, I will send it to you so that you can review it and
make any changes or corrections.
3. As a reminder, I will reach out to you again in a few weeks to schedule a second interview to
continue to explore this topic of strategic organizational change at your hospital.
4. Thank you again for your time; I appreciate it and will be in touch soon.
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Round 2 Interviews REVISED (All Leaders)
Thank you for meeting with me again. Today I’d like to start by sharing a few of my
observations with you and then I have a few more questions I’d like to explore together.
As you may recall, I asked you some questions at our first meeting about how you or others
experience uncertainty around strategic change at <hospital>. Through my interviews and
observations, it has been interesting to note some specific situations that have emerged which
create uncertainty or ambiguity for people. This is not to say that all people experienced the same
things or to the same degree, however, there was enough consistency in these situations that I’d
like to explore them more deeply.
In addition, I have noted that different situations cause people to think about the uncertainty in
different ways—for example, how the uncertainty exists or manifests within <hospital>, or for
individuals in their jobs. Further, some people noted how the uncertainty came from external
environmental factors.
So far, I have heard consistent mention of six key events or situations. I’ll share each of them
with you now:
• Workforce – this includes the challenge of recruiting and retaining a highly skilled
workforce to provide the highest quality care to patients in your community. The
workforce could include physicians, nurses and APPs, technicians, or other skilled
healthcare providers. For some it may also include issues of succession planning for
leadership roles at <hospital>.
• COVID – the pandemic has been unprecedented in modern history and called upon
<hospital>, its leaders, staff, and community to address many unknowns, to adapt, and to
continue to provide excellent care in an evolving landscape.
• Healthcare regulatory and policy environment – this includes the impact of healthcare
reform activities, value-based care, federal and state funding and policy pressures, as
well as regulation by the Green Mountain Care Board
• Hospital Integration – this includes the possibility of expanding the current relationship
between <hospital> and XXXXXX, considerations of the governance structure (e.g.,
accountabilities, power, local control and decision-making), considerations of clinical
services (e.g., partnerships, expansions, and market share), and the potential impact to
departments and individuals.
• Straying from Mission/Mission Creep – this includes expansion of services beyond
<hospital>’s core mission/identity and the financial pressures that occurred in 2007-2009
or so that resulted in a change in the executive leadership team and any impacts this had
on current structure, decision-making, or accountabilities.
• Rural healthcare landscape – this includes the challenges of maintaining services to
rural communities, limited resources, financial pressures, demographic shifts (e.g. aging
populations), competition, advancements in technology, and other factors that make rural
healthcare challenging.
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For today’s interview, I am going to show you these six categories on the screen and ask you to
select three of them that you feel you have experienced or have knowledge about.
<Pause to select three, ask them to name the three>
Now, I’d like you to take a moment to think about these three situations or events and consider
the types of uncertainties these situations create (for example, the pressures they cause, whom or
how the impact is felt).
Let me know when you’ve had a moment to reflect. <pause> Tell me a bit why you selected
each of these three situations.
Now, I’d like you to identify which one of these topics creates the MOST uncertainty for
you. <name it>
Great! I’d like us to spend some time talking about the area you just identified of <___>.
Now I’d like to explore how you, as a leader, think about the uncertainty or ambiguity
surrounding this event and what feelings or actions you have taken or experienced as a result.
Locations of Uncertainty
1. Thinking about this event, please describe for me times that you have been uncertain about
how it may impact you personally.
a. How about times that it has created uncertainty about its impact on<hospital>?
b. And how about times that it has created uncertainty about its impact on the broader
healthcare environment?
Sensemaking:
2. What inputs (information, behaviors, actions) have you noticed that have impacted your
thinking about this situation/event? (noticing, bracketing)
3. How do you make sense of this situation? What story have you constructed to better
understand the situation/event and its possible impact? (plausibility, retrospect)
a. What forums or places have you been able to learn more or talk about this with
others? (social context, plausibility)
b. What was meaningful to you about those conversations? (plausibility, salient cues)
4. What actions or steps have you taken to help you make sense of the situation/event?
(enactment)
5. In what ways does the culture at <hospital> help you make sense of uncertainty?
Sensegiving:
1. How have you communicated about this event with your team? (enactment, sensegiving,
influencing others)
a. Did you need to adapt the information or messages to tailor them to your team’s
unique needs? If so, how did you adapt the information (e.g. reframe for patient
benefit)?
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b. What has their reaction been?
2. Have any of your team’s reactions changed the way you think about the event? If yes, how?
If time repeat process with second set of situations/events.
Wrap up Question:
1. What suggestions or strategies do you recommend for leaders seeking to reduce the
uncertainty that you have observed or experienced around strategic change?
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APPENDIX D: CODE SET

Code/Subcodes
Ambition
Change Orientation
Improvement
Learning
Resistant
Systems
Communication
Framing
Meetings
Metaphors
Stories
Symbols
Voice
COVID
CULTURE
culture key word/desc
Possible Merger
Early Mismanagement
Emotion
Governance
Mission
Strategic Plan
Values
Vision
Job Authority
Accountabilities
Duration at hospital
Duration in position
Perceived job stability
LOC: Environment
LOC: Individual
LOC: Organization
Organizational Frame
People
Politics
Structure
Symbols
Personal behaviors
Self-Efficacy
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Personal Identity
Personal Traits
Profession
Role
nursing
Planned Change
Power
Psychological Safety
Quadruple Aim Discourse
Cost
Patient Experience
Provider Experience
Quality
Rapid change
Regulatory/Policy Envt
Rural Health Landscape
SenseGIVING
Influencing Others
Reframing
SenseMAKING
Enactment
Identity
Noticing and bracketing
Plausibility
Retrospective
Social Context
Social Status
Education
Race
SES
Team Norms
Uncertainty
Complexity
Decision-making
fluid/changing
Impact
unclear
Urgency
Environmental scanning
identify opportunities
identify threats
increase control
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Information
contradictory
high volume
Info lacking
Unrelatable to past knowledge or experience
Lacking clarity
Goals unclear
Outcomes unclear
rationale unclear
Social interactions
communication
seek cues
takes action
Value Orientation
Certainty/uncertainty
Cooperative/competitive
Individualistic/prosocial
Long-term/short-term
Workforce

